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ABSTRACT 
Using depth of humus, structural physiognomy of the 
vegetation and the occurrence of sociological species 
groups as criteria, the Avalon Peninsula heathlands have 
been classified into three morphological types: 
l. ROCK BARRENS 
2. HARD GROUND HEATH 
3. SOFT GROUND HEATH 
The vegetation of each of these morphological types 
is classified using the methods of the Zurich Montpellier 
School of Phytosociology. Rock Barrens are represented by 
the association ~i~~n~i~ - ~r£t~sta£hzl~t~ ~£i~a~. 
Hard Ground Heath has two naturally occurring associations 
(E!Jn£e~r~ - gb~c~m!t.;:i~t~ ~a_!!U_gi_!!o~a~; ~£e~r~ -
Ro~e_!!t!l~e~~ ~r!d~n~a~a~) and two anthropogenic 
associations (~u~~o - Ro~Y!r~c~e!~ ~o~~~; ~u~U!o 
~m£e~r~t~ _!!i~~e). The Soft Ground type is represented 
by three dry heath associations (~a!m~e~~ ~~~t~fol~a~; 
Kalmio - ~l_!!e~U!!! ~r!s.:e.a~; ~b!e~e~~ ~a1:_s~~a~ !!u~s~_n!a~) 
and three wet heath associations (~a~m~o - ~y_;:i~et'U!!! ~a~e; 
~a1:_m!o- ~!!a~~t~ ~e~o_;:i; Ri£e~t~ ~a_;:i~~e ~e~i£r~s~r~t~e). 
Ecological investigations on a heath slope revealed the 
presence of a soil-vegetation catena. The upper slope is 
characterized by Rock Barrens and Hard Ground Heath whereas 
iv 
the lower slope is characterized by Soft Ground Heath. 
Temperature recordings taken between March and July showed 
a correlation between the date of substrate thaw and the 
vegetation cover. 
The Avalon Peninsula is divided into the following 
four ecoregions based on the distribution of described 
associations and other floristic, ecological and 
morphological characteristics: 
l. ALPINE HEATH 
2. SUBARCTIC HEATH 
3. BOREAL HEATH 
4. BOREAL FOREST 
Floristic comparisons revealed that the Avalon heath 
has its closest floristic relationship with the Boreal-
Atlantic Region in northwest Europe. The association 
Kalmia - ~ha~et~ ~e~oEi is related to the class Ox~c~c~o 
~ha~et~a in existing hierarchical vegetation classification. 
However, endemism in the vascular flora between North 
America and Europe made it impossible to relate the 
remaining Avalon heath associations to the existing 
European classification. The heath associations are 
structured into a tentative hierarchical classification of 
the northeastern North American heath. 
v 
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
Objectives 
Heathlands cover approximately 623,3l6 hectares of 
the land surface on the Avalon Peninsula. Historically 
this land resource has been primarily utilized for 
commercial blueberry production and to a lesser extent 
as pasture for sheep. The barrens in their natural state 
are also important habitats for game such as the willow 
ptarmigan and caribou. 
At present, government agencies are assessing the 
capability of these lands for forestry, agriculture, 
wildlife and recreation. It has become evident, however, 
that inventory alone is not sufficient for management 
purposes and an ecologically-orientated system of land 
classification is required. As Rowe (l97l) points out, 
the development of such a classification extends beyond 
the knowledge of any single investigator. Rowe states; 
"A full description of the land requires 
attention both to the genetic structural 
features and to the parameters that adhere 
to them." 
In the context of this statement this study is 
primarily concerned with the vegetation as a parameter of 
the land and has the following objectives: 
I. 
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a) to provide a morphological classification of 
the Avalon heath, 
b) to delineate and describe the floristic subunits 
comprising the larger morphological heath types, 
c) to describe the ecoregions (vegetative zones) of 
the Avalon. 
The field work was limited to the Avalon Peninsula of 
Nev~oundland where 74 sites were visited and 283 releves 
obtained. The study area and the location of sampled sites 
are shown in Figure l-l. The locations are documented in 
Appendix III. 
Botanical sources used for nomenclature are as follows: 
VASCULAR PLANTS 
LICHENS 
MOSSES 
Fernald (1950) for North American 
species except: Polygonum viviparum L. 
(Rouleau 1956) 
Clapham et al. (1958) for European 
species 
Hale (1969) except: 
Alectoria nigricans Ach. (Anders 1928) 
Cladonia elongata (Jacqu.) Hffm. 
(Anders 1928) 
Nyholm (1954-1969> 
Figure l-l: 
-~-
LOCATION 
OF 
SAMPLE SITES 
cove 
t· Johnos 
lack 
Study area and the loca tion of sample sites. 
( 
I 
I 
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Only the most consp~cuous l~verworts, Pt~l~d~um 
c~l~are, Bazzan~a tr~lobata, Myl~a anomala and 
Cephaloz~a conn~vens, were recorded ~n th~s survey. 
The~r nomenclature follows Arnell (1956). A checkl~st 
of all spec~es recorded ~n the survey ~s presented ~n 
Append~x IV. 
Prev~ous Research 
Ecolog~cal research on the vegetat~on of the Avalon 
Pen~nsula ~s very l~m~ted. Prel~m~nary flor~st~c surveys 
have been carr~ed out by Fernald (1918), Rouleau (1956} 
and Damman (l965a). Stud~es on peatland vegetat~on are ~n 
progress (Wells, pers. comm.). Sm~th (1970) has cons~dered 
some of the success~onal relat~onsh~ps of aquat~c vegetat~on. 
Agr~cultural research perta~n~ng to the effect of 
fert~l~zat~on and prescr~bed burn~ng on the fru~t 
product~~ty of the lowbush blueberry ~s presented by 
Rayment ( 1971) and Penney and Raym .e:nt (1972). 
Descr~pt~ons of w~ldl~fe hab~tats are presented by 
Hunter (1964), Peters (1958), Aht~ (1959), Bergerud (1970), 
Pollett and Meades (1972), and Tuck (1972). 
Re s earch on the forest vegetat~on of the Avalon ~s 
l~m~ted to W~lton (1956), Page and Van Nostrand (1970), 
and Rowe (1972). 
l -
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Syers (1960) gives a brief commentary on vegetation 
in his study on soils in the Cape Shore area and Terasmae 
(1963) has performed the only palynological studies on 
the Avalon. 
Geographic Setting 
Landscape 
The landscape of the Avalon Peninsula is characterized 
by extensive nonforested terrain comprised of alternating 
peatlands and ericaceous heathlands (Figure 1-2). The 
dominance of the heathland flora by shrubs, phytogeograph-
ically concentrated in northeastern North America, creates 
a scenery which is unique to eastern and southwestern 
Newfoundland. In autumn the crimson hues of Kalmia, 
Rhodora, Viburnum, and Vaccinium contrast sharply with the 
surrounding coniferous vegetation. During winter, strong 
winds expose dark patches of mineral soil at the summit of 
knolls while depositing deep drifts against the sheltered 
lower slopes. Renewed growth in spring produces a 
luxuriant green carpet distinguishing the heath from the 
orange-brown sedge dominated peatlands. 
Topography 
The topography of the Ava lon Peninsula is characterized 
by irregularities. The Peninsula is joined to the mainland 
by a nar row isthmus with four large bays running in a 
\ 
~ -
r: 
-·-
I I Forested 
- Non- Forested 
.. 
Figure l-2: 
-
The distribution of forested and non-forested 
land on the Avalon Peninsula (modified after 
Wilton l956). 
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northeasT-souThwesT direcTion. As a resulT of This shape 
The mosT inland posiTion is wiThin 19.3 km. of The coasT. 
The Peninsula is approximaTely 241 km. in lengTh and 96.6 km. 
from easT TO wesT. Generally The elevaTion ranges from 
150 M. TO 300 M. wiTh considerable undulaTion in The 
microrelief. The coasT is rocky, characTerized by numerous 
deep fiords, small islands and drowned valleys Typical of a 
submerged coasTline (WilTon, 1956). 
Geology and Soils 
Geologically The Avalon Peninsula is disTinguished 
from The remainder of Newfoundland by The prominence of 
bedrock composed of Pre-Cambrian volcanics inTerspersed wiTh 
sedimenTary deposiTs. The soil manTle of The pre-pleisTocene 
era was enTirely removed by glaciaTion and The remaining 
bedrock Is predominanTly of 1·he Hadryian era. 
The wesTern arms of The Peninsula, which subTend 
TriniTy Bay and PlacenTia Bay as well as The exTreme 
easTern coasT from Torbay TO Cape Broyle, are comprised of 
si ITSTones, arkose, conglomeraTe, slaTe and acidic TO 
inTermediaTe volcanics of The Musgrave, CaboT and 
HodgewaTer Groups. WiThin This area localized Cambrian 
deposiTs conTain smal I quanTiTies of limesTone and 
magnesium. These are usually surrounded by laTe Hadryian 
deposiTs of The Random FormaTion. 
I ' 
t..:-
1 ' ; . 
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The rema~nder of the Avalon ~s character~zed by 
slate, s~ltstone, conglomerate and m~nor volcan~c rocks 
of the Concept~on Bay Group. The ~nter~or of th~s port~on 
of the Pen~nsula conta~ns an ~ntrus~on of ac~d~c to maf~c 
volcan~cs wh~ch are Hadry~an or earl~er. The Hawke H~ll 
Range ~s predom~nantly gran~te and quartz d~or~te of the 
Holyrood pluton~c ser~es. At the base of Concept~on Bay 
~solated Cambr~an depos~ts, conta~n~ng l~m~ted quant~t~es 
of l~mestone, are frequently encountered near the coast. 
The lack of base r~ch rocks throughout most of the 
Avalon has resulted ~n the dom~nance of ac~d so~ls, 
composed ma~nly of humo-ferr~c podzols. However, port~ons 
of the Avalon, espec~allyfue ~sthmus, are character~zed by 
ferro-hum~c podzols w~th plac~c ferro-hum~c podzols along 
the coastl~ne (Her~nga CDA, pers. comm.). 
Cl~mate 
The cl~mate ~s typ~cally mar~t~me ~th temperature 
extremes mod~f~ed by the ocean. The mean annual temperature 
~s 4.44°C ~th a mean m~n~mum of -l7.78°C and a mean 
max~mum of 26.67°C. There ~s cons~derable fluctuat~on ~n 
w~nter temperatures. For example, the mean m~n~mum 
January temperature var~es from -l7.78°C on the coast to 
-23.33°C ~nland, whereas the mean January max~mum 
temperature ~s 7.22°C. The summer temperatures do not show 
. ! 
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such a wide variability with a mean maximum and minimum 
July temperature of l8.33°C and l0°C respectively. The 
fluctuations in winter temperature are significant 
because~e rise in temperature from -2.22°C (28°F) to 0°C 
(32°F) constitutes a freeze-thaw cycle (Fraser 1959). 
Freeze-thaw cycles are considered a primary cause of soil-
frost disturbance. 
The mean rair~all on the Avalon Peninsula is 139.7 em, 
the highest for any region in Newfoundland. The mean winter 
rainfall on the Avalon varies from 19.05 em in the north to 
25.4 em in the south. The mean annual snowfall is 254 em 
in the north and 203.2 em in the south. This indicates a 
somewhat milder winter climate on the southern Avalon. 
This is further substantiated by the date of commencement 
of the vegetation season; May 25 to May 30 at the southern 
extremity, May 20 in the north, and May 15 in the central 
portion of the Avalon. The vegetation season varies from 
160 days in the north to 150 days in the south. 
The lack of topographical obstructions or an extensive 
forest cover throughout most of the Avalon makes this 
Peninsula extremely susceptible to prevailing westerly and 
southwesterly winds. The mean winter season windspeed is 
32.2 k.p.h. with maximum gusts to 160 k.p.h. Mean summer 
windspeeds are 16.1 k.p.h. with maximum gusts to 128.7 k.p.h. 
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Choice of Methods 
A major phytosociological problem today is in choosing 
the most favorable method based on the wide variety of 
techniques available. Moore et al. (1970) estimated that 
there are more than 50 methods of numerical analyses alone. 
From the results of comparative studies on phytosociological 
methodology presented by Bridgewater (1970), Moore et al. 
(1970), and Shimwell (1972) it was decided that the methods 
of the Zurich-Montpellier School (Z-M) were most 
compatible with the objectives of this study. However, 
whether or not a method adequately satisfies the objective 
of a study cannot be evaluated until the study is completed 
and applied. In this sense the present work is,in part,a 
test of the suitability of the Z-M techniques for 
classification of heath. 
The experience of previous investigators is frequently 
useful as a guideline to the suitability of a method. 
Damman (1964, 1967) and Pollett (1972) have successfully 
applied the Z-M methods to classify forest and peatland 
vegetation in Newfoundland. The use of similar methods 
for heathland studies would have an additional advantage 
of incorporating Newfoundland terrestrial vegetation 
within a uniform hierarchical classification. Also, the 
Z-M method has been used to classify the British heath 
l ~ 
I -
J 
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(Bridgewater 1970). Its use in this study will provide 
some basis for comparison of heath at an international 
level. 
In an effort to determine the most suitable method 
to survey the vegetation of Ireland, r4oores et al. (1970) 
tested and compared the following methods: 
l. The Braun Blanquet method (Z-M method) 
2. Association and inverse analysis of Williams 
and Lambert 
3. Cluster analysis based on different coefficients 
of similarity 
4. Principal component analysis performed on matrices 
of different coefficients (ordination). 
It was concluded that: "The Braun-Blanquet method is 
considered to combine several advantages of other methods 
and to be most economical in terms of "efficiency" (ratio 
of time input to information emerging)." Furthermore, 
Shimwell (1972) states, "The results of comparative 
studies and studies on the best method for a particular 
problem have shown: (a) that there is no general 'best 
method'; and (b) with respect to time involved and 
information obtained the methods of the so-called 
traditional schools of phytosociology present a better 
overall understanding of the complexity of the nature of 
vegetation." 
'; 
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Method 
The most recent accounts of Z-M methodology are 
presented by Westhoff and Den Held (l969), Bridgewater 
(l970), Pollett (l972), and Shimwell (l972). Earlier 
accounts presented by Braun-Blanquet ~93~, Poore (l955), 
Becking (l957), Ellenberg (l956), and Damman (l964) are 
also reliable sources for technique but contain remnants 
of outmoded terminology. 
The techniques of the Zurich-Montpellier School can 
be divided into two phases; l) analysis, and 2) synthesis. 
In the following summary the description of analysis 
follows Bridgewater (l970) and Moore et al. (l970), 
whereas synthesis follows Shimwell (l972). 
Analysis 
The main function of analysis is to describe 
the vegetation of the study area. The term releve is used 
throughout the text to denote the data collected at each 
site in the process of description. 
Selection of site is of primary importance in 
this phase since it is essential that the sampled area 
must be homogenous. Homogeneity can be obtained by 
determination of the minimal area either through the use 
of statistics or visual assessment, depending on the 
nature of the veg etation. In the current study, vis ual 
! · 
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assessment was used as advocated by Moore et al. (1970) 
who stated: "A properly trained field worker in the 
Braun-Blanquet school will choose areas for description 
on the basis of two criteria: 
l. that the main physiognomic and floristic types 
of vegetation seen in the area being studied 
are reasonably sampled, 
2. that the sample plots seem uniform in regard 
to vegetation and to obvious ecological features; 
this is aimed at avoiding the inclusion of two 
vegetation types within one releve." 
Based on this assessment, plots are selected and all 
plant species present are listed and given a combined 
value on the scales of cover/abundance and sociability 
(Appendix I). In addition, the altitude, slope, aspect, 
percent coverage of cryptogams and phanerogams, and 
ecological features of the site are also noted. 
Synthesis 
When a representative sample of releves has been 
collected they are aggregated in a 'raw table'. rhis 
is rapidly achieved using squared paper, with species 
names listed on the left and each releve assigned a 
vertical column. In the finished table it soon becomes 
apparent that while no two releves are necessarily alike, 
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certain combinations of species recur which may be 
mutually exclusive. These species, as well as species 
having a restricted occurrence in the raw table, are 
outlined and transferred to a 'partial table'. The 
transfer of data is facilitated by transfer strips (see 
Shimwell 1972, pp. l9l-l94). The species in the partial 
table are extracted and used to rearrange the table in 
both a vertical and horizontal manner. Repetition of 
this procedure highlights the existence of mutually 
exclusive groups of species referred to as differential 
species. Continued sorting results in an association 
synthesis table (Appendix II). The value of these tables 
is summarized by Becking (1957) as follows: 
"These synthesis tables give considerable 
information regarding the sociological and 
ecological properties of the associations 
species assemblage and permit assessment of 
the width of floristic variation of the 
association, giving points of reference for 
identifying its optimal and marginal range 
of distribution." 
The vegetation units derived from synthesis are placed 
into a hierarchy. The terms referring to class, order, 
alliance, etc. are an integral part of this hierarchical 
classification system proposed by Braun-Blanquet (l92l) 
and now widely used throughout the world, particularly in 
Europe. 
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The following example, taken from a tentative 
classification in Chapter VI of this study, can be used 
to illustrate the hierarchy and the endings used to 
denote the taxa; 
Rank 
Class 
Order 
Alliance 
Association 
Subassociation 
Variant 
Ending 
-etea 
-etalia 
-ion 
-etum 
-etosum 
no ending 
Kalmio-Vaccinetea 
Kalmio-Ledetalia 
Kalmion 
Kalmietum angustifoliae 
Hylocomietosum 
Ptilium crista-castrensis 
Rules for naming the vegetation units of all ranks 
follow Bach, Kuoch, and Moor (1962). In this study taxa 
have been classified to the rank of association and a 
type releve is provided for each association in compliance 
with the procedure for phytosociological nomenclature 
(Moravec 1969). The purpose of the type releve is 
similar to that of type specimens used in plant taxonomy. 
Terminology 
The terms heath, plant community and association are 
frequently used in phytosociological investigations of 
heath vegetation. However, there is considerable variation 
in the meaning of these terms throughout plant ecological 
literature. For the purpose of this study these terms are 
defined as follows: 
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Plant Community (after Bridgewater 1970) 
This term is used in the concrete sense to mean a 
group of individual plant species, the composition of 
which is determined by environmental conditions and 
mutual relationships of component species. 
Association (after Westhoff and Den Held 1969) 
An association is an abstraction of a number of 
plant communities which agree in floristic composition 
and the demands they make upon the environment. 
Heath 
Heath is an oceanic or suboceanic vegetation 
dominated by ericaceous shrubs, usually growing on 
mineral soil of the podzolic order but occasionally 
underlain by bedrock. 
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CHAPTER II. A MORPHOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION OF THE 
AVALON PENINSULA HEATHLANDS 
Introduction 
European heathland classifications have traditionally 
emphasized the distinction between two morphological types 
variously described as: 
i) Heath (Heide) and Heather~ (Heidemoor), 
Smith (l9ll) 
ii) Upland Heath and Lowland Heath, Tansley (l949) 
iii) Hard Ground Heath and Soft Ground Heath, 
Gimingham (l964) 
Gimingham (l964) distinguished the hard and soft ground 
types according to the depth of the raw humus as follows, 
"Differences in the depth of this horizon contribute to the 
general distinction made by gamekeepers and shepherds 
between "hard ground", on which the organic mantle is quite 
thin (up to about 5 em.), and "soft ground" which 
incorporates podzolic soils with deeper organic horizons 
and peats". Tansley (l949) after an intensive review of 
the floristic composition of upland heath and heather moor 
stated, "Taking all these facts into consideration, we 
cannot but conclude that the vegetational distinction 
between upland heath and heather moor is very slight". 
Gimingham (l964) is in agreement with this statement and 
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cites Erica cinera and Arctostaphylos ~-~ as the only 
reliable species distinguishing hard and soft ground heath 
in Scotland. 
Cursory examination of the Avalon heath suggests that 
there is limited floristic variation with morphological 
types because of the consistent occurrence and frequent 
physiognomic dominance of the follo~ng species: 
Kalmia angustifolia 
Vaccinium angustifolium 
Ledum groenlandicum 
Vaccinium vitis-idaea 
Empetrum nigrum 
Comus canadensis 
Cladonia arbuscula 
Cladonia mitis 
Cladonia rangiferina 
However, on closer examination of the vegetation the presence 
of sociological species groups {species normally occurring 
together but not necessarily having the same ecological 
amplitude (Damman 1967)) becomes obvious. Because these 
groups are adapted to variation in climatic exposure and 
anthropogenic disturbance, they may be used in conjunction 
with the structural physiognomy and substrate characteristics 
of the heath to define the following three morphological 
types which comprise~e Avalon Peninsula heath: 
1. Rock Barrens 
2. Hard Ground Heath 
3. Soft Ground Heath 
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Rock Barrens 
Rock barrens are confined to sites experiencing severe 
climatic exposure. Prevailing winds, gusting to velocities 
of 161 k.p.h., do not permit accumulation of snow cover 
and also erode the thin ( < 5 em) organic mantle character-
istic of these sites. This erosion introduces severe soil-
frost disturbance creating a landscape dominated by morainic 
debris in which sorted and nonsorted polygons (Washburn 1956) 
are conspicuous. The rock barrens are normally encountered 
at altitudes in excess of 300 m but also occur at sea level 
in areas where severe climatic conditions prevail. 
The chamaephyte and geophyte life forms (Raunkiaer 1934) 
are the most common life forms in this type of heath. Its 
structural physiognomy is characterized by vegetation 
cushions, dominated by Empet~xm nigrum and/or Rhacomitrium 
lanuginosum, and surrounded by exposed mineral soil. The 
heath is divided into a primary stranmrepresented by the 
vegetation cushion and a secondary straUm dominated by 
geophytic species (Figure 2-l). 
j 
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Figure 2-l: Structural physiognomy of Rock Barrens 
Floristically this heathland type may be identified by 
the presence of the Cetraria nivalis Sociological Species 
Group: 
Cetraria nivalis 
Arctostaphylos alpina 
Loiseleuria procumbens 
Cetraria cucullata 
Juncus trifidus 
Diapensia lapponica 
Lycopodium selago 
Platismatia glauca 
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Hard Ground Heath 
Hard ground heath is characterized by a thin humus 
usually less than 10 em in depth. This type of heath 
originates either naturally, as a result of moderate 
climatic exposure, or anthropogenically through repeated 
accidental and prescribed burning of existing vegetation. 
a) Natural 
On the southern extremities of the Avalon, 
extensive areas of hard ground heath are encountered 
whereas elsewhere on the Peninsula this heath type is 
more restricted to exposed knolls and coastal heathlands. 
The presence of a shallow winter snow cover is significant 
since it protects the thin humus from erosion and limits 
extensive soil-frost disturbance. Howeve~ scattered frost 
scars do occur. The shallow snow cover only poorly protects 
the vegetation from prevailing winds and consequently the 
physiognomic appearance is often similar to vegetation 
patches located in the rock barrens. 
Physiognomically this heath type is characterized 
by the phanerophyte, chamaephyte and geophyte life forms. 
Structurally the chamaephytes form extensive carpets in 
which lichens are more prominent than mosses with the 
exception of Rhacomi trium lanug:inosum. A second straiJ.lm is 
dominated by geophytes and a third strat~ is comprised of 
sporadically occurring phanerophytes. A closed shrub 
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canopy is rarely observed in hard ground heath 
(Figure 2-2). 
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Figure 2-2: Structural physiognomy of Natural Hard 
Ground Heath 
Floristically this heath type may be identified by the 
presence of the Potentilla tridentata Sociological Species 
Group: 
Potentilla tridentata 
Vaccinium uliginosum 
Cladonia boryi 
Rhacomitrium lanuginosum 
Sphaeophorus globosus 
Prenanthes trifoliolata 
........ 
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b) Anthropogenic 
In the northern portion of the Avalon large 
acreages of heath under prescribed burning management are 
burned in efforts to increase the commercial blueberry 
harvest. This has resulted in deterioration of the raw 
humus layer and consequently these sites may also be 
classified as hard ground heathland. 
The physio@~omy of the vegetation is somewhat 
different than natural hard ground heath in that the 
vegetation carpet is replaced by a sporadic coverage of 
lichens and mosses over a charred organic substrate. 
The secondary straUnis dominated by Vaccinium angustifolium 
with geophytes subordinate (Figure 2-3). 
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Figure 2-3: Structural physiognomy of Anthropogenic 
Hard Ground Heath 
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After three to five years the second straUm may 
be superceded by ericaceous phanerophytes and revert to 
soft ground heath. Alternatively, if the fire is too 
intense or the burning is too frequent, succession may 
result in the formation of grassland. 
Floristically these heathlands are recognized by 
the presence of the Luzula campestris Sociological Species 
Group: 
Luzula campestris 
Polytrichum commune 
Solidago rugosa 
Anthoxanthum odoratum 
Soft Ground Heath 
Lycopodium obscurum 
Hieracium mororum 
Achillea millefolium 
Lycopodium sabinaefolium 
Soft ground heathland on the Avalon Peninsula is 
restricted to climatically favorable sites such as sheltered 
slopes and topographic depressions. Humus accumulation is 
usually in excess of 10 em and winter snow accumulation is 
deep. Consequently soil-frost disturbance is infrequently 
observed in this heathland type. 
Physiognomically the phanerophyte life form is most 
prominent in soft ground heath with the chamaephyte and 
geophyte forms less conspicuous. Structurally, the ground 
strata is comprised of lichens superimposed on a moss carpet. 
Chamaephyte species are sparsely dispersed throughout these 
two strata. The third vegetation stratumis characterized by 
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geophytic species accompanied by the chamaephyTe, 
Vaccinium angu.stifolium. Phanerophytes such as Kalmia 
angu.stifolia, Ledum groenlandicum, Myrica gale and 
Rhododendron canadense form a closed canopy constituting 
the fourth vegetation strailml (Figure 2-4). 
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Figure 2-4: Structural physiognomy of Soft Ground Heath 
Floristically the soft ground heath is conveniently 
distinguished by the absence of sociological species groups 
previously described. Furthermore, it displays its optimum 
development in the presence of the Hylocomium splendens 
Sociological Species Group: 
Hylocomium splendens 
Dicra.num scoparium 
Pleurozium schreberi 
Ptilium crista-castrensis 
··..,_. 
., 
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Summary 
In this chapter structural characteristics have been 
stressed in classifying the Avalon heathlands into three 
distinct morphological types. In the following chapter 
these heath types are phytosociologically divided into 
sub-units to gain a better insight into their ecological 
relationships. 
. ' 
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CHAPTER III. A PHYTOSOCIOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION OF 
THE AVALON PENINSULA HEATHLANDS 
Purpose 
"For the human race, c~ass:i..f:i..cat:i..on :i..s a 
natur~ and :inherent, :i..ntu:i..t:i..ve process; 
to create some semb~ance of order from an 
othe~se disorderly matr1x by the p1geon-
hoiing and categor1zat1on of the matr:i..x 
ent:i..t:i..es." (Sh:i..mwe~~ ~972) 
For the purpose of th:i..s part:i..c~ar :i..nvest:i..gat:i..on the 
"d:i..sorder~y" matr:i..x :i..s represented by ~arge areas of heath 
vegetat:i..on. The d:i..sorder :i..s only apparent due to a ~ack 
of understand:i..ng of the relat:i..onsh:i..ps ex:i..st:i..ng between the 
heath vegetat:i..on and :i..ts env:i..ronment. To d:i..scover the 
nature of th:i..s relat:i..onsh:i..p the f:i..rst pr:i..or:i..ty :i..s to 
de~:i..neate and descr:i..be the plant commun:i..t:i..es compr:i..s:i..ng 
th:i..s vegetat:i..on. C~ass:i..f:i..cat:i..on :i..s a means of ach:i..ev:i..ng 
th:i..s go~ and at the same t:i..me can offer a systemat:i..c 
framework for compar:i..son. Through compar:i..son of the 
recogn:i..zed commun:i..t:i..es; 1) w:i..th each other, 2) w:i..th 
descr:i..pt:i..ons documented :i..n the l:i..terature, 3) w~th 
personal f:i..e~d observat:i..ons, :i..t :i..s poss:i..ble to present 
ecolog:i..cal :i..nterpretat:i..on. It :i..s th:i..s :i..nterpretat:i..on 
wh:i..ch reveals the orderly relat:i..onsh:i..p ex:i..st:i..ng between 
the heath commun:i..ties and their hab:i..tat - a prerequisite 
to predict:i..ng the effect of disturbance and natural 
success:i..on on the f~or:i..st:i..c compos:i..t:i..on of the heath. 
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By using the techniques of the Zurich-Montpellier 
School of Phytosociology it was determined that the heath 
of the Ava2on Peninsula is represented by eleven 
associations which are grouped within the morphological 
classification as follows: 
A. Rock Barrens (Figure 3-l) 
1. ~i~e~i£ - !r£t£s~aEhzl~t~ ~Ei~~ 
(Diapensia Heath) 
B. Hard Ground Heath (Figure 3-9) 
2. ~Ee~r£ - ~~C£m_it.!:_i~t~ la:!!u~~o.:!_a~ 
(Rhacomitrium Heath) 
3. ~Ee~r£ - ~ote~t_ille~~ ~r~d~n~a~a~ 
(Empetrum Heath) 
4. !!u~ulo - ~o.!,~r_ichet~ .£.0!!!,IIl:!Yl~ 
(Vaccinium Heath) 
5. !!u~ulo - ~m.E_e~r~t~ ~iuae 
(Kalmia-Vaccinium Heath) 
c. Soft Ground Heath (Figure 3-24) 
6. ~a!m~e~~ ~~.:!_t~f~l~a~ 
(Kalmia Heath) 
7. !£alm_io - @.~e~ll!!! ,£r,isEa~ 
(Alder Tuck) 
8. ~bie~e~ll:!!! .E,a.!,s~~ !!;u_!!s~nia~ 
(Fir Tuck} 
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9. !£a.,!mio - M~i_£e_i~ ~e 
(Myrica Heath) 
lO. K~,io - .§.pha~~t~ _!!e!!!o.!:_i 
(Sphagnum Heath) 
ll. .!!,i_£eet~ !!!a:!:i~Ji!e ~e!!!i.;e,r.2,s_lr!!!:t!!!:e 
(Spruce Tuck) 
.-.,; 
Figure 3-l: Rock barrens occur above the tree line and 
on the more exposed coastal headlands. Soil 
frost disturbance combined with wind and 
water erosion remove the humus, leaving a 
bare mineral soil . 
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1.. ~I~ENSIO - AR.QTOS~~~T!!_M ~INA§ ~S§.OCIATION 
(DIAPENSIA HEATH) 
Differentiation of the Association 
This association is readil.y distinguished by the 
presence of a majority of the fol.lowing differential species: 
Diapensia lapponica (IV) 
Arctostaphylos alpina (IV) 
Juncus trifidus (II) 
Pol.ygonum vi v:i.parum ( I) 
Lycopodium sel.ago (+) 
Pl.atismatia gl.auca (II) 
Cetraria nival.is (III) 
Loiseleuria procumbens (II) 
Salix~-~ (I) 
Cetraria cucull.ata (+) 
Stereocaul.on paschale (+) 
The association is defined on the basis of 
Synthesis Table l, Appendix II. 
TyPe Releve 
a) Site Characteristics 
Releve Number 74C 
Sl.ope 20° N 
Al.titude 240 M. 
b) Species Composition 
Hawke Hil.l. 
Latitude 47°1.9'45" 
Longitude 53°07'00" 
Phanerogams (70% Cover) 
Arctostaphylos al.pina 1..2 
Diapensia l.apponica 1..2 
Loisel.euria procumbens 1..2 
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Juncus trifidus 2.2 
Larix 2aricina + 
Potenti22a tridentata + 
Vaccinium vitis-idaea 2.2 
Empetrum nigru.m 3. 3 
Deschampsia flexuosa 2.2 
Vaccinium angustifo2ium 2.2 
Kalmia angustifo2ia 1.1 
Cryptogams (70% Cover) 
P1atismatia g±auca 2.2 
Cetraria nivalis 2.2 
Sphaeophorus g1obosus 1.2 
C1adonia boryi 1.2 
C1adonia mitis 1.2 
Cornicularia aculeata 1.2 
Cetraria is1andica 1.2 
C1adonia e1ongata + 
P1eurozium schreberi + 
Rhacomitrium 1anuginosum 2.2 
C1adonia rangiferina 1.2 
C1adonia arbuscula 1.2 
Ochro1echia frigida + 
C1adonia uncia1is 1.2 
C1adonia coccifera + 
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Eco1ogica1 Interpretation 
The vegetation of the Di~en~i£ - Arct£sta£hz1etum 
a1£iEa~ is characterized by cushion forming species typical 
of chionophobousplant communities. On sites experiencing 
high wind ve1ocity Diapensia 1apponica, Loise1euria 
procumbens and Arctostaphy1os alpina form discontinuous 
carpets. Surrounding these carpets is mineral soil which 
has had the humus 1ayer removed through wind and water 
erosion and soil-frost disturbance. In this morainic 
debris the tussock forming species, primarily Calamagrostis 
pickeringii, Deschampsia f1exuosa and Juncus trifidus, are 
reco1onizing the bare soil. Other species, not unique to 
this association, but which play an important role in 
deve1opment of the cushion-1ike vegetation mats are: 
Empetrum nigrum, Vaccinium vitis-idaea and Rhacomitrium 
lanuginosum. The only species occurring above the carpet 
are grasses which can complete the above ground portion of 
their life cycle during the summer. Ericaceous shrubs a~e 
infrequently encountered displaying a reduced vitality. 
The cryptogamic f1ora of this association is dominated by 
wind-hardy 1ichens such as Cetraria niva1is, Platismatia 
g1auca, Cetraria cucullata, Cladonia boryi and 
Sphaeophorus globosus. Other lichen species occurring in 
she1tered locations are present but display low coverage. 
Similar observations have been made from Jan Mayen Island 
(Sheard,1968) and the Swedish mountains (Gjaerevo1~ 1965). 
' ,, 
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The differential~ecies of the ~i~en~i~­
Ar£t~s~aEh~1~~ ~Ei~~ are more frequent1y encountered 
at high e1evations. However,the occurrence of high 
onshore ~nds and offshore ice probab1y creates a severe 
c1imate extending the range of this association to near 
sea 1eve1 on coastal head1ands (Figure 3-2). 
Gimingham (1964) observed a simi1ar re1ationship 
between the Cal1~~ - ~Eet~ ae~~hrodit~ communities 
on Shet1and Is1ands and the Va£c!_n_iu:!! - ~Ee~~ 
he~~hr~dit~ communities above the tree 1ine on Scottish 
mountains. Spence (1960) found that the mean monthly 
temperatures at sea 1eve1 on the Shet1and Is1ands were 
equivalent to mean monthly temperatures at an altitude of 
359 M. in the central Highlands, and temperatures at 305 M. 
in Shet1and were equivalent to 762 M. in mountainous 
regions. Gimingham conc1udes, "The c1imate in which these 
communities under discussion deve1op may, therefore, 
proper1y be described as sub-alpine and re1ationships 
~th other sub-alpine communities may be expected". In 
this context the Di~en~i~ - ~r£t~s~aEh~1~t~ ~Ei~~ may 
_possib1y be considered a sub-alpine association whose 
differential species have affinities to alpine vegetation 
whereas the companion species re1ate it to maritime heathland. 
- ~5-
Diape ns io-Arctostaphytetu m alpinae 
Figure 3-2: The Di~ensio - ArctostaEh~letum alEinae is 
locatea on-climaticaTly exposeQ headlands 
and at higher elevations inland. 
variants; 
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The association is divided into three distinct 
( i) Polygonum vi viparu.m Variant 
(ii) Juncus trifidus Variant 
(iii) Alectoria nigricans va:..~iant 
( i) Polygonum vi viparu.m Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Polygonum viviparum 
Betula pumila 
Salix~-~ 
Empetrum eamsii 
This variant is located on coastal headlands near the 
communities of Trepassey, Cape St. Mary's and Bay de 
Verde. The humus is characteristically less than 5 em 
but soil-frost disturbance is limited to frost boils 
(Le~s,l970). The mineral soil is very shallow and 
frequently absent with the organic substrate sometimes 
growing directly over bedrock. 
Both Polygonum viviparum and Salix ~-~ are rare 
species on the Avalon (Figure 3-3). Damman (196~ suggests 
that Polygonum viviparum is a basiphilic species restricted 
to calcareous soils of the west coast and Northern Peninsula 
of Newfoundland. Its occurrence on the Avalon may be due to 
an anthropogenic influence. The sites investigated were in 
close proximity to settlements and agricultural fertilization 
of surrounding land could strongly influence the be.se status 
of the soil. 
J -
Figure 3-3: 
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Salix uvo-ursi 
The distribution of Po~num viviparum 
and Sal.ix ~-~ in Ne ound!a.nd. 
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Sa.1ix EY!!;-~ is a.1so rare in eastern Newfoundland, 
and is referred to by Damman (1965a) as a species rare or 
absent east of the Long Range Mountains. 
The occurrence of the Polygonum. vi.vi.parum Variant on 
the Ava.1on Peninsula indicates an east-west disjunction 
possibly due to anthropogenic influences,but more probably 
related to the similarity in severe climatic conditions 
experienced by coasta.1 headlands in eastern and western 
Newfoundland. 
( ii) Juncus trifidus Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Juncus trifidus 
Larix laricina var. depressa 
Picea mariana f. empetroides 
Platismatia glauca 
Cetraria cucu11ata 
Lycopodium selago 
The Juncus trifidus Variant is located on the northern 
extremity of the Hawke Hill Range at elevations up to 300 M. 
A dramatic change in landscape occurs on the Hawke Hill Range. 
A sharp boundary separates the forest and tall ericaceous 
heath at 200 M. from an alpine tundra characterized by 
morainic debris interspersed with carpets of Empetrum nigrum 
(Figure 3-4). 
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Figure 3-4: Alpine tundra is defined by Bliss (1962) as 
treeless expanses beyond climatic timberline 
on high mountains. The hill in this picture 
is 300 M. above sea level. 
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In winter the correlation between the distribution of 
snow cover and the spatial relationship of different heath 
types is most evident. The valleys are occupied by soft 
ground heath with a deep snow cover, the windswept level 
expanses have a shallow snow cover where hard ground heath 
dominates and ridges devoid of snow cover display the 
Juncus trifidus Variant (Figure 3-5). 
Figure 3-5: The Juncus trifidus Variant occupies the 
ridges devold of snow cover seen in the 
background of this picture. 
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A unique feature of this site is the occurrence of 
patterned ground either in the form of miniature sorted 
and nonsorted polygons or in the form of intermediate 
patterns between these types. Washburn (1956) described 
similar patterns for Northeast Greenland and concluded 
that both sorted and nonsorted types of miniature polygons 
originate primarily as a result of desiccation. Whether 
the polygons are sorted or nonsorted is dependent on the 
availability of stones in the immediate area. The bordering 
stones are accumulated in cracks through gravitational soil 
movement, washing and frost action (Figure 3-6). 
FEl 
Figure 3-6: Miniature sorted polygons are evident in the 
foreground of this photo where the large 
rocks surround smaller stones. 
l 
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Sigafoos (l952) concluded, "Frost action in "bhe soil. 
(congeliturbation) because its intensity fluctuates widely 
and frequently is the most important factor in the 
development of tundra plant communities". The absence of 
Vaccinium uliginosum var. al.pinum, Ledum groenlandicum and 
Prenanthes trifoliol.ata from the Juncus trifidus Variant 
may be a result of intense soil.-frost disturbance. These 
species are more common in lass exposed communities in 
this association. 
The occurrence of Juncus trifidus in this variant is 
significant since it has only been recorded from one other 
local.i ty on the Avalon Peninsula. Elsewhere in Newfoundland 
its distribution is mainly in the Long Range Mountains and 
severely exposed coastlines (Figure 3-7). 
Juncus trifid us 
Figure 3-7: The distribution of Juncus trifidus in Nfld. 
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Raup (1969), in studies on species tolerance to site 
factors, describes Juncus trifidus, Lycopodium selago, 
Cetraria cucullata, Stereocaulon paschale as species 
displaying a stable tolerance to frost disturbance. 
This suggests that the Juncus trifidus Variant indicates 
sites experiencing intense frost disturbance. 
Although frost action plays a leading role in the 
development of this variant the high wind velocity (with 
gusts of 161 k.p.h.) considerably alters the structural 
physiognomy of the vegetation. Warren Wilson (1959) 
reports that the wind speed at ground level may be only 
15 per cent of that at one metre above the ground. This 
Q.t 
A 
possibly explains the adaption of many taller species 
such as Kalmia angustifolia and Vaccinium angustifolium 
to the cushion growth form in this habitat. One extreme 
example of this is Picea mariana f. empetroides (Figure 3-8). 
APR 11 
Figure 3-8: The form "empetroides" of Picea mariana is 
characterized by the absence of an above 
ground trunk (Fernald, 1950). 
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(iii) Alectoria nigricans Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Alectoria nigricans Alectoria ochroleuca 
The Alectoria nigricans Variant is a geographic 
variant occurring on severely exposed ridges of the 
isthmus of Avalon. The lichens used to identify this 
variant are epiphytic species attuched to the branches 
of dead shrubs and grow over the humus substrate. 
The prominent ecological factors prevalent in this 
variant are essentially similar to the Juncus trifidus 
Variant - strong gale force winds, shallow snow cover 
and soil-frost disturbance. Patterned ground is not as 
widespread and occurs only as sporadic frost scars. 
- J~..-5-
Figure 3-9: Hard Ground Heath is widespread throughout 
the southern portion of the Avalon being 
localized elsewhere to knolls and coastal 
headlands. High winds reduce the winter 
snow cover and retard the growth of 
ericaceous shrubs. 
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2. ElVIE,ETR.Q. - JiHAC.Q.MITRIETQ.M LA!!UGI,!:!OS~ ~S.20£I~T,!O,!:! 
(RHACOMITRIUM BARRENS) 
Differentiation of the Association 
The E?n~etr~ - !ihaC£,m,it.!:i~tE}Il 1,8;!!U~!!o~a~ is 
recognized by the absence of differential species of the 
]2i~~n~i~ - ~cto.sta~h~l~t~ al~i!!a~ and the presence of 
the following differential species group: 
Rhacomitrium lanuginosum (V) 
Cladonia boryi (IV) 
Vaccinium uliginosum var. alpinum (IV) 
Sphaerophorus globosus (IV) 
Cetraria islandica (II) 
The complete floristic composition of the association is 
presented in Synthesis Table 2, Appendix II. 
TYpe Releve 
a) Site Characteristics 
Releve Number 20B Peter's River 
Slope Hummock 
Altitude 150 M. 
b) Species Composition 
Phanerogams (50% Cover) 
Latitude 46°44'00" 
Longitude 53°32'30" 
Vaccinium uliginosum var. alpinum 1.1 
Potentilla tridentata + 
Vaccinium vitis-idaea 1.2 
Calamagrostis pickeringii 2.1 
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Empet:rum nig:rum 2. 2 
Comus canadensis + 
Vaccinium angustifolium 1.1 
Myrica~~+ 
Deschampsia flexuosa + 
Andromeda g1aucophylla + 
Cryptogams (80% Cover) 
Rhacomitrium lanuginosum 4.4 
Sph~horus g1obosus 1.2 
Cladonia boryi 1.2 
Cetraria islandica + 
Cladonia uncialis 2.2 
Cladonia terrae-novae 1.2 
Cetraria nivalis + 
Ecological Interpretation 
The southern portion of the Avalon Peninsula is 
characterized by large expanses of hard ground heath which 
have developed under cold-damp climatic conditions. This 
heath expanse is dominated by the ~Ee~r~ - ~~c~m!t~i~t~ 
~~u~i~o~a~ association on the summit of knolls and on 
earth hummocks, whereas the §mEe~r~- ~o~e~t!l~e~~ 
~r!den~a~a~ association (Chapter III-3) forms the heath 
matrix in the less climatically exposed microhabitats of 
depressions and slopes (Figure 3-1~. 
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ERI 
Fi.gure 3-l.O: 
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Prevai~ing southwester~y winds (approx. 32 k.p.h.) 
inf~uence the heath deve~opment west of Trepassey and from 
Branch to St. Brides. It is in this region that the 
Em~e~r~ - Rh~c£mit~i~~ ~~u~i~o~a~ reaches its maximum 
deve~opment. E~sewhere on the Av~on this association 
occurs sporadic~~Y on ridges and coast~ hea~ands 
(Figure 3-~~). 
The vegetation of the ~Ee~r£ - ~~c£m~tEi~tum 
~~u~i_!!o!!a~ is dominated by a mat of Rhacomitrium 
~anuginosum interspersed with Empetrum nigrum. Woody 
species inc~uding K~ia angu.stifo~ia, Vaccinium 
angu.stifo~ium, Myrica ga~e and Ledum groeruandicum, 
~though present, are not conspicuous because of their 
~ow growth form in the vegetation carpet. The grasses 
C~amagrostis pickeringii and Deschampsia f~exuosa are 
conspicuous, growing ~0-20 em above the other species 
(Figure 3-~2). Simi~ar communi ties to the ~Eetr£ -
B?~c~m~tEi~t~ ~~u~i~o~a~ have been described from 
Ice~and (McVean,~955), Jan Mayen Is~and (Warren Wi~son, 
~952), Scot~and (McVean,~964), and Faeroe Is~and 
(Bocher,~940). 
-so-
E mpetro- R hac om itrietum I anuginosae 
St. Brides 
Figure 3-ll: The distribution of the ~mEetr~ - Rhacom!tEi~t~ 
la~u~i~o~a~ association ~s concent~atea ~n the · 
soutliern portion of the Avalon Pen~nsula and 
extends northwards on exposed ridges and 
coastal headlands. 
l 
! 
J 
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11 1 n r 
Figure 3-12: Species occurring in the Empetro -
Rhac£mitri~t~ la~u~i~o~ae association 
are characterized by a low growth form. 
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One of the unique features of this association is 
the occurrence of earth hummocks. This is patterned ground 
which Washburn (1956) describes as 'a particular type of 
nonsorted net with a mesh characterized by a three 
dimensional knob-like shape and cover of vegetation'. 
Earth hummocks were frequently observed on the southern 
heathland expanse and on the Hawke Hill Range varying in 
diameter from l-2 m. The hummocks usually consist of a 
thick carpet of Rhacomitrium moss over mineral soil mounds. 
Gradients of climatic exposure, soil disturbance 
and soil moisture as well as geographic location result in 
formation of six distinct variants within this association: 
( i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
( v) 
(vi) 
Cetraria nivalis Variant 
Trientalis borealis Variant 
Cladonia squamosa Variant 
Smilacina trifolia Variant 
Dicranum fuscescens Variant 
Cornicularia aculeata Variant 
(i) Cetraria nivalis Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Cetraria nivalis Loiseleuria procumbens 
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This variant is characteristic of sites experiencing 
severe climatic exposure and floristically has a close 
affinity with the ~i~en~i£ - Ar£t£s~a~hzl~t~ al~i~a~ 
association. This variant is restricted to sites located 
between St. Shotts and Peter's River where large expanses 
of open heath, in juxtaposition to blanket peats, provide 
little protection from prevailing winds. Consequently the 
winter snow cover is shallow or absent, favoring species 
adapted to a cushion growth form. It was noted that Ledum 
groenlandicum rarely occurs in this variant and in the 
Diapensia Heath strongly indicating that it is poorly 
adapted to these wind-exposed habitats. 
(ii) Trientalis borealis Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Trientalis borealis 
Cladonia uncialis 
Cladonia elongata 
The majority of sites represented by this variant are 
located on earth hummocks between the communities of Branch 
and St. Brides (Figure 3-13). Cladonia uncialis occupies 
the crown of the hummock whereas Cladonia elongata frequents 
the sheltered border. The presence of Trientalis borealis, 
more typically a forest species, is associated with the 
presence of fir tuck in this area. 
Figure 3-l3: 
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tl 1 n 
The Trientalis borealis Variant occurring 
on earth hummocks near Branch. 
(iii) 
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Cladonia squamosa Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Cladonia squamosa Cornicularia aculeata 
The Cladonia squamosa Variant occurs on sites where 
the Rhacomitrium carpet and underlying humus have been 
removed by wind erosion. Occasionally these areas may 
also be disturbed by the activities of ants forming nests 
in the side of hummocks. The compacted humus provides a 
suitable substrate for Cladonia squamosa and Cornicularia 
aculeata, both of which favor disturbed microhabitats 
throughout the heath. This indicates that these lichens 
may be important pioneer species (Ahti,l959). 
(iv) Smilacina trifolia Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Smilacina trifolia 
Pyrus floribunda 
Chamaedaphne calyculata 
Kalmia polifolia 
The Smilacina trifolia Variant occurs in more sheltered 
microhabitats on the side o£ slopes or hummocks. There is 
an increase in soil moisture content in such microhabitats 
which is reflected by the occurrence of Coptis groenlandica, 
Andromeda glaucophylla and Vaccinium oxycoccus within this 
variant. These species are more characteristic of wet heath 
and peatland vegetation. 
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(v) Dicranum fuscescens Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Dicranum fuscescens 
The Dicranum fuscescens Variant is typical of 
climatically exposed sites on the summit of knolls or 
coastal headlands. The Rhacomitrium carpet is usually 
discontinuous on these sites and Dicranum fuscescens 
forms small patches on the dark crusty humus. The 
sporadic occurrence of Ochrolechia frigida, Hypogymnia 
physodes and Pti lidium ciliare in this variant is also 
indicative of the degenerate nature of the humus. 
Earth hummocks are absent from this variant. 
(vi) Cornicularia aculeata Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Lycopodium clavatum Cornicularia aculeata 
The Cornicularia aculeata Variant represents vegetation 
of this association occurring in close proximity to frost 
boils. Lycopodium clavatum extends from the surrounding 
humus to form a network pattern over the nearby exposed 
mineral soil. It appears that this species may be acting 
as a pioneer in re-vegetation of frost boils. Cornicularia 
aculeata also occupies the thin eroded humus around the 
circumference of the f rost boil. The species complement of 
the Cornicularia aculeata Variant, as a result of soil-
frost disturbance, is numerically low in comparison with 
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the remainder of variants comprising the association. 
A similar variant is evident in the ~~etr£ - ~oten~il~et~ 
trid~ta~a~ association. 
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3. EMPETRO - POTENTILL!,TUM !_R_iD~~ATAE AS§.OCIATION 
(POTENTILLA HEATH) 
Differen~tion of the Association 
This association is differentiated by the absence 
of differential species of the Di~en~i£ - Arct£s~a~hzlet~ 
al~i,!!8-~ and Em~etr.2. - Rh!:!;C.2_mi t£,iet~ l~u~o~a~ and by the 
occurrence of the following species: 
Potentilla tridentata (V) 
Deschampsia flexuosa (III) 
Calamagrostis pickeringii (IV) 
Prenanthes trifoliolata (II) 
Solidago uliginosa (III) 
The complete floristic composition of the association is 
presented in Synthesis Table 3, Appendix II. 
Type Releve 
a) Site Characteristics 
Releve Number l9D 
Slope Level 
Altitude 120 M. 
Peter's River 
Latitude 46°42'45" 
Longitude 53°30'00" 
b) Species Composition 
Phanerogams (70% Cover) 
Potentilla tridentata l.l 
Solidago uliginosa + 
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Myrica~ 1.1 
Ledum groen1andicum 1.1 
Vaccinium u1iginosum 1.1 
Pyrus f1oribunda + 
Sanguisorba canadensis 1.1 
Spiraea 1atifo1ia + 
Ca1amagrostis pickeringii r 
Deschampsia f1exuosa 1.2 
Kalmia angustifo1ia 1.1 
Vaccinium vitis-idaea 2.2 
Vaccinium angustifo1ium 1.1 
Chamaedaphne ca1ycu1ata 1.1 
Kalmia po1ifo1ia + 
Cryptogams (70% Cover) 
C1adonia terrae-novae 3.3 
C1adonia mitis 1.2 
C1adonia rangiferina 2.2 
Cetraria is1andica + 
Dicranum scoparium 2.2 
C1adonia e1ongata 1.2 
Hy1ocomium sp1endens 2.2 
P1eurozium schreberi 2.2 
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Ecological InterpreT-ation 
The Em~e~r2 - ~otent~llet~ ~riden~ata~ association 
represents vegetation occupying less exposed microclimates 
in the hard ground heath often occurring in close proximity 
to the ~~e~r~ - Rh~c~i~r~e~~ l~u~i~o~a~ association. 
These two hard ground associations together are equivalent 
to the ~a~~a - Sh~c~mitEi~ - Cladonia association 
described by Ahti (1959). The distribution pattern of 
these associations is similar with exception of the more 
frequent occurrence of the Potentilla Heath on exposed 
ridges of the isthmus of Avalon (Figure 3-14). 
Physiognomically both associations are characterized 
by a low growing vegetation of carpet-forming species. One 
evident difference is the dominance of Empetrum nigrum 
rather than Rhacomitrium lanuginosum in the carpet of the 
~m~e~r~ - Po~ent~llet~ ~ridenta~a~. Occasionally 
Juniperus communis may form extensive patches throughout 
the heath matrix (Figure 3-15). 
Figure 3-24: 
En:'pe t r o-Potent illetu m tridentatoe 
The EmEetr~ - Potent!llel~ triden~atae has a 
distrioution pattern s1m1lar to that o~ the 
Em£etro - Rhacomitrietum lanu~inosae. However 
it occurs more-frequently-on the isthmus of 
the Avalon Peninsula than the latter association. 
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Figure 3-15: The foreground of this picture illustrates 
the dominance of Em~etrum nigrum in the 
ground vegetation; ln the center of the 
photograph an isolated patch of Juniperus 
communis is evident. 
..,.,.,. - 6 3 -
The lichens Cladonia arbuscula, Cladonia 
rangiferina and Cladonia mitis have high cover values in 
the association whereas the mosses Pleurozium schreberi, 
Dicranum scoparium and Hylocomium splendens usually occur 
singly or in isolated patches. Above the ground vegetation 
Solidago uliginosa, Calamagrostis pickeringii and 
Deschampsia flexuosa exhibit a high coverage and frequency. 
These species are better adapted than woody plants to 
withstand the strong winds sweeping the surface of these 
barren expanses (Figure 3-16). 
0 c 1 71 
Figure 3-16: This photograph demonstrates the dwarf 
posture of woody plants as compared with 
the erect posture of grasses in the 
association, an apparent adaptation to 
strong winds. 
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An anomalous situation within this association and 
the ~Ee~r~ - Rh~c~m~tEi~t~ l~u~i~o~a~ of the southern 
Avalon barrens is the sporadic occurrence of Sanguisorba 
canadensis, Lonicera vi11osa, Juniperus horizontalis and 
Spiraea latifolia. ~hese species are more typical of fen 
peat soils than dry heathland soils (Pollett and 
Bridgewater, in press). Huxter (1964) suggests that the 
occurrence of these species can be explained by the 
constant high humidity and frequency of coastal fogs in 
the area which satisfies their moisture requirements. 
The higher precipitation and the deposition of sea salts 
from high winds could satisfy the nutrient requirements of 
these species (Pollett, pers. comm.). 
Four variants are recognized in this association: 
(i) Ptilium crista-castrensis Variant 
(ii) Myrica gale Variant 
(iii) Lycopodium clavatum Variant 
(iv) Linnaea borealis Variant 
(i) Ptilium crista-castrensis Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Ptilium crista-castrensis 
Hylocomium splendens 
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The Ptilium crista-castrensis Variant usually occupies 
the more protected microhabitats between hummocks but 
occasionally occurs on hummocks sheltered by slopes or the 
near proximity of tuck vegetation. Because of this 
sheltered position woody plants grow somewhat taller and 
provide a partial canopy creating sufficient shelter and 
shade for the establishment of a moss carpet. 
(ii) Myrica gale Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Myrica gale Chamaedaphne calyculata 
This variant is located in topographic depressions 
where snow accumulation provides increased moisture and 
protection from wind damage. Pyrus floribunda, Viburnum 
cassinoides, Myrica~ and Chamaedaphne calyculata 
increase in frequency in these habitats. 
The occurrence of these shrubs provides protection 
and shade for the ground vegetation resulting in some 
gradation with the Ptilium crista-castrensis Variant. 
(iii) Lycopodium clavatum Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Lycopodium clavatum 
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The Lycopodium clavatum Variant is similar to the 
Cornicularia aculeata Variant described for the EmEetr£ 
Rhac£mitEi~t~ la~u~i~o~a~ association. It occurs in 
close proximity to frost boils or other habitats devoid 
of humus. Lycopodium clavatum is, along with lichens and 
mosses, the first species to colonize these ates. By 
forming a branched network over the exposed mineral soil 
it appears to play an important role in stabilizing the 
soil enabling other species to form a vegetation carpet 
over the scar (Figure 3-17). 
Figure 3-17: Eroded patches of mineral soil displayed in 
this picture is a favorite habitat of 
Lycopodium clavatum. This species may be 
an 1mportant p1oneer in the renewal of the 
vegetation carpet. 
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(iv) Linnaea borealis Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Linnaea borealis Coptis groenlandica 
This variant is located at the base of slopes or near 
drainage channels and stream borders where periodic 
flushing creates a slightly more nutrient rich substrate 
(Figure 3-18). 
Figure 3-18: The Linnaea borealis Variant occurs where 
periodlc flushlng creates a more nutrient 
rich substrate as illustrated in the center 
of this photograph. 
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The sporadic occurrence of Sanguisorba canadensis, 
Lonicera villosa and Betula pumila in this variant also 
indicates nutrient enrichment as these are species more 
commonly encountered in nutrient rich fens (Pollett and 
Bridgewater, in press). 
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4. LUZU!P - ~OLY,!R.IcgE_!UM QO~~ ASSOCIATIO,!':! 
(VACCINIUM HEATH) 
Differentiation of the Association 
This association is identified by the occurrence 
of the following differential species group: 
Luzula campestris (V) 
Polytrichum commune (V) 
Solidago rugosa (V) 
Lycopodium obscurum (IV) 
Taraxacum officinale (II) 
Hieracium murorum (II) 
AJ.so, Kal.mia angustifolia, Ledum groenlandicum and 
Empetrum nigrum are rare or absent. The floristic 
composition of this association is presented in Synthesis 
Table 4f Appendix II. 
TYJ?e Releve 
a) Site ~naracteristics 
Releve Number 38H 
Slope 10° S 
Altitude 80 M. 
b) Species Composition 
New Harbour Rd. 
Latitude 47°35'15" 
Longitude 53°31'15" 
Phanerogams (70% Cover) 
Luzula campestris 1.2 
Lycopodium obscurum 1.1 
Vaccinium angustifolium 3.1 
Comus canadensis 1.1 
l 
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Maianthemum canadense l.l 
Spiraea latifolia + 
Viburnum cassinoides r 
Rubus pubescens + 
Solidago rugosa + 
Achillea millefolium + 
Deschampsia flexuosa 1.2 
Potentilla tridentata l.l 
Prenanthes trifoliolata l.l 
Vaccinium vitis-idaea 2.2 
Alnus crispa + 
Hieracium mororum + 
Cryptogams (70% Cover) 
Polytrichum commune l.l 
Ecological Interpretation 
The Lu~~o - ~o1z;t!:,i£h~t~ £0~~ and the ~uz1l;!.o 
~~etr~t~ ~i~ae (Chapter III-5) represent anthropogenic 
heath associations derived by the cultural practices of 
prescribed burning and commercial blueberry picking. 
Livestock grazing, especially by sheep, has also 
contributed to the development of these heath types in 
close proximity to settlements. 
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co~un~ is the dominance of Vaccinium angustifolium, the 
absence of other shrubs and the scarcity of lichens and 
pleurocarpous mosses (Figure 3-19). 
FEB 
Figure 3-19: This association is characterized by 
scarcity of lichens and pleurocarpous 
mosses in the ground vegetation and 
the physiognomic dominance of 
Vaccinium angustifolium. 
• 
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Some s~tes are sem~-grassland with both 
Deschamps~a flexuosa and Luzula campestr~s throughout. 
The humus layer underly~ng the Vacc~n~um Heath ~s very 
thin (2-5 em) and somet~mes broken. Such a substrate ~s 
preferred by part~cular heath spec~es e.g. Prenanthes 
tr~fol~olata and Potent~lla tr~dentata (Bacher, 1954). 
Only the l~chens Cladon~a cr~statella and Cladon~a 
arbuscula occur ~n the ground layer, both w~th a sporad~c 
d~str~but~on and never carpet form~ng. A moss carpet ~s 
also lack~ng, however Polytr~chum commune, D~cranum 
scopar~um and D~cranum fulvum form small patches. 
Randomly d~spersed through the ~u~u~o -
~oly_!r~cE_e.!ll!!! .£0~~ are numerous "weed" spec~es, wh~ch 
are anthropogen~c ~n or~g~n and d~str~but~on. Fernald 
(1950) descr~bes Anaphal~s margar~tacea, Luzula campestr~s, 
Taraxacum off~c~nale, H~erac~um murorum and Ach~llea 
m~llefol~um as be~ng locally advent~ve from Europe. All 
these spec~es occur ~n th~s assoc~at~on. 
To apprec~ate the development and d~str~but~on 
(F~gure 3-20) of the ~u~~o - ~o~y_!ricE_e_!~ .£0~~~ ~t ~s 
necessary to understand man's use of f~re on the Avalon. 
Early settlers to the northern Avalon were from Ireland, 
Scotland and England; areas where burn~ng of heathland for 
product~on of sheep pasture ~s trad~t~onal ~n rural l~fe 
(G~m~ngham, 1964) • It ~ s po s s~ ble iha.t earJy mtta.ers cx:ntinuai this 
Fi.gure 3-20: 
- 'l ~-
Luzulo-Po.lytrichetum commune 
The Luzulo - Polytri.chetum commune i.s located 
on two-recentTy-burnt-hea~hTands near 
New Harbour. 
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practice in Newfoundland. Un£ortunately the landscape 
history of this region is too poorly documented to 
substantiate this theory (Story, pers. comm.). Terasmae 
(1963) performed palynological studies on the northern 
Avalon and concluded, 
"A definite expansion of heathland did occur 
in historic time and this seems to correlate 
with the human in£luence; beginning in the 15th 
and 16th centuries, when fishermen established 
camps along the shores of Newfoundland and either 
by accident or on purpose began to set fire to 
the forests." 
John G u y established the first settlement in 
Newfoundland at Cupids, a community in close proximity 
to the present day distribution of the ~uzU!o 
~ol~ric~e~~ £0~~~ association. 
Commercial blueberry picking began in the 1930's 
in Newfoundland, however with the frequency of accidental 
fires there was no requirement for prescribed burning to 
sustain blueberry yields. With improved fire prevention, 
prescribed burning was required and to date 30,000 acres 
have been subjected to burning for blueberry production 
(Hendrickson, 1972). Prescribed burning involves repeated 
incineration of heath sites every two or three years to 
eliminate species in competition with Vaccinium 
angustifolium. Burning in addition to altering natural 
succession, also reduces the thickness of the underlying 
humus, destroys portions of the litter and results in a 
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release of nutrients. Hansen (1969) recorded an initial 
increase of all elements analyzed in substrate of Danish 
heath within seven days after burning. 
On the Avalon the effect of recent heath burns on 
succession was cursorily investigated near Avondale. It 
was found that the border areas of the experimental plots 
as well as the control plots~ maintained natural heath. 
Plots burned within the last three years were characterized 
by the ~uzu±o - ~o!y~ric~e~~ ~o~~~ association whereas 
plots burnt more than three years were identified by the 
association ~u~U!o- ~Ee~r~t~ ~i~~e (Chapter III-5). 
Within the ~u~U!o - Po!ytri~h~t~ ~o~~~ 
associations two variants are recognized: 
(i) Achillea millefolium Variant 
(ii) Rosa nitida Variant 
(i) Achillea millefolium Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Achillea millefolium Fragaria virginiana 
This variant represents sites within the anthropogenic 
heath which are close to roadsides or footpaths. Both 
these species are commonly encountered in old fields and 
roadside ditches on the Avalon. However, they only occur 
as a heath element where there is human intrusion and 
d isturbance is frequent. 
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(ii) Rosa nitida Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Rosa nitida Lonicera villosa 
The occurrence of these species is indicative of 
nutrient rich soils, both species occur in nutrient rich 
fens (Pollett and Bridgewater, in press). This variant 
usually occurs at the base of slopes or in drainage 
channels subject to periodic flushing from upland soils. 
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5. !!,UZDg> - §MJ?E~~T£14 !fiQ.~ ~SSOQ~Tf.ON 
(KALMIA-VACCINIOM HEATH) 
Differentiation of the Association 
The !!,uz~o - ~E,e,ir~t~ _!!i~r~e is differentiated 
~th respect to the Lu~ulo - Po~Y,ir~che~~ £0~~~ by the 
following species: 
Empetrum nigrum (IV) 
Ledum groenlandicum (III) 
Ka.J..mia angu.stifolia (II) 
Vaccinium vitis-idaea (III) 
Lycopodium clavatum (III) 
Pleurozium schreberi (III) 
The association is differentiated with respect to 
all other associations described in this study by the 
presence of some or all of the differential species of 
~u~ulo - ~o~~r~c~e~~ £0~~~ association. The complete 
floristic composition of the association is presented in 
Synthesis Table 5, Appendix II. 
TyPe Releve 
a) Site Characteristics 
Releve Number 35A 
Slope 30°E 
Altitude 75 M. 
Hodgewater Line 
Latitude 4 7° 30' 30" 
Longitude 53°l8'45" 
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b) Species Composition 
Phanerogams (60% Cover) 
Kalmia angustifolia 1.1 
Empetrum nigrum 2.2 
Vaccinium angustifolium 1.1 
Lycopodium annotinum 2.2 
Solidago uliginosa + 
Trientalis borealis + 
Gaultheria hispidula 1.2 
Deschampsia flexuosa 2.2 
Ledum groenlandicum 1.1 
Kalmia polifolia + 
Juniperus communis 1.2 
Lycopodium clavatum 2.2 
Comus canadensis 1.1 
Linnaea borealis 2.2 
Potentilla tridentata 1.1 
Luzula compestris 1.2 
Cryptogams (30% Cover) 
Cladonia arbuscula 2.2 
Cladonia mitis 1.2 
Cladonia rangiferina 2.2 
Dicranum scoparium 2.2 
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Ecological Interpretation 
The ku~~o - Em.E_etret~ ~iu.ae occurs on sites 
which have undergone moderate disturbance £rom natural 
fire or £rom anthropogenic activities, particularly 
prescribed burmng, berry picking or ammal grazing. 
This association also signatures sites previously occupied 
by ihe ku~~o - E_olyj;r_ic~e.!U!!! .£O!!:!:Ill}!}l~· The latter sites 
have had a period o£ regeneration (3-5 years) in which 
those species previously eliminated by £ire have re-
established. Distribution o£ the ~uz~o - Em.E_etret~ 
~u.ae, in the study area, is similar to that o£ the 
Lu~~o - E_oly-t;r_icae.!~ £O!!:!:Ill}!}l~; however, the £ormer 
association is more common.(Figure 3-2l). The more common 
occurrence o£ the LuzU!o - ~.E_e_!ret~ ~iu.ae is in part 
related to the implementation o£ strict £ire control 
regulations and a corresponding reduction in prescribed 
burning on the Avalon over the past ten years. This 
situation has resulted in a decrease o£ areas £avoring 
development o£ the Lu~ulo 
association; and has also enabled areas occupied by this 
association to regenerate towards the ~u~U!o 
Em.E_etr~t~ ~i~_!:e type o£ cover. I ( 
Figure 3-21: 
- !0-
Luzulo-Empetretum nigrae 
The Luzulo - Em£etretum ni~ae association 
has its maximum dis~ribu~ion-in close proximity 
to settlement in Conception Bay South. 
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The Luzulo - Em£etret~ ~i~r~e, like the Luzulo -
Polytrichet~ ~o~m~~' is physiognomically characterized 
by high cover of Vaccinium angustifolium, Deschampsia 
flexuosa and Potentilla tridentata. Other similarities 
in vegetation include the sporadic occurrence of 
anthropogenic elements such as Luzula campestris, 
Hieracium murorum, Taraxacum officinale and Solidago 
rugosa. Unlike the Lu~ulo - Polytrichet~ .£O!!!ffi~, the 
Lu~ulo - Em£etr~t~ ~i~r~e is characterized by the 
presence of Empetrum nigrum, Juniperus communis, Ledum 
groenlandicum and Kalmia angustifolia in the above 
ground vegetation and Pleurozium schreberi, Polytrichum 
strictum and numerous lichens in the ground layer 
(Figure 3-22) 
Figure 3-22: Charred humus with small clumps of Luzula 
campestris surrounded by less disturbed 
heath with Empetrum nigrum dominant. 
This is character1st1c of vegetation 
within the Luzulo - Em£etret~ ~i~r~e. 
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Interpretation of succession indicates the 
approximate time elapsed after burning of particular 
sites. The occurrence of Empetrum nigrum and Juniperus 
communis in the ~u~~o - ~Ee~r~t~ ~i~ae association 
iS significant because both species are slow in 
establishing after intense fire. Peters (1958), 
studying Newfoundland heath, and Hansen (1964), 
studying Danish heath, observed that more than ten years 
is required for these species to gain their original 
vitality. 
Hansen (1964) also suggests that this is 
attributable to the reproductive characteristics of 
Juniperus communis and Empetrum nigrum• Both species 
rely solely on seed as a means of dispersal whereas many 
other shrubs disperse vegetatively and become 
established more rapidly. Vaccinium angust i folium, for 
example, attains its maximum coverage of sites within 
two years following fire. Ledum groen1andi cum and Kalmia 
angustifolium require 6 to 9 years to regain their original 
vitality. Fire also results in a greater flower production 
and seedling establishment by Deschampsia flexuosa 
(Scurfie1d,l954). 
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It is possible to predict the general pattern of 
succession following intense burning. In the first 
three years after fire the ~u~ulo - ~o~Y,!r~cae~~ 
£0~~~ association is evident with Vaccinium 
angustifolium dominant. After this period, the cover 
of Kalmia angustifolia and Ledum groenlandicum 
progressively increases coincident with a decline in the 
fruit productivity and coverage of Vaccinium angustifolium. 
This decline in blueberries results in a lower incidence 
of human intrusion on the site. Competition from 
ericaceous species, combined with decreased human activity, 
may reduce~e anthropogenic species elements characteristic 
of the ~u~~o - ~.E.etret~ E_i~r~e association. It is 
difficult to predict the time required for elimination of 
the anthropogenic species element from the heath. 
The physiognomic and phytosociologic 
characteristics of the anthropogenic heath a re also 
affected differently by accidental and prescribed burns. 
Prescribed burning results in a uniform burn whereas 
accidental burning is often discontinuous, leaving 
patches of unconsumed veg etation. Consequently, after 
prescribed burning the ~u~~o - ~oly~r~che~~ £0~~~ 
is dominant. After an accidental burn the ~u~Ulo -
Po~ytr~cae~~ £0~~~ occurs in a mosai c, in juxtaposition 
with the ~u~Ulo - ~.E.e~r~t~ !!i~r~e and other heath type s. 
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The intensity of controlled fires is considerably 
less than that of accidental fire. The surface 
temperature of prescribed burns is 300-500°C whereas in 
windy weather the surface temperature in accidental burns 
may exceed 800°C. However, the repeated prescribed 
burning of a site may cause more permanent differences 
in the flora than the occasional severe fire 
(Gimingham,l964). 
Under normal circumstances succession following 
fire tends towards establishment of vegetation present on 
the site prior to burning. However, if fire is extremely 
frequent or intense it depletes the insulating humus 
layer and introduces soil-frost disturbance. This results 
in the establishment of hard ground heath. Also, intense 
burning may deplete organic matter in the mineral soil 
resulting in poor drainage due to compaction of the B 
horizon (Chancey,l958). When this occurs, succession 
leads to a wet heath vegetation. 
These circumstances create three distinct 
variants within the Lu~~o - ~Eetre~~ Ei~~e association: 
(i) Kalmia angustifolia Variant 
(ii) Ledum groenlandicum Variant 
(iii) Cladonia arbuscula Variant 
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(i) Kalmia angustifolia Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Kalmia angustifolia 
Ledum groenlandicum 
Juniperus communis 
Linnaea borealis 
Sites occupied by this variant have experienced intense 
ground fire. Both the lichens and the lichen substrate have 
been destroyed and shrubs identifying the variant have low 
cover values. Ahti (l959) claims that several decades may 
be required for the slow growing lichens Cladonia arbuscula, 
Cladonia rangiferina and Cladonia mitis to regain significant 
cover after fire. Consequently, the shrub canopy is open and 
the ground vegetation is comprised of patches of mosses and 
grasses colonizing bare mineral soil. 
(ii) Ledum groenlandicum Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Kalmia angustifolia 
Ledum groenlandicum 
Cladonia arbuscula 
Cladonia mitis 
Cladonia rangiferina 
The floristic composition of the Ledum groenlandicum 
Variant is similar to certain sites included in the Kalmietum 
-----
~~st~fol!a~ (Chapter III-6). However, the sporadic 
occurrence of Luzula campestris throughout these sites 
indicates anthropogenic disturbance is a factor in development 
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of this variant. Succession in this vegetation will 
probably tend towards the establishment of the !almiet~ 
~n~stifolia£ association. 
(iii) Cladonia arbuscula Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Cladonia arbuscula 
Cladonia rangiferina 
Cladonia mitis 
Lycopodium clavatum 
Coincident with the occurrence of this variant is the 
increased frequency of large frost scars. This is especially 
true at the summit of knolls where the EmEetr£ -
Po!e~tillet~ !ridentata£ association was probably the 
dominant vegetation prior to burning (Figure 3-23). 
Figure 3-23: The exposed knolls in the background are 
presently occupied by the Luzulo - EmEetr£t~ 
ni~rae; prior to burning tne Em~etro -
Potentilletum tridentatae assocla~ion probably 
occupied-this site7 - - -
-------------------------·----------~·-----··· -~----· ··----. 
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Burning removed the protective plant cover and 
destroyed the underlying litter and humus, resulting in 
an exposed substrate. With no humus insulation and a lack 
of protective snow cover, frost churning results in the 
exposed soil. This frost action retards re-estab1ishment 
of KaJ.mia a.ngustifolia and Ledum g:roenlandicum, and the 
landscape resembles the rock barren heath. Dicranum 
fuscescens is conspicuous on patches of humus which have 
survived fire disturbance. Succession of heath development 
on sites occupied by the Cladonia arbuscula Variant will 
possibly be toward vegetation of the ~~e~r~ - Po~e~t~l~e~~ 
~rid~n~a~a~ association. 
.-. 
4. 
' I 
'( ' 
Figure 3-24: 
- gy-
Soft Ground Heath occurs throughout the 
isthmus, northern and central Avalon, but 
only occurs on the more sheltered slopes 
where snow accumulation is deep. 
··--·---·- •• ••·-·-~-----••••-•---•-• ' • - ,ro-• ••·-·- ·-'•• • •' • 
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6. KAI.MI~UM aNGU.§.TIFQL~ !,S.§.OQI;!T!,O,! 
(KAI.MfA HEATH) 
Differentiation of the Association 
This association is differentiated by the absence 
of differentia1 species of a1l other heath associations 
and is characterized by the frequency and abundance of the 
following species: 
Kalmia angustifolia (V) 
Vaccinium angustifolium (V) 
Ledum groenlandicum (IV) 
Empetrum nigrum (III) 
Vaccinium vitis-idaea (III) 
Cladonia arbuscula (V) 
Cladonia ~~ (IV) 
Cladonia rangiferina (IV) 
Cladonia alpestris (III) 
Cornus canadensis (IV) 
The complete floristic composition of the association 
is given in Synthesis Table 6, Appendix II. 
Type Releve 
a) Site Characteristics 
Releve Number 4lD 
Slope Level 
Altitude 60 M. 
Heart's Content 
Latitude 47°53'30" 
Longitude 52°22'00" 
'''' ,, _ , _ ___ M ___ _ '0000_'_o_0~ 0000 o000 ... Oo>o o 
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i 
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~t 
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.J 
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b) Species Composition 
Phanerogams (70~ Cuver} 
Kalmia angustifo1ia 2.1 
Vaccinium angustifo1ium 1.1 
Ledum groenlandicum 2.1 
Cha.maedaphne c~yculata 2.1 
Rhododendron canadense 1.1 
Nemopanthus mucronata + 
Ame1anchier bartra.miana 1.1 
Abies b~samea k 
Empetrum nigrum 1.1 
Kalmia po1ifo1ia + 
Vaccinium oxycoccus 1.2 
Betula papyrifera r 
Cryptogams (80% Cover} 
P1eurozium schreberi 4.4 
Pti1ium crista-castrensis 2.2 
Hy1ocomium sp1endens 1.2 
Dicranum scoparium 2.2 
Cladonia alpestris 3.2 
Cladonia mitis 1.2 
Cladonia rangiferina 2.2 
Cladonia arbuscula 2.2 
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Ecological Interpretation 
The Kalm~e~~ ~~stif~lia~ association is largely 
concentrated in the central, northern and isthmus of the 
Avalon and occupies sheltered sites having moderate drainage 
(Figure 3-25). Severe climatic conditions restrict its 
distribution elsewhere in the study region. 
The Kalmje~~ ~~stif~lia~ is divided into two 
subassociations: 
a) HylO.£O!!!,iet~s~ 
b) T;v:e.i.£~ 
a) Hylo.£O!!!,iet~s~ 
Identifying Species: 
Hylocomium splendens 
Pleurozium schreberi 
Vaccinium oxycoccus 
Ptilium crista-castrensis 
Dicranum scoparium 
Gautheria hispidula 
The subassociation Hylo,£o~i~t~s~ occurs primarily at 
the lower portions of heath slopes and along the edges of 
heath when bordering forest. These habitats are conducive 
to deep snow accumulations and also receive drainage waters 
from upper heath slopes resulting in a moist surface layer. 
Kalmia angustifolia and Ledum groenlandicum grow vigorously 
in such habitats, sometimes exceeding 50 em in height. A 
dense canopy is created by~ese shrubs which provides shade 
and lessens surface evaporation. These factors are 
Figure 3-25: 
'tl.-
Kalmietum angustifoliae 
The Kalmietum angustifoliae association is 
charac~eristic-o~ shel~erea heathland sites 
throughout the central and northern portions 
of the study area. 
- -...... -· ----· . 
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favorable for the formation of a moss carpet which 
characterizes the subassociation (Figure 3-24). 
Figure 3-26: The vigorous growth of ericaceous shrubs 
creates a dense canopy providing sufficient 
shade and moisture for the development of a 
continuous moss carpet characteristic of 
the Hylo~o~i~t~s~. 
The Hylo~o~i~t~s~ subassociation consists of the 
following four variants: 
(i) Ptilium crista-castrensis Variant 
(ii) Juniperus communis Variant 
(iii) Cornicularia aculeata Variant 
(iv) Viburnum cassinoides Variant 
l 
I 
I 
I !... ______ _ 
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(i} Fti1ium crista-castrensis Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Fti1ium crista-castrensis Nemopanthus mucronata 
This variant represents the most she1tered sites 
encountered in the ~_!etum ,!;ll~St_!fo1_!a~ occurring at the 
base of s1opes or in juxtaposition to forest. The humus 
deve1opment on these sites is usually in excess of 30 em. 
There is a noticeab1e decrease in the occurrence and 
coverage of Empetrum nigrum and Vaccinium vi. tis-idaea wi. thin 
this variant, possib1y resu1ting from the competition of 
ericaceous shrubs. On 1ess she1tered sites throughout this 
association where the growth of ericaceous shrubs is 1ess 
vigorous, these species disp1ay greater coverage. 
Within this variant there is a subvariant identified 
by the fo11owi.ng species: 
Lycopodium c1avatum 
Lycopodium obscurum 
So1idago u1iginosa 
Anthoxanthum odoratum 
Ca1amagrostis pickeringii 
Deschampsia f1exuosa 
This species assemb1age has a c1ose affinity with the 
!!_u~U!,o - ~o1~riche~~ .£O!!!fD.E;tl~ and the !!_uzll!,o - Eml!,e~r~t~ 
~~ae associations. The occurrence of this variant may be 
attributed to the c1ose proximity of the ~,!e~~ 
~~~t,!f~1_!a~ to certain anthropogenic heath s i tes. 
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( ii.) Juniperus communi.s Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Juniperus communi.s 
Thi.s variant :is characterized by sporad:i.c patches of 
Juniperus communis :in 'the heath matrix. These patches vary 
:in size from 0.5 'to 2M. in diameter and also occur in 'the 
~i.£~ subassoci.at:i.on. 
The occurrence of Juniperus communis in 'the heath 
matrix :is usual1y a re1:i.ab1e indi.ca't:i.on 'that fire has not 
occurred in 'the 1ast 'ten years (Pe'ter~1958). However, 
other factors should be considered :in making th:i.s type of 
an assessment because it :is possib1e 'that 'thi.s var:i.an't 
represents iso1a'ted patches of heath 'that escaped recent fire. 
A subvarian't is recognized by 'the occurrence of 
Rhacom:i. tr:i.um 1anug:inosum where outcrop protrudes through 
'the humus creating an exposed microhabitat. 
(iii) Cornicu1aria acu1eata Variant 
Identifying Spec:i.es: 
Corni.cu1aria acu1ea'ta 
Smal1 areas of 'the humus somet:i.mes become dry and erode 
through the act:i.on of fire, w:i.nd or the act:i.vi.ties of insects. 
In 'these microhabitats Cornicu1ar:i.a acu1eata and 1ess 
consistent1y, C1adon:i.a e1ongata and C1adonia unc:i.a1:i.s, 
appear to be p:i.oneer species. 
11 
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(iv) Viburnum cassinoides Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Viburnum cassinoides Nemopanthus mucronata 
This vari.ant occurs in both the !!y:l.o£O!!i-~t,g_s~ and 
T~i£~ subassociations and is characterized by the presence 
of non-ericaceous shrubs , Amelanchier bartramia.na, Pyru.s 
floribunda, Viburnum cassinoides and Nemopanthus mucronata. 
The occurrence of this variant may be related to 
succession followi.ng burning. The low coverage of Empetrum 
nigrum and Vaccinium vitis-idaea indicates that these sites 
have experienced intense fire during some stage in their 
development. AJ.so the increased frequency of horn lichens, 
Cladonia crispata, Cladonia cristatella and Cladonia 
macrophylla, suggest that the burn occurred in the last ten 
years (Ahti,l959). 
The non-ericaceous species characteristic of this 
variant seem to establish on heath shortly after fire when 
competition from ericaceous species is minimal. As 
competition from ericaceous species intensifies this variant 
is gradually replaced by the Ptilium crista-castrensis 
Variant. In the Ptilium crista-castrensis Variant, 
Nemopanthus mucronata occurs sporadically and other non-
ericaceous shrubs are rarely encountered. 
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The TyEi£~ subassociation represents less sheltered 
sites within the !almiet~ ~~stifolia~ usually where there 
is a gradation between hard and soft ground heath. This 
frequently occurs near the summit of knolls or on coastal 
headlands where the Kalmiet~ ~n~stifolia~ is in 
juxtaposition to the EmEetr£ - Potentillet~ tridentata~ 
(Figure 3-27). 
FE 
Figure 3-27: Vegetation represented by the Hylocomietosum 
is prominent on the lower slope whereas near 
the summit of the slope the Ty~cum sub-
association is dominant and in JUxtaposition 
to vegetation of the EmEetro Potentilletum 
tridentatae association. - - - - - - - - -
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The floristic affinity of the T;Y:E_i.£1J!!! to hard ground 
heath associations can be seen in the increased frequency 
of the following species: 
Prenanthes trifoliolata 
Deschampsia fl.exuosa 
Cladonia squamosa 
Cal.amagrostis pickeringii 
Cetraria islandica 
Cladonia crispata 
The humus development on these sites rarely exceeds 
20 c~but is sufficiently deep to prevent the establishment 
of many of the differential species characterizing hard 
ground heath associations. 
Most sites represented by the T;Y:E_i.£1J!!! are located near 
the summit of slopes where there is some degree of exposure 
to wind. Consequently the shrub canopy is poorly developed 
in comparison to the Hylo.=.o!!!i~t.2.s~ and the surface humus 
is more susceptible to drying. This surface drying is 
caused by frequent high wi.nds and by drainage of ground 
water from the summit towards the lower slope. Many sites, 
because of this drying, lack a moss carpet and have a ground 
vegetation in which lichens and grasses are conspicuous. 
There are two additional variants in the T;Y:E_i.£1J!!! sub-
association in addition to the Viburnum cassinoides Variant 
previously described: 
(i) Juniperus communis Variant 
(ii) Cornicul.aria acul.eata Variant 
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( i) Juniperus communis Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Juniperus communis 
Deschampsia f1exuosa 
Calamagrostis pickeringii 
This variant represents patches of Juniperus communis 
similar to those encountered in the Hy10£.0!!!iet£s~. The 
only noticeable differences are the smaller size of the 
patches and the lower growth form of the plants. The 
sha11ow humus underlying the patches is a suitable 
substrate for the grasses Deschampsia flexuosa and 
Calamagrostis pickeringii. 
(ii) Cornicularia aculeata Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Cornicularia aculeata 
Cladonia macrophylla 
C1adonia squamosa 
C1adonia coccif era 
Thi s variant occurs where the shrub canopy is 
discontinuous and the substrate is extremely dry and 
crusty (Figure 3-28). 
Figure 3-28: 
lOO -
APR 11 
The Cornicularia aculeata Variant occurs 
where the shrub layer ~s open and the ground 
layer has a dry crusty humus. 
- 101-
The frequency of red ants and other insects in these 
microhabitats suggests that they may play an important 
role in the creation of a suitable habitat for species 
characteristic of the Cornicu1aria acu1eata Variant. 
=:1_11 
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7. KAT.MTO - ~0!1 ~SE~ !.SSOQI!.TJ..O!! 
(ALDER TUCK) 
Differentiation of the Association 
The !,aJ_mj_o - !;l,!!e~ _£r!,s;e,a.!:, is di.fferentiated wi. th 
respect to all other heath associations by the occurrence of 
the following species group which forms a tall tuck 
vegetation wi.thin the matrix of soft ground heath: 
Alnus crispa (V) 
Pteridium ag;uilinum (IV) 
Rhododendron canadense (V) 
Viburnum cassinoides (V) 
Nemopanthus mucronata (V) 
The complete floristic composition of this association 
is presented in Synthesis Table 7, Appendix II. 
Type Releve 
a) Site Characteristics 
Releve Number 74 
Slope 40° E. 
Altitude 200 M. 
Soldiers Pond 
b) Species Composition 
Phanerogams (90% Cover) 
Alnus crispa 3.2 
Latitude 47°19'45" 
Longitude 53°07'00" 
Prunus pennsylvanica 1.1 
Pteridium aguilinum 2.1 
Rhododendron canadense 2.1 
___________ .;.... __________________ ---·--·----· 
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V~burnum cass~no~des 1..1 
Amel.anclri.er bartrami.ana + 
Serbus decora 1..1. 
KaQmia angust~folia 2.1. 
Vacc~~um angust~fol.~um 1.1 
Nemopanthus mucronata + 
Muanthemum canadense + 
Comus canadens~s + 
Cryptogams (Absent) 
Ecol.ogical. Interpretation 
The ~~o - ~l.ae!Um £r~s~a~ has a restr~cted 
distribut~on on the Avalon Pen~nsuJ.a (Figure 3-29). 
Th~s pattern of ~stribution is possibl.y rel.ated to the 
preference of Al.nus crispa for tree l.ine stands ~n 
Newfoundl.and (Aht~1959). Tlri.s association has its optimal. 
devel.opment on the Hawke Hil.l. Range at altitudes of 1.50-300 M. 
Wilton (1.956) has observed that productive forests rarel.y 
exceed the 1.50 M. contour on the Aval.on Pen~nsul.a. 
Therefore, the ~al.m~o - ~e~ £r~s~a~ is representative 
of a tree l.ine transition vegetation (Figure 3-30). 
___________ .. _______ _  ---------------~-
-.. - ---
Figure 3-29: 
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Kalmio-Ainetum c~is_pa.e 
The Kalmio - Alnetum crisEae association is 
restricted to-neathrand-near the Hawke Hi11 
Range and the community of Aquaforte. 
Although not recorded in this survey a 
simi1ar vegetation is common on the isthmus 
of the Ava1on Peninsu1a. 
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Figure 3-30: 
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The Kalmio - Alnetum crisEae association 
occurs-on the-HawKe-HilT Range approximating 
a tree line transition. It is identified by 
its darker tone throughout the heath matrix. 
,...,......,...-  ~~-··-·· ...  ~ ~------··----·-------,~-- --- --' ------ -- -----····--. -------. -- -----. -----.. l
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This association is characterized by the 
physiognomic dominance of Alnus crispa to a height of 
2-3 M. The alder clumps act as a shelter belt enabling 
Rhododendron canadense, Pteridium aquilinum, Viburnum 
cassinoides and Nemopanthus mucronata to form a dense 
shrub understory. The litter fall from these shrubs and 
~nus crispa appears to be a limiting factor in the 
development of the ground vegetation. Maianthemum 
canadense, Comus canadensis and Trientalis borealis are 
the only consistent species in the ground vegetation. 
There are two variants in the ~~!_o 
.s:,ris~a~: 
(i) ?yrus floribunda Variant 
(ii) Amelanchier bartramiana Variant 
(i) Pyrus floribunda Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Pyrus floribunda 
Clintonia borealis 
Myrica ~ 
Calamagrostis pickeringii 
Dicranum scoparium 
Smilacina trifolia 
This variant is located in sites. where the ~~m!_o 
~~et~ £ris~a~ occupies intermittent stream channels . 
In winter the snow cover is usually deep and snow beds are 
persistent into late spring. The periodic flushing of 
these sites from upland heaths results in development of 
a dense shrub cover limiting the d e velopment of a g round 
vegetation. 
I 
! 
Figure 3-31: 
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FEB 
The P~rus floribunda Variant is characterized 
by a ense shrub canopy and occurs in 
drainage channels where snow cover is 
persistent. 
·~~~-· ~ - ----··---· ·-·-----,·---------··--~- · ·--·-··-··~· · 
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( ii) Amelanchier bartramiana Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Amelanchier bartramiana Prunus pennsylvanica 
This variant, located on freely drained upper heath 
slopes, is lacking in hydrophylic species such as Myrica 
~' Smilacina trifolia and Clintonia borealis. The 
shrub canopy is less dense than that i n the PyEus 
floribunda Variant, and a number of lichens and mosses 
occur as additional species. The height of Alnus crispa 
is usually less ib.an 2 M. i n this variant, possibly ib.e 
result of its exposure to winds on the upper slopes. 
·-···---·-------- ------ - -----·----
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8. ABIE~ETUM 1¥-LS~ ~SONI~ ASSOCIATJ.Ol:! 
(FIR TUCK) 
Differentiation of the Association 
This association may be distinguished from al.l. 
other heath associations by the presence of the fol.l.owing 
differential. species group: 
Abies bal.samea f. hudsoniae ( V) 
Orchis rotundifol.ia (+) 
Listera cordata (+) 
Dryopter±s spinul.osa (+) 
The compl.ete fl.oristic composition of this 
association is presented in Synthesis Tabl.e 8, Appendix II. 
TyPe Rel.eve 
a) Site Characteristics 
Rel.eve Number J.7A 
Sl.ope Level. 
Al. ti tude 75 M. 
b) Species Composition 
St. Shotts Road 
Latitude 46°38'30" 
Longi tude 53°34'15" 
Phanerogams (80% Cover) 
Abies bal.samea 4.4 
CJ.intonia boreal.is J..J. 
TrientaJ.is boreal.is J..J. 
Linnaea boreal.is J..J. 
Osmunda cinnamomea + 
Comus canadensis J..J. 
············--·-·-···-··-· ---··· ··-- ---- ----- ·--- ·----- -- ---------·--------- - - ------ ------- ---- ------ -
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Cryptogams (60% Cover) 
Gaultheria hispidula 1.2 
Rhy1idiadelphus triguetrus 3.3 
Dicranum scoparium 2.2 
Polytrichum commune 1.2 
Dicranum bergeri 1.2 
Hylocomium splendens 3.3 
Ptilium crista-castrensis 2.2 
Pleurozium schreberi 2.2 
Ecological Interpretation 
The !_b.!,e_!e_!~ .!?_a.!,s~ ~u_!!s.2,n.!,a~ is a conspicuous 
component o£ heath vegetation on the northern and southern 
coastal extremities o£ the Avalon Peninsula. It also occurs 
on sites inland, above the tree line, where climatic conditions 
restrict the £ormation o£ productive forest (Figure 3-32). 
The species composition o£ this association closely 
coincides with that o£ the Hy.!,O£O~i~t.2.s~ o£ the !_b.!,e_!~ 
association described £or central Newfoundland forests 
(Damman 1964). However, the presence o£ Abies balsamea in 
the form hudsonia and its spatial relationship to the heath 
matrix warrants inclusion o£ tuck in a classification o£ 
heath vegetation. 
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Abietetum balsa mae hudsoniae 
Figure 3-32: The Abieteturn balsameae hudsoniae is 
distrioutea on-tEe-northern ann southern 
coastal extremities of the Avalon and 
occurs at h igher elevations i nland. 
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This association occurs only in areas experiencing 
severe climatic conditions. The Em£etr£ - Potentille!~ 
!r~den!ata~ and Em£etr£ - Rhac£mitEi~t~ l~u~i£o~a~ 
associations are the major components of the surrounding 
heath matrix with the fir tuck usually restricted to the lee 
side of slopes or depressions where snow accumulation is 
deeper and more persistent. The stunted growth, characteristic 
of this tuck, results from mechanical damage inflicted by wind 
and/or drought. Winter snow cover provides protection for the 
base of the plant. Drifting ice particles prune the shoot 
apices restricting perpendicular growth (Figure 3-33). 
Figure 3-33: On this site the tuck formation is covered by 
approximately l M. of snow. The apical buds 
of balsam fir are removed by drifting ice 
particles. This, combined with drought caused 
by continuous air movement, results in the 
development of fir tuck. 
.----- . _.,._~~---_,.....,..__.... ··-·· ·-·· -·-~·-~· --·-· ·--:-·- -~· · · ··------~--···...-----~- - - ·· -------~--- ··-·- ------ ---- ··- ~ - - ·· ··-- ....... . ·····- ··· ·-·-- ·-- ·-· .. --··· - . ···· - -·· 
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The resulting formation of dense fir clumps provides 
a microclimate suited to the development of a ground 
vegetation s~ilar to balsam fir forest. 
There are three variants in this association: 
(i) Linnaea borealis Variant 
(ii) Clintonia borealis Variant 
(iii) Empetrum nigrum Variant 
(i) Linnaea borealis Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Linnaea borealis 
Maianthemum canadense 
Ptilidium ciliare 
Picea mariana 
Amelanchi.er bartramiana 
This variant is located near Bay de Verde in close 
proximity to the seashore. The presence of the ~b~e~et~ 
~~s~~e ~u£s£nia~ in this instance is probably related to 
the consistency of high onshore winds. The surrounding heath 
is predominantly of the ~Ee~r£ - ~o~eEt~l~e~~ ~rid~nta~a~ 
association growing on a very thin humus over bedrock. 
The tuck in this variant has a height of l M. and is 
referred to locally as "low tuck". Sufficient light 
penetrates "low tuck" for the establishment of the 
ericaceous shrubs Kalmia angustifolia and Vaccinium 
angu.stifolium. 
___.......,---.... ------:-~---~-.... ·- -----......... _, . __ ..~-:--·--··· -::· ·-- ·- - ~----~ .. ------- .. -··- · ····· . .... ··- -- ~. ····-· - - . . .. .. . ~ --·····- -- ....... - . -··· .. 
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(ii) Clintonia borealis Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Clintonia borealis 
Ptilium crista-castrensis 
Dicranum bergeri 
Linnaea borealis 
Rhytidiadelphus triguetrus 
Abies balsa.mea up to 3 M. forms this variant and is 
locally referred to as "tall tuck". The highest growth is 
usually in the center of the stand and tapers to ground 
level near the circumference. The taller growth provides 
more shelter for the ground vegetation and an extensive 
forest-moss carpet is usually present. The ground is 
usually damp providing a suitable habitat for the ferns 
Osmunda cinnamomea and Dryopteris spinulosa and the lily, 
Clintonia borealis. Competition for light and/or nutrients 
appears to be detrimental to the establishment of Kalmia 
angustifolia and Vaccinium angustifolium. 
(iii) Empetrum nigru.m Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Empetrum nigru.m 
Ledum groenlandicum 
Vaccinium vitis-idaea 
· · ·· ······ ..... --··--- -·-·-· .. -·. ·----- - -····-· -------··-·····----- ----------;--_~- .. ---- ·- ·"· 
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This variant occurs near the community of St. Brides 
forming extensive patches of "low tuck" surrounded by the 
~Eetr£- Rhac£mitriet~ la~u~i~o~a~ association 
(Figure 3-34). 
Ff 
Figure 3-34: The Em~etrum nigrum Variant near St. Brides 
occurr1ng 1n Juxtapos1t1on to the Em£etro 
Rhac£mitEi~t~ la~u~i~o~a~ associa~ion7-
Ericaceous shrubs are abundant in this variant and 
sometimes extend in height above the tuck canopy. Mosses 
present in this variant do not form extensive carpets but 
occur in patches where shade and moisture conditions are 
adequate. 
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9. KAI.MTO - ~QE!_U!! Q.A!!,E AS!!OQI!_TION 
(MYRICA HEATH) 
Differentiation of the Association 
Floristically the Kalmio - M~i£e~~ ~e is 
closely related to the 1£aJ_mj_e~~ ~~st.!_fol.!_a~ but is 
differentiated by the abundance of the follo~ng species: 
M.yrica ~ (V) Cladonia alpestris (IV) 
The complete floristic composition of this 
association is presented in Synthesis Table 9, Appendix II. 
Tzye Releve 
a) Site Characteristics 
Releve Number 55C 
Slope 30° S 
Altitude 30 M. 
Arnolds Cove 
b) Species Composition 
Phanerogams (80% Cover) 
Myrica gale 2.1 
Latitude 47°47'15" 
Longitude 53°58'00" 
Vaccinium angustifolium 1.1 
Ledum groe~andicum 1.1 
Vaccinium vitis-idaea 1.2 
Kalmia angustifolia 2.1 
Chamaeda;phne calyculata 1.1 
Em;petrum nigrum 3.3 
Osmunda cinna.momea 1.1 
··-- ·-----·-----·------------------------------------- --·---···--------- -------·- ---- - --------··· 
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Cryptogams (70% Cover) 
Hylocomium splendens 3.3 
Dicranum scoparium 2.2 
Cladonia rangiferina 2.2 
Cladonia alpestris 2.2 
Cladonia elongata l.2 
Pleurozium schreberi 2.2 
Ptilium crista-castrensis 3.2 
Cladonia mitis l.2 
Cladonia arbuscula l. 2 
Ecological Interpretation 
The Ka.!,m,io - MY.!:i.£ej:,U!! ~e is distributed 
throughout the Avalon Peninsula on moderately moist soils 
(Figure 3-35). Typically this association occurs near the 
middle of slopes usually as a transitional vegetation 
between dry heath (~a!m~e!~ ~~st~fol~a~) at the summit 
and wet heath (~a!m~o - ~ha~et~ ~e~o~i, Chapter III-lO) 
at the base. Also this association frequently forms a 
border vegetation around ponds and near small basin peat 
deposits. Less frequently the ~~~o - ~i.£e!~ ~~e is 
present on earth hummocks in juxtaposition to the ~a~~o 
§Yha~et~ ~e~o~i association which occupies the 
intervening hollows (Pollett and Meades,l972) • 
. . . ·· ·-------------- -- - -
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Figure 3-35: 
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K almio-Myricetum gale 
The Ka1mio - Myricetum ~a1e occurs on 
moderate~y moist heath so11s throughout 
the study area. 
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Ericaceous shrubs attain a height of l M. in this 
association and form a very dense .canopy (Figure 3-36). 
Figure 3-36: The Kalmio - Myricetum ~ale (center of photo) 
forms a tall ana aense ericaceous canopy. 
The moist conditions of the humus, and the shade 
provided by the overstory of shrubs, are optimal for the 
growth of Hylocomium splendens which attains its maximum 
coverage in this association. Hylocomium, together with 
Dicranum scoparium and Pleurozium schreberi, forms an 
extensive moss carpet. Cladonia mitis, Cladonia arbuscula, 
Cladonia rangiferina and Cladonia alpestris also form a 
luxuriant lichen stratumthroughout the Kalmio 
!Yri~et~ ~ale association. 
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Four vari.ants are recognized i.n the !£a.lm.!,o 
MY.!:i..£e.!ll!!! ~e : 
( i.) Rhacomi. tri.um. lanuginosum Vari.ant 
(i.i.) Copti.s groe:nlandi.ca Vari.ant 
(i.i.i.) Osmunda ci.nnamomea Vari.ant 
(i.v) Rhododendron canadense Vari.ant 
( i.) Rhacomi. tri.um. lanuginosum. Vari.ant 
Identi.fyi.ng Speci.es: 
Rhacomi.tri.um. lanuginosum 
Cli.ntoni.a boreali.s 
Juni.perus communi.s 
Deschampsi.a flexuosa 
Thi.s vari.ant i.s located i.n the southern regi.on of the 
Avalon near the communi.ti.es of Branch and Trepassey. 
Cli.mate i.s so harsh on si.tes occurri.ng i.n thi.s vari.ant that 
even the lee si.de of slopes has speci.es i.ndi.cati.ve of 
severe exposure. The vari.ant occurs i.n troughs i.n 
juxtaposi. ti.on to the E!Jn.P.e.!r.2. - ~~c2_mllr!_e,!~ .!_~u~i.!!o~a..!:. 
associ.ati.on. The presence of Cli.ntoni.a boreali.s i.s 
i.ndi.cati.ve of the moi.sture accumulated i.n the mi.crohabi.tat 
of troughs. 
·-::---:-- - -·- --... -.-· -···- ·--·- .... -··--·· . - -~- -.. ---- ~. -·--- ····-... -·.- ..... ----....... 
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(ii) Coptis groenlandica Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Coptis groenlandica 
Amelanchier bartramiana 
Pyrus floribunda 
Cladonia uncialis 
This variant is present on sheltered sites in the 
central Avalon and normally occurs on the leeward side 
of steep slopes or near pond borders. The presence of 
Coptis groenlandica is probably indicative of freely 
drained and slightly higher nutrient concentrations in 
the humus. Vaccinium vitis-idaea and Empetrum nigrum are 
absent from this variant possibly because of the shelter 
associated with these sites. 
(iii) Osmunda cinnamomea Variant 
Identifying Species : 
Osmunda cinnamomea Chamaedaphne calyculata 
This variant was found on only two sites occurring on 
the isthmus of the Avalon Peninsula. Both sites have 
poorly drained soils and humus accumulation is in excess 
of 40 em. 
(iv) Rhododendron canadense Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Rhododendron canadense 
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Rhododendron canadense :is rare on the southern 
Avalon Peni.nsuJ.a. Thi.s vari.ant represents sheltered 
si.tes, usually below the tree li.ne (150M. contour), 
:in the northern, central. and along the :isthmus of the 
Avalon. 
• ~-..... -...-. , ..... :r-·--~--··- ·--··--------"---._ ... --•••--· 
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lO. ~0 - §.PHA~N!_T![M ~ORI !,S§.OQI!_T:fON 
(SPHAGNUM HEATH) 
Differentiation of the Association 
The ~~~o - ~h~et~ ~e~o~i is representative 
of wet heath on the Avalon Peninsula and is characterized 
by Sphagnum nemoreum (V), a peat forming species. The 
following species have their greatest abundance and cover 
in this particular heath variety: 
Vaccinium oxyco ccus (IV) 
Ftilium crista-castrensis (IV) 
Polytrichum strictum (III) 
Chamaedaphne calyculata (III) 
Gaul theria hispidula (II) 
Sarracenia purpurea (I) 
Drosera rotundifolia (I) 
Mylia anomala (I) 
Aulacomnium palustre (I) 
Sphagnum ;pa;pillosum (+) 
Most of the species listed above are more characteristic 
of peatland than of heath vegetation; however, the absence 
or low abundance of Scirpus cespitosus and most species of 
the genus Carex may be used to differentiate wet heath 
with respect to peatland associations (Pollett,l972). 
The complete floristic composition of this association is 
presented in Synthesis Table 10, Appendix II. 
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Ty;pe Releve 
a) Site Characteristics 
Releve Number 51A 
Slope 20° W 
AJ.titude 90 M. 
b) Species Composition 
Goobies 
Latitude 4 7° 56' 30" 
Longitude 53°07' 00" 
Phanerogams (80% Cover) 
Kalmia angustifolia 3.1 
Ledum groen1andicum l.l 
Nemopanthus mucronata + 
Vaccinium vitis-idaea 1.2 
Vaccinium oxycoccus 1.2 
Clintonia borealis l.l 
Rhododendron canadense 2.1 
Vaccinium angustifolium l.l 
Amelanchier bartramiana + 
Empetrum nigrum 1.2 
Gaultheria hispidula 2.2 
Cornus canadensis l.l 
Cryptogams (70% Cover) 
Sphagnum nemoreum 3.3 
Ptilium crista-castrensis 2.2 
Cladonia rangiferina 3.2 
Cladonia mitis 1.2 
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PJ.eurozium schreberi 3.3 
Pol.ytrichum strictum l..l. 
Cl.adonia arbuscul.a 1.2 
Cl.adonia al.pestris 2.2 
Ecological. Interpretation 
The ~aE:nio - .§.pha.fAet~ ~emo.E,i is distributed 
throughout the Avalon Peninsula on waterlogged heath soils 
(Figure 3-37). The spatial. relationship of this 
association to the K~~o ~~i£e~~ ~e has been 
discussed (Chapter III-9) and the successional. relationship 
between these associations is considered in Chapter IV. 
The occurrence of waterlogged heath soils may be 
related to iron pan formation in the soil.. The rapid root 
prol.ification of ericaceous shrubs, combined with the cold 
humid climate of the study area, creates excessive humus 
accumulation under soft ground heath. This thick raw humus 
is kept wet through a well. distributed precipitation 
throughout the year providing persistent moist conditions 
in the surface mineral. horizon. The result is a poorly 
drained surface soil. over a well. drained and aerated 
subsoil.. When ferrous ions reach the interface between 
the wet and dry horizons they are oxidized and precipitated 
to form a thin but durable iron pan (Damman, l.965b). On 
the upper portion of heath slopes mo i sture is not retained 
because of downslope drainage. However, at the base of 
F:i..gure 3-37: 
· ' · ''· ·-~ ~ .... • .. J~ .. - .......... ~ .: •• ., • • : 
---------- -- - -·· -· ···- -- -- ·---··------· ---·-
Kalmio-Sphagnetum 
. 
nem_or• 
The Kalm:i..o - §yha~etum nemor:i.. occurs 
througnout the Av~on-Pen:i..nsUla on waterlogged 
heath so:i..ls. 
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the slope surface dra:inage :is :impeded and the :iron pan 
restr:icts percolat:ion beyond the B hor:izon. The result 
:is a constantly waterlogged so:il; opt:imum for the growth 
of Sphagnum nemoreum. 
The area covered by the Kalm:io - §yha~e~ nemor:i 
var:ies cons:iderably with the degree of slope. On sharp 
slopes exceed:ing 30° there :is 1:ittle trans:it:ion from wet 
to dry so:ils and the area covered by th:is assoc:iat:ion 
rarely exceeds 4 square meters; however, on gradual slopes 
the area :is somet:imes much greater. 
The flor:ist:ic compos:it:ion and phys:iognomy of the 
Kalm~o - §Y.ha~et~ ~e~o£:i :is closely related to 
vegetat:ion represented by the Kalm:io - ~ha£Aet~ fu~c:i 
assoc:iat:ion (Pollett 1972, Pollett and Br:idgewater, :in 
press). S:im:ilar spec:ies to both assoc:iat:ions :include 
Vacc:in:ium oxycoccus, Drosera rotund:ifol:ia, Sarracenia 
purpurea and Myl:ia anomaJ.a. Phys:iognom:ica11y the er:icaceous 
shrubs have a very poor he:ight growth :in relat:ion to other 
heath assoc:iat:ions even though the s:ites are sheltered and 
have deep snow accumulat:ion. Th:is lack of v:igor :is due to 
excess:ive mo:isture and low nutr:ient concentrat:ions :in the 
peat substrate wh:ich approx:imates mo:isture substrate 
cond:it:ions of blanket peat. Even though the he:ight growth 
:is poor, the comb:ined coverage of phanerogams and 
cryptogams :is h:igh. The shrub layer :is dom:inated by Ka1m:ia 
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angustifolia and Ledum groenlandicum whereas the ground 
layer is covered by Sphagnum nemoreum, forest mosses and 
lichens (Figure 3-38). 
lJ 
Figure 3-38: The Kalmio 
The variants present in this association are 
microtopographic and/or geographic, consequently considerable 
gradation exists. Five variants are recognized: 
(i) Nemopanthus mucronata Variant 
(ii) Calamagrostis pickeringii Variant 
(iii) Rhododendron canadense Variant 
(iv) Sphagnum recurvum Variant 
(v) Rhacomitrium lanuginosum Variant 
=·* . #!!t.,. .5~- . l . .. I' 
( i) 
- . . < ·~ • •. 
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Nemopanthus mucronata Variant 
Identifying Species: 
J4yrica ~ 
Nemopanthus mucronata 
Viburnum cassinoides 
Pteridi.um agui.linum 
This variant is located at the base of steep slopes 
having deep, persistent, snow cover in winter. The 
presence of Myrica ~ may be attributed to the 
excessive moisture in these localities whereas 
Nemopanthus mucronata and Viburnum cassinoides probably 
benefit from the increased shelter of the slope. A 
Pteridium ag,uilinum subvariant is located near the 
community of Holyrood and may be an anthropogenic 
introduction. Tansley (1949) refers to the Bracken as an 
introduced species in European heath 
(ii) Calamagrostis pickeringii Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Calamagrostis pickeringii 
Mylia anomaJ.a 
Aulacomnium palustre 
Solidago uliginosa 
Drosera rotundifolia 
_I 
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This variant occurs in areas where the accumulation 
of peat is greatest and has resulted in lowering of the 
water table. Calamagrostis pickeringii and Solidago 
uliginosa are better adapted to this habitat than to the 
saturated substrate present in other variants. Mylia 
anomala, Drosera rotundifolia and Aulacomni.um palustre 
are also well adapted to periodic dryi.ng as their presence 
on peat hummocks indicates (Po~tt,1972a). 
(iii) Rhododendron canadense Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Rhododendron canadense 
This variant is similar to the Rhododendron canadense 
Variant occurring in the !,~,io 
identifies sites occurring in the central, northern and 
isthmus of Avalon. Thi.s species is rare on the southern 
AvaJ.on Peninsula probably as a result of the greater 
climatic severity of that regi.on. This phenomenon is 
considered in more detail in Chapter V of this study. 
( iv) Sphagnum recurvum Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Sphagnum recurvum 
The Sphagnum recurvum Variant is located in small 
depressions on level heathland. Most of these sites are 
poorly drained and the nutrient input is probably less 
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than in other variants of this association. Also there 
is less shrub cover than in other variants and many of 
the shade tolerant mosses are absent. 
(v) Rhacomitrium 1anuginosum Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Rhacomitrium 1anuginosum Cladonia boryj. 
This variant is typical of sites recorded on the 
southern Avalon Peninsula where species indicative of 
climatic severity may display a sporadic occurrence even 
on the lee side of slopes. The EmE,e~r.2. - Rh!!;C,2_mi t.!:iet~ 
1~u.fP.ao~a~ and EmE,e~r.2. - Potentil!_et~ ~r.!,2;eat!!:t!!;e 
associations frequently occur in juxtaposition to the 
X~io - §_p~a.fill:e~ !!,e!!O.!:i in this region. 
l 
I 
l 
·.•· 
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ll. ~IQE!_T!!,M ~~ §.EMIPRQS~B!_T:P !;S.§.OCI!;T!_O!:! 
(SPRUCE TUCK) 
Differentiation of the Association 
The Pi£e~tum ~i~~e ~e~Er~s~r~t~e association 
is differentiated with respect to all other heath 
associations by the presence of the following species: 
Picea mariana ( V) Usnea lo.:D.gissima (III) 
Bazzan:ia tril.obata (IV) 
Sphagnum recurvum (II) 
Alectoria sarmentosa (II) 
The complete floristic composition of this 
association is presented in Synthesis Table 11, Appendix II. 
T:ype Releve 
a) Site Characteristics 
Releve Number 66B Colinet 
Slope Level 
Altitude 45 M. 
b) Species Composition 
Phanerogams (80% Cover) 
Picea mariana 3.3 
Latitude 47°15'30" 
Longitude 53°32'15• 
Kal.mia angustifolia 2.1 
Vaccinium angustifolium 1.1 
Empetrum nigrum 1.1 
Cornua canadensis + 
- •··-· · - - · - - ··-- -·- - --
- l.33 -
Ledum groenlandicum l..l. 
Vaccinium oxycoccus l..2 
Viburnum cassinoides + 
Abies bal.samea k 
Gau1theria hispidu1a l..2 
Cryptogams (70~ Cover) 
P1eurozium schreberi 2.2 
Hy1ocomium spl.endens 2.2 
Dicranum scoparium l..2 
Ptil.idium cll-iare l.. 2 
Sphagnum recurvum 3.3 
Cl.adonia r~ferina 1.2 
Cl.adonia mitis 1.2 
Cl.adoma arbuscul.a l.. 2 
Usnea 1o~ssima + 
Al.ectoria sarmentosa + 
Bazzania tril.obata l..2 
Cl.adoma el.ongata l..2 
Ecological. Interpretation 
The !!i.£e~t~ ~a.!:i.!:;ll~e .::!.e~i.P.r.2_strat!!:e is distributed 
in the central. Avalon Peninsula where forest is the dominant 
vegetation (Figure 3-39). The presence of spruce tuck in 
this region may be related to the widespread occurrence of 
poorly drained soils in close proximity to extensive peat 
... -·-- - ------ ----- ------ ----· ·• ···- -·--··· ··-· 
.. . 
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Piceetum marianae semiprostratae 
Fi.gure 3-39: ~he Pi.£_e~t~ maE_i.!:ll~e !!_emi..E!:.O!_t.!:ata~ occurs 
~n tne centra! port~on o? tlie Ava!on Peni.nsula 
where forest is the domi.nant vegetation. 
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deposits. Although some wi.nd damage is evident, excess 
soil moisture appears to be a more important factor 
leading to the formation of thi.s vegetation. 
The ~i£eetum ~~i~e ~e~~r~s~rat~e has a close 
floristic relationship wi.th the K~~e~o - ~i£e~t~ 
association described by Damman (1964) for central 
Newfoundland forests. However, thi.s association is 
included within the heath classification for essentially 
the same reasons as those expressed for the ~b~e~e~ 
_2S!_s!!PI!_e~ ~u_2;s~n.!_a~ association. Furthermore, it is 
unlikely that this association wi.11 develop into a 
productive forest type unless drained. 
The spruce tuck is characterized by Picea mariana 
in the depressed form semiprostrata forming a dense 
coniferous canopy 2-3 M. in height. There is usually an 
underlying stratumof ericaceous shrubs, Kalmia angustifolia, 
Vaccini.um angustifolium and Ledum groen1andicum (Figure 3-40). 
------ ·---- --·--
....... 
- l36 -
Figure 3-40: The Pi~e~t~ ~aEi~n~e ~e~i£r£str~t~e is 
characterized by a canopy dominated by 
dwarf spruce with an underlying shrub 
layer. 
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A forest moss carpet comprised of P1eurozium 
schreberi, Dicranum scoparium and Hy1ocomium sp1endens 
covers most of the substrate with Sphagnum nemoreum and 
Sphagnum recurvum forming patches in moist depressions. 
The micro-re1ief under the ~i£e~t~ ~a£i~e 
~e~~r~s~r~t~e creates three distinct variants: 
(i) Sphagnum nemoreum Variant 
(ii) Sphagnum recurvum Variant 
(iii) C1adonia arbuscula Variant 
( i) Sphagnum nemoreum Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Sphagnum nemoreum 
This variant occurs in the transition between peat on 
minera1 soi1 on the border of the tuck formation. The 
canopy in this position is somewhat open and many of the 
forest mosses are absent or disp1ay 1ow coverage. The 
sp~cies composition of this variant is c1ose1y re1ated to 
the !£~m,io - ~ha_fAet~ ~e~o.=:.i except for the dominance 
of Picea mariana. 
(ii) Sphagnum recurvum Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Sphagnum recurvum Gaultheria hispiduJ.a 
l 
1 
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The ground beneath the ~i£eetum ~~i~e ~e~i£r~s~r~t~e 
frequently has a hummock-hollow pattern. The Sphagnum 
recurvum Variant is located in the hollows where excess 
moisture accumulates. Sphagnum recurvum also forms a 
distinct variant where depressions occur in the ground 
beneath spruce forests (Damman,l964). 
(iii) Cladonia arbuscula Variant 
Identifying Species: 
Cladonia arbuscula Juniperus communis 
Cladoni.a mi. tis 
The Cladonia arbuscula Variant occurs on hummocks 
beneath the spruce tuck, however there is considerable 
gradation with the Sphagnum recurvum Variant where infilling 
of the hollows has taken place. 
A Juniperus communis subvariant i.s located on the 
tops of extremely dry hummocks or where rocks protrude 
through the substrate. 
This variant has considerable floristic affinity with 
the Cladoni.e~o~~ subassoci.ation of the ~almi.e~o 
(Da.mman,l964). 
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Summary 
The Aval.on Peninsula heathlands are comprised of' 
eleven distinct associations, each adapted to its own 
combination of' environmental. gradients. The floristic 
relationships of' these associations are summarized in 
Table 3-l. 
The ~i!!;P~n~i.2, - Arcto~t~hyle_!um al.:e_i~~' ~:e_e_!r.2, 
Rh~c.2_m.!_t£i~t~ .!,B.!!;U~i!!,O.::!,a~ and Em:e_e_!r.2, - E_o_!entil.!,e,!~ 
trid~n!a_!a~ associations occupy climatical.ly exposed 
sites and are f'loristical.ly,physiognomical.ly and spatially 
closely related. These associations collectively f'orm an 
extensive heathland expanse on the southern Avalon 
Peninsula and are localized on exposed knolls and 
headlands elsewhere in the study area. Prevailing winds, 
frequent coastal f'og, lack of' winter snow cover and a 
short vegetation season are factors important in the 
origin and development of' these associations. 
Physiognomically these associations are characterized by 
a community stratification in which the fourth vegetation 
stratomis absent and the ground vegetation is dominated 
by Empetrum nigrum and/or Rhacomitrium lanuginosum forming 
extensive carpets. 
... . -- ------------- --------------~- . -· 
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A summary of flor~st~c var~at~on ~n the Avalon 
heath vegetat~on demonstrated by the 
d~fferent~a1 spec~es of assoc~at~ons l to 11. 
.-------------------.-~~~--~~~ft--ftr-l--------------.1-------------------- - -----
l-k>rphal.og1.eal. Heath Type ........_._.,__.! Hard Growld Heath :io.Ct Ground l[c;:~l: 
:1-k>iaturo status Dr7 Heath J .:c-:. llca.t.h 
..L:Jsoci.a:Uon Humber 
.Arcto~~oa al.p1Da. 
Loi.ael.euria proc:QIIIbena 
Dhpena1 a J..appoDi.ca 
Cetnria D1.'911lla 
J'lmcus tr1.fi.dws 
~'UIIlael.ago 
Cetrar.1& c:w:ull&ta 
Pl.atiam&t1a g1.auca 
Bha.ccmd:trJ.um 1 em'stnosum. 
mad<mia bo~ 
Spbaeopborws g1obosua 
Cetrar:1& 1 eJ eni'1 ca 
Vacc'"''Jm ul.i.g1noaum 
l'otezrt.illa tr1.dazrt&ta 
Deacbampai.a • .t:l.erxaoaa 
Ca1-s;roat:1a p1~ 
l'rfmulthea ~ollol.a.ta 
Sall.daao 'llll£1,Doaa 
1'~-­
'cb'', •• Jd.l.1at'ol.:1um 
l"raprl.a v.f.rg1D1.aDa 
BoaaDi.~ 
I.usal& 011111peatri.a 
Sol.1.aa&o rugosa 
-~'UIIl obiiCU%'UIIl 
Tara:a.oum QU;1c1.Dal_e 
B1erac1.'UIIl JIIIJrO%'IIIIl 
Sp1raea l.atirolla 
f"apbel1e ~tacea 
Xalai&~olla 
Vaoo1.D1.UIIl ~ol.:lum 
:EIIIpet.rulll D1.erum 
Ledum ~CNIII. 
Vaoo1.D1.11111 v.lt.i.a-i.daea 
Cor.aua c•n•dene'• 
m pdon1e arbuaaul.a 
CladoDi.a Jld.t1a 
m adonis %'aZI&U~ 
.Al.mla or1.apa 
~aqa1J..ima 
Rbodoc'endrcm o•pedenee 
Vi.blzrmD oaaa-i.dea 
H-.panthua -=onata 
.ild.ea bal.- ~ • JwdaoDi.a 
Orohi.a rotv:Ddll'olla 
Li.atera cordata 
Dr,yopter1.a spimJJ.oaa 
~pl.e 
CladoDi.a al.peatrl.s 
Sphasaum :aaDn'8UIIl 
Vacd.Di.'UIIl cu;ycocCUD 
l't;1l.ium cri.ata.-caatreaai.a 
Sarraceni.a purpurea 
Droaera rotUD<U.f'olla 
~-=-l.a 
f11' ·CO!!"'':tllll pal.uatre 
l'J.cea mar.1.aD& r. aelld.proatrata 
Be:czep1e tr1J..obat& 
SpbasJ:xum recurvum 
1Janea J.ongi.aaima 
AJ.ectori.a ~toaa 
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Flor~st~cally these assoc~ations are related through 
the common occurrence of the follow~ng spec~es: 
Potent~lla tridentata 
Vacc~nium uliginosum 
C1adon~a boryi 
Calamagrost~s pickering~i 
Prenanthes trifol~olata 
Sol~dago ul~ginosa 
These spec~es are also common to the anthropogen~c heaths, 
Lu~4o - Polyj;r!_c!!_et~ .2.0!!!,D1~~ and Luzulo - Em,E_etretum 
n~~ae. This relat~onship appears to be a consequence of 
the adaptation of these species to a th~n humus (less 
than 10 em). 
~.E.e~ret~ ~~ae assoc~ation represents heathlands 
experiencing anthropogenic disturbance through frequent 
accidental and prescribed burning. Physiognom~cally these 
associations are characterized by a poorly developed 
ground vegetation and a shrub canopy dominated by 
Vaccinium angustifolium. These anthropogenic heath 
associations are floristically dist~ngu~shed from all 
other associations by the presence of the following 
species: 
Luzula campestris 
Polytrichum commune 
Achillea millefol~um 
Fragaria virginiana 
~ niti da 
Sol~dago rugosa 
Lycopodium obscurum 
Taraxacum offic~nale 
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Hieracium murorum Anapha1is margaritacea 
Spiraea latifolia 
The occurrence of these species may be related to the 
continua1 intrusion of man on these sites to manage and 
harvest blueberries (Vaccinium angustifolium). Without 
the use of fire the blueberry is replaced by other 
ericaceous shrubs and the anthropogenic species complement 
is reduced. At this time the Lu~U!o - Em.P,etret~ ni~a~ 
association becomes more prevalent. The anthropogenic 
associations usua1ly exhibit a close spatia1 relationship 
with each other where burning has been uneven leaving 
patches undisturbed by fire. Also on exposed ridges 
these associations are in close proximity to the TY.£i£~ 
subassociation of the Ka1miet~ ~~st~f~lia~ and the 
associations Em.P,e~r~ - PoteEt~llet~ ~ridentata~ and 
~.P.etr~- Rh~c~mit~iet~ ~~u~iEo~a~. 
The Ka1miet~ ~~stifolia~, Ab~e~e~~ bals~~~ 
huds~nia~ and Kalmio - AlEet~ £ris.P.a~ occupy sheltered 
and well drained heathland sites. Collectively these 
associations and the hard ground heath associations 
represent dry heath on the Avalon Peninsula. 
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The Kalm~et~ ~~st~fol~a~ association with respect 
to gradients in climatic severity, soil moisture and 
anthropogenic disturbance is differentiated by the absence 
of species indicative of these factors. Floristically, 
this association is closely related to the ~~io - Alne~~ 
~ris~a~. The T~i£~ subassociation exhibits some floristic 
similarity to the Em.E,e~r~ - Potentille_lum ~ridenta~a~ 
association where the two are spatially related near the 
summit of inland knolls and coastal headlands. 
Physiognomically, the community stratification is typically 
four strata growing 30-50 em in height. This association 
is widely distributed on sheltered heathlands usually in 
juxtaposition to the ~aE:nio - Alne~~ _£r~s.E.a~, ~almio 
1YI~i£e~~ ~ale and the !falmio - §J>h~et:!!Jll !!e!!!O.!:,i 
associations. 
The Abietet~ £als~huds~nia~ association represents 
fir tuck restricted to sheltered microhabitats located on 
the lee side of slopes and depressions within the exposed 
heathland expanse. Floristically this association is most 
closely related with forest and sheltered heath; however, 
climatic exposure prevents the tuck f rom developing to 
productive forest. Physiognomical ly,the association i s 
characterized by Abies balsame in its depressed form 
huds oni a .formi ng a fifth v e getati on s tratum. Spatia l l y, 
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the association is usually encountered in juxtaposition to 
the E;_m,E.etr.2_ - Potentillet~ trid~ntata~ and the E;_m,E.e~r.2. 
Rh~o~~r~et~ l~u~o~a~ associations. 
The ~alm~o - ~net~ £r~s.E.a~ association has a very 
restricted distribution on Avalon Peninsula heath1ands 
occurring on the Hawke Hill Range and.·near the community 
of Aquaforte. This distribution appears to be associated 
with the occurrence of tree lines on these sites. The 
association occupies the lee side of hills and also occurs 
in sheltered drainage channels. Physiognomically,. it is a 
tuck vegetation with Alnus crispa dominant in the fifth 
vegetation stratum. With the exception of the fifth 
stratum and sparse development of the ground vegetation, 
the !Salmio - Al!!et~ £ris.E.a~ is floristically similar to 
the surrounding heath matrix. 
The Kalmio - MY_!'i£etll!!l ~8.:!_e, Kalmio - §_pha~et~ 
!!e~o~i and ~i£e~t~ ~a~i~~e ~e~i.E.r.2_strat~e associations 
are located on slopes or in depressions where excess 
moisture, in addition to shelte~ is the prominent direction 
of ecological variation. These associations, considered 
collectively, represent wet heath on the Avalon Peninsula. 
The Ka1_m~o - MY.!'i£e~~ ~8.:!_e and the Kalmio 
§.pha~et~ !!e~o~i occur together on heath slopes throughout 
the study area. Floristically,these a s soci ations are 
1 
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closel~ related -with the Ka~mio - MY;£i~et~ ~le being 
distinguished by the absence of Sphagnum nemoreum and 
associated peatland species. Both associations possess 
many hydrophylic species that serve to differentiate them 
from dry heath. Physiognomica.J.ly, the !£alm~o - MY;£i~e,!~ 
~le resembles the gylo~o~iet~sum subassociation of the 
!£alm~e.!ll!!! !!:Il~st~f~lia~ whereas the !fa.En~o - §;Ph8.£iD:et:!::!:IIl 
~e~o£i is closely .related to community stratification in 
peatland associations. Where these associations occur on 
climatica.J.ly exposed heath their variants reflect a 
floristic relationship with the ~Eetr~ - Po_!entil~e~ 
tr~denta_!a!!_ and EmEe_!r.2_ - ,gpac~m~t£i~t:!::!:II1 ~a:!u~i~o_!!a!!_. 
These associations and the !£alm~e,!~ !!:Il~st~f~l~a~ 
and !£alm~o - !l~e,!~ £risEa~ associations seem to have 
originated through the destruction of previous forest 
vegetation by repeated burning. The formation of a thick 
organic substrate impedes regeneration of forest species 
and maintains heath as a semi-climax vegetation. 
The ~i£e~t~ ~ari~~e ~e~iEr.2.s_!r~t~e association 
represents spruce tuck occurring in the central forested 
region of the Avalon. Floristically, this association is 
closely related to black spruce forest whereas 
physiognomically, the closest relationship is with the 
;!b~e_!e_!um, _£a.:1_s~ _!!u~s.2.n~a~. The dwarf nature of the 
I 
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tree species in this association is caused by poor drainage 
near the border of peat deposits. It is not likely that 
this association will develop to productive forest unless 
changes in the soil moisture regime take place. 
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CHAPTER IV. INVESTIGATION OF THE SOIL-VEGETATION CATENA 
Purpose 
Observations during current field studies strongly 
suggested that the spatial relationship between a number 
of associations previously described in Chapter III were 
topographically determined. This contention was 
reinforced by the studies of Gimingham (1964) on Scottish 
heath and Strang (1972) on the barrens of Nova Scotia. 
Both authors reported a soil vegetation catena displaying 
floristic variation from freely drained soils, to those 
of impeded drainage, to those seasonally or permanently 
waterlogged. Since this pattern is also characteristic 
of many heath slopes on the Avalon Peninsula, an 
investigation of the ecological relationships of plant 
communities on a slope was initiated. 
Methods 
a) Selection of Study Site 
To obtain the maximum benefit from this study 
it was desirable to examine a slope with vegetation 
representative of a wide variety of associations within a 
practical working area. A heath slope located near Four 
Mile Pond on the Trans Canada Highway was selected because 
it is an accessible site with Rock Barrens, Hard Ground 
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Heath, and Soft Ground Heath within a 100 sq. m. plot 
(Figure 4-l). The general landscape represents a tree 
line vegetation occurring at an elevation of 220 M. 
The underlying bedrock is Holyrood Granite (McCartney 
1954). 
b) Vegetation Analysis 
A line transect of 33 one meter quadrats 
was used to record the vegetation from the top of the 
ridge to a basin peat deposit at the bottom of the slope. 
Species were recorded as present or absent in each quadrat 
and the data synthesized to determine the major vegetation 
units on the slope. 
c) Soil Profile Studies 
A soil pit varying from 40-80 em in depth was 
excavated in the middle of each vegetation unit. Pits were 
placed at 5, 12, 16, 21, 26 and 31 M. along the transect. 
At each pit the thickness of each horizon was measured and 
a sample of the humus was obtained for pH analysis. The 
pH was determined using the "sticky po.int" method (Jackson, 
1958). 
d) Soil Temperature Analysis 
To determine the approximate date of thaw 
within each soil profile, temperature readings were taken 
once a week during the period l'llarch 19 to June 4, 1972. 
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Figure 4-l: The location of the study site near Four Mile 
Pond on the Trans Canada Highway. 
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One further reading was taken on July 11. Readings were 
recorded for 0, 10, 15, and 20 em depths in all communities. 
Readings were taken at 50 em only on the middle and lower 
slope where organic horizons were thicker. All recordings 
were made on YSI Model 42SF Tele-Thermometer. 
The surface temperatures were recorded by 
laying the probe horizontally on the humus surface. To 
obtain soil temperature readings a hole was made by driving 
a steel bar to the desired depth, after removing the bar 
temperature probes were inserted and the soil pressed 
around the probes. Because of the friction created by 
driving the bar through the soil it was necessary to wait 
at least two minutes for the temperature to stabilize. 
Care not to move the inserted probes also had to be 
exercised since this would have caused a sharp rise in 
temperature. Using a switch box and four probes it was 
possible to record the first four depths simultaneously. 
However, where 50 em recordings were to be made the 20 em 
hole was extended to 50 em before the temperature was 
recorded at that depth. The readings were taken at 
approximately noon each week to avoid variation due to 
diurnal. temperature fluctuations. Notes were taken on 
cloud cover and precipitation to account for large 
variations in surface temperature. 
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Results 
a) Floristic Variation on the Slope 
The results of vegetation analysis indicated 
considerable floristic diversity between the hard ground 
heath on the exposed upper slope and the soft ground heath 
on the sheltered middle and lower slope. This division is 
defined by two vegetation complexes, each comprised of a 
number of distinct plant communities (Table 4-l). 
Differential Species Groups are used to identify the 
vegetation units. Their spatial relationship on the slope 
is illustrated in Figure 4-2. 
Potentilla tridentata Complex 
Differential Species Group: 
Potentilla tridentata 
Sphaeophorus globosus 
Ochrolechia frigida 
Prenanthes trifoliolata 
Cladonia boryi. 
Cladonia amaurocraea 
These species display a distinct preference 
for the top of the slope (l-13 M.) where the humus is less 
than 10 em in depth. Snow cover is shallow or absent in 
this portion of the transect through most of the winter and 
the vegetation does not possess a well developed shrub 
canopy (Figure 4-3). 
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The plant communities of a heath slope 
determined by presence and absence of 
species in a line transect. 
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Figure 4-2: The spatial relationship of the plant 
communities on the transect. 
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Figure 4-3: The foreground of this picture illustrates 
the extent of snow cover and the dwarf 
physiognomy of the Potentilla tridentata 
Complex. 
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Within the Potentilla tridentata Complex 
two distinct plant communities are recognized; 
i) The Juncus trifidus Community 
ii) The Rhododendron canadense Community 
i) The Juncus trifidus Community 
Differential Species Group: 
Juncus trifidus 
Platismatia glauca 
Loiseleuria procumbens 
Alectoria ochroleuca 
Alectoria nigricans 
Juniperus communis 
This community represents a discontinuous 
vegetation on level ground dominated by carpets of 
Empetrum nigrum in juxtaposition to frost scars. The 
species composition reflects a strong relationship to the 
Juncus trifidus Variant of the Di:=pen~i~ - Ar.=tostaphyletum 
aJ._Ei_!!a~ association. MorphologicaJ.ly, this community may be 
classified as Rock Barren. 
ii) The Rhododendron canadense Community 
Differential Species Group: 
Rhododendron canadense 
Cladonia elongata 
C1adonia cristatella 
Cetraria islandica 
Cladonia macrophy11a 
Di cranum fu1 vum 
f 
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This Differential Species Group serves to 
differentiate this community with respect to the Juncus 
trifidus Community, whereas the differentials of the 
Potenti11a tridentata Complex serve to differentiate it 
with respect to other communities on the transect. 
The Rhododendron canadense Community is 
located at the beginning of the slope between 9-13 M. on 
the transect. The vegetation is more continuous, 
apparently resulting from less intense frost disturbance, 
than. is evident in the Juncus trifid us Community. The 
dwarf shrubs are sporadic in occurrence and do not form a 
closed canopy. The ground layer is dominated by lichens 
in the absence of an extensive moss carpet. This 
community has considerable floristic affinity with releves 
recorded for the hard ground heath associations. 
Ledum groen1andicum Complex 
Differential Species Group: 
Ledum groen1andicum 
Coptis groen1andica 
Kalmia polifolia 
Dicranum scoparium 
Pleurozium schreberi 
Vaccinium oxycoccus 
The Ledum groen1andicum Complex occupies the 
middle and lower slopes from 14 to 33 M. on the transect. 
The depth of the humus varies from 15 to 47 em on mineral 
soil and is in excess of 1 M. in the basin peat. Winter 
l 
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snow cover is usually deep and the dwarf shrubs form an 
extensive canopy. Frost scars are not apparent in this 
portion of the transect and a continuous moss carpet 
covers the humus substrate (Figure 4-4). 
8 J J 
Figure 4-4: The foreground of this photograph marks the 
boundary between the Rhododendron canadense 
Community and the LedUID groerilandlcum Complex. 
Within the Ledum groenlandicum Complex four 
distinct plant communities are recognized; 
iii) The Myrica gale Community 
iv) The SEha~num nemoreum Community 
v) The Kalmia an~stifolia Communit~ 
vi) The Scirpus cespitosus Community 
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iii) The Myrica gale Community 
Differential Species Group: 
:Myrica gale 
Chamaedaphne calyculata 
Clintonia borealis 
?yrus floribunda 
Hylocomium splendens 
Ptilium crista-castrensis 
The presence of these species in combination 
with the absence of differential species of the Sphagnum 
nemoreum Community serves to differentiate this community. 
The Myrica gale Community is characterized by 
the presence of a tall and dense shrub cover with an 
extensive moss carpet in the ground vegetation. The 
community is located on the upper slope from 14-19 M. on 
the transect where the slope is 40° N. and the humus is 
47 em in depth. The Myrica gale Community has a similar 
species composition to releves included in the ~~~o 
~~i~e~~ ~~e association. 
iv) The Sphagnum nemoreum Community 
Differential Species Group: 
Sphagnum nemoreum 
Sarracenia purpurea 
Drosera rotundifolia 
Mylia anomala 
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The Sphagnum nemoreum Community is unique 
because of its extensive peat development (47 em) and its 
location in a depression at the base of the slope. The 
shrub canopy is well developed, however it is dwarfed 
because the height growth of the ericaceous shrubs is 
impeded by saturated soil conditions. This community is 
closely related to the Ka]:m~o - ~pha_g:n~t~ _!!el!!o_!:i 
association. 
v) The Kalmia angustifolia Community 
The Kalmia angustifolia Community is 
characterized by the absence of many differential species 
described for the other communities (Table 4-1). The 
community is located on raised ground near the base of the 
transect between 22-29 M. Because of its raised position 
the humus is eroded and dry with lichens being more 
dominant than mosses. A number of species characteristic 
of the Potentilla tridentata Complex occur in this 
community because of the microhabitat provided by a 
boulder protruding through the humus substrate. The 
Kalmia angustifolia Community displays a close floristic 
relationship with the Typicum subassociation of the 
!_a!_m?:_e!_Ul_! ~~st?:_f£_1~a~. r 
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vi) The Scirpus cespitosus Community 
Differential. Species Group: 
Sphagnum fuscum. 
Sphagnum subnitens 
Scirpus cespitosus 
Sphagnum rubel.l.um 
Sphagnum magel.l.anicum 
Aster radul.a 
The Scirpus cespitosus Community characterizes 
the basin peat deposit located at the extreme end of the 
transect (30-33 M.). The peat is in excess of 1. M. in 
depth and the water table is at a depth of 5 em below the 
surface. Because of the position near the base of the 
slope, this community receives nutrients through drainage 
from the surrounding mineral. soil.. 
b) Variation in Soil. Profiles of the Communities 
The soils represented on the transect form a 
catena incorporating the Kel.l.igrews and Holyrood series of 
the National. Soil. Survey Committee of Canada (Peter Heringa 
pe~ comm.). Figure 4-5 illustrates the soil. profiles 
occurring beneath each plant community on the transect. 
The upper slope is dominated by an Orthic Humo-Ferric 
Podzol. corresponding closely to the area covered by the 
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Figure 4-5: The soil-vegetation catena on the transect. 
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Potentil.l.a tridentata Complex. Towards the middle and 
lower slope there is a transgression to a Gl.eyed Humo-
Ferric Podzol where the Ledum groenl.andicum Complex is 
the dominant vegetation. The extreme end of the transect 
is occupied by a basin peat deposit composed of Sphagnum 
and Sedge peat dominated by the Scirpus cespitosus 
Community. The thickness and composition of the A and Ae 
horizons varies considerably between plant communities. 
The profile beneath the Juncus trifidus 
Community is shallow in comparison to other communities. 
This may partially be explained by downslope movement of 
soil (Warren Wilso~1.952). The A horizon is only 7 em in 
depth and often eroded by wind, water, and soil-frost 
disturbance. The absence of a deep insulating snow cover, 
as illustrated in Figure 4-4, is a primary factor related 
to severe frost heaving in the soil. (Washburn 1.967, Raup 
1969, Sigafoos 1951.). 
In the Rhododendron canadense Community the 
profile is somewhat deeper due to the excessive development 
of the Ae horizon (20.5 em thick). This represented the Ae 
horizon on the slope and may be related to the excessive 
run-off experienced in this position at the beginning of 
the slope. The B and C horizons beneath the Juncus trifidus 
Community and the Rhododendron canadense Community are 
similar in depth and composition. 
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Within the Ledum groenlandicum Complex 
(14-33 M.) winter snow cover becomes progressively deeper 
towards the base of the slope. With the increased snow 
depth there is a corresponding increase in the thickness 
of the surface humus. This increased humus depth is 
ana1ogous to the development of soft ground heath in 
Scotland (Gimingh~l964) and the Gaylussacia baccata 
Communities in the barrens of Nova Scotia (Strang,l972). 
The Gleyed Humo-Ferric Podzols encountered on the lower 
slope possess a water-impenetrable hard pan in the B 
horizon. When excavating the soil pits in this portion 
of the transect it was observed that upon penetration of 
the B horizon water freely seeped from the region of the 
iron pan and eventua1ly filled the bottom of the soil pit. 
Both Strang (l972) and Gimingham (l964) made similar 
observations and concluded that the iron pan was responsible 
for vegetational change due to impeded drainage in the 
surface horizons. There is little distinction in the 
mineral soil profiles of the three plant communities of 
the Ledum groenlandicum Complex, however there is consider-
able variation in the development of the humus horizons. 
The Sphagnum nemoreum Community is 
characterized by the accumulation of 48 c~of Sphagnum 
nemoreum peat over mineral soil whereas in the Kalmia 
angustifolia Community and Myrica gale Community there is 
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an ericaceous humus superimposed on a peat horizon. The 
peat layer has been designated as an organic fibric (Of) 
horizon. The implication is that the whole lower slope 
was at one time dominated by the Sphagnum nemoreum 
Community. Succession to the moderately mo~st Myr~ca 
gale Community and the dry Kalmia angust~folia Community 
could have occurred through surface dr~ng of the Sphagnum 
peat after it had accumulated beyond the water table. 
Alternat~vely, a slight fall in the water table 
throughout the slope could have resulted in succession 
to dryer vegetation types. 
The peat under the Scirpus cespitosus 
Community is comprised of an upper horizon of Sphagnum 
fuscum and a lower horizon of sedge peat. The undecomposed 
Sphagnum peat re~:esents the ombrotrophic hummocks 
occurring throughout the bas~n, whereas the finely 
decomposed sedge peat is indicative of the hollows and 
flats. In th~s instance a hummock has formed through 
progressive accumulation of Sphagnum peat in a position 
formerly occupi ed by a hollow. 
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c) Variation in Substrate pH of the Communities 
The results of pH analysis of the surface 
humus are as follows: 
Community pH 
i) Juncus trifidus 4.10 
ii) Rhododendron canadense 3.80 
iii) Myrica gale 3.50 
iv) Sphagnum nemoreum 3.45 
v) Kalmia angustifolia 3.45 
vi) Scirpus cespitosus 4.57 
The communities in the Potentilla tridentata 
Complex have a significantly higher pH than the Ledum 
groenlandicum Complex. This is possibly related to the 
occurrence of frost scars at the slope summit. Wind and 
water convey mineral soil particles from the frost scars 
to the surrounding humus. Water moving over the frost 
scars into the humus would also be appreciably higher in 
nutrient content. On the lower slope nutrients are 
carried away by downslope drainage and leaching of the 
humus horizon resulting in lower values for the Ledum 
groenla.ndicum Complex. 
The basin peat has the highest substrate pH 
as would be expected, since it accumulates nutrients from 
drainage waters originating in the surrounding mineral 
soils. 
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d) Variation in Spring Thaw of the Communities 
While recording temperatures it was observed 
that the ground was still frozen at readings below 1.11°C 
(34°F). For this reason thaw was considered to have 
occurred in the communities on the date when temperatures 
from depths 5 to 20 em was equal to or greater than 1.11°C 
(Table 4-2). Using this criterion,the sequence of thaw 
for various substrata was as follows, occurring on or before: 
April 11 
April 15 
May 7 
May 14 
Frost Scar 
Juncus trifidus Community 
Rhododendron canadense Community 
Myrica ga1e Community 
Kalmia angustifolia Community 
Sphagnum nemoreum Community 
Scirpus cespitosus Community 
The early thaw of the frost scars surrounding 
the Juncus trifidus Community results from the absence of 
both an insulating surface humus and an insulating snow 
cover. During the period of measurement from March 19 
to July 11 the frost scars were constantly thawed with 
exception of April 3 and April 15. By contrast, the 
Juncus trifidus Community substrate remained frozen until 
April 15. This demonstrates the importance of even a 
very thi n surface humus (8 em) in preventing freeze-thaw 
l.67 
Tabl.e 4-2. Sequence of spr~ng thaw ~n the so~l.s beneath 
pl.an.t communi.t~es on a heath sl.ope (l.962); 
The thaw occurs at temperatures# l..l.l. c (34°F). 
Depth Mar Har Apr Apr Apr ?-lay May May June July 
(em.) 19 26 . .3 ll. 15 7 14 22 4 ll. 
Frost Scar 
0 ll.ll 1.ll 2.78 s.oo 6.ll. 15.00 6.67 21.ll 26.67 
5 6.67 2.22 1.ll 2.22 7.50 12.22 7.78 18 • .3.3 26.67 
10 .3.o6 1.67 o.2e o.56 6.67 ll.ll 7.22 17.78 25.56 
15 1.11 1.67 0.56 1.ll 6 • .39 10.00 6.67 17.22 20.$6 
20 1.ll 1.ll o.$6 1.ll 5.8.3 6.ll 6.ll. 16.67 22.22 
Juncus trifidus Community 
0 15.00 1.ll 1.ll 5.00 4.L4 5.$6 10.00 6.67 20.56 25.56 
5 1.ll o.56 o.56 0.$6 2.22 6.11 ll.11 7.22 15.00 24.44 
10 0.$6 0.$6 0.28 o.56 2.22 5.8.3 6.89 6.67 15.00 22.78 
15 0.56 0.$6 0.28 o.56 1.11 5.26 6.6.7 6.67 1.3.89 16.89 
20 o.oo 0.$6 0.56 1.67 1.11 5.00 5.56 6.11 14.1W 16.67 
Rhododendron canadense C011111111nity 
0 12.22 1.11 0.26 1.67 0.$6 .3.89 ll.11 4.1,1, 19.1W 24.44 
5 1.11 0.$6 0.$6 o.56 0.$6 .3.61 8 • .3.3 6.67 16.67 22.22 
10 o.56 0.$6 0.56 0.$6 0.$6 .3.61 6 • .3.3 6.1.1 1.3 • .3.3 21.11 
15 0.$6 o.$6 o.56 0.$6 0.$6 2.22 7.22 6.11 1.1.11 19.1!4 
20 0.56 0.$6 o.S6 o.56 0.56 1.67 2.22 5.00 10.00 17.78 
~ca gal.e Community 
0 o.oo 1.11 o.oo 1.67 o.S6 4.72 10.00 5.00 18 • .3.3 2.3 • .3.3 
5 o.oo o.oo 0.28 o.56 o.$6 1.94 5.00 7.22 15.56 18.89 
10 o.oo o.oo o.56 o.56 o.56 2.22 1.67 6.1.1 12.22 15.56 
15 o.oo. 0.28 0.28 1.11 o.56 1.67 1.11 5.00 11.11 14.114 
20 o.56 0.28 0.26 1.11 1.11 2.22 1.67 3.89 8.89 14.1W 
50 1.67 1.67 0.$6 2.22 1.11 2.50 2.78 .3.89 8.89 1.3 • .33 
Sphagnum nemoreum COJIIIII11Dj.ty 
0 o.oo 1.11 0.28 1.67 0.$6 2.22 10.00 4.41, 18 • .3.3 26.67 
5 o.oo 0.28 o.28 0.$6 o.56 s.oo 7.78 7.78 18.3.3 22.22 
10 o.oo 0.28 0.28 0.56 0.$6 4.44 6.11 7.22 16.11 21.11 
15 o.56 0.28 0.28 0.$6 o.56 0.$6 5.00 6.11 11,.44 19.44 
20 1.11 o.S6 0.26 o.56 0.$6 0.56 2.22 6.11 10.00 17.78 
so 1.67 2.22 1.11 1.67 1.67 2.78 s.oo 5.00 8.89 1.3.3.3 
Ka1mia angustifo1ia Community 
0 11.11 1.1.1 0.28 2.22 1.ll 3.33 12.22 6.67 20.56 26.67 
s o.oo 0.28 0.28 1.1.1 0.$6 S.28 12.22 7.78 18.89 23.33 
10 o.oo 0.28 0.28 0.$6 0.$6 3.89 10.00 7.22 17.78 20.56 
1S o.oo 0.28 0.28 o • .S6 o.56 1.67 6.67 6.1.1 1$.00 17.76 
20 o.56 0.28 0.28 0.$6 o.S6 1.1.1 2.22 s.oo 12.78 15.56 
so 1.11 l..ll. 1.39 2.22 1.67 2.78 4.44 6.11 8.89 1S.S6 
Scirpus cespitosus Community 
0 11.67 l..l.1 0.$6 1.67 o.s6 4.41, ll.b7 s.oo 19.41! 28.89 
s l..l.l. 0.56 0.28 . o.56 o.s6 .3.89 14.44 7.78 17.22 2.3.3.3 
10 1.11 o • .S6 o.28 o.S6 o.s6 1.67 9.44 6.11 13.89 18 • .33 
l5 1.11 0.$6 0.28 o.S6 o.S6 o.s6 J.O.OO S.$6 12.78 17.22 
20 0.5'6 0.56 0.28 o.s6 o.s6 1.67 .3.89 5.00 9.41! 1$.00 
so 2.22 2.22 2.22 3.33 1.94 2.78 4.41, s.oo 7.78 11.ll . 
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cycles. The earlier thaw of the Juncus trifidus Community 
with respect to other communities is probably related to 
a lack of snow cover and the influence of thawed soils in 
the surrounding frost scars. The substrate of communities 
dominated by ericaceous shrubs thawed on May 7. All such 
communities had an insulating snow cover. The Sphagnum 
nemoreum and Scirpus cespitosus Communities also possessed 
an insulating snow cover but thaw was probably delayed 
until May 14, for the following reasons: 
l) The Sphagnum mosses dominating the surface 
vary in color from light brown to red and are 
not as effective as a dark ericaceous humus in 
absorbing solar radiation after the snow cover 
has melted. 
2) The water-retaining ability of Sphagnum increases 
the moisture content of the substrate underlying 
Summary 
these communities. This increases the quantity 
of ice in these substrates and therefore these 
communities would be expected to require a 
longer period for thaw to occur. 
"In areas of uneven topography snow is swept from 
the windward slopes and prominences and deposited on the 
lee slopes and in hollows. Winter after winter the same 
1. . . ··- · ~·· · ·-··-·· ··-· ·· - ····· ·--·········-····-··--· .. -- . -···· •· .. . 
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areas remain thinly covered, while others nearby 
accumulate excessive drifts and are covered for longer 
periods." This observation by Daubenmire (1947) appears 
to be the most tenable explanation for floristic variation 
on heathl.and slopes throughout the Aval.on Peninsula. 
In the absence of protective winter snow cover 
species adapted to the cryptophyte and chamaephyte life 
forms are at a competitive advantage on the slope summit. 
Where typical. phanerophyte species occur, they usually 
display suppressed growth and simulate a cushion growth 
form. This provides protection from mechanical. damage 
and excess evaporation due to continuous air movement. 
Since winter snow cover is shal.low, thaw occurs two 
to three weeks earlier on the slope summit than on the 
lower slope. The commencement of growth during this 
period requires specialized physiological. adaptation 
because of the wide fluctuations in macroclimate. 
Frequently, through constant wind erosion or intense 
burning, the thin insulating humus is depleted, introducing 
~reeze-thaw cycles, which render these surfaces unfavorable 
to plants by soil stirring, sorting and transport by frost 
action (Benninghof~l952). These conditions were observed 
in the Potentilla tridentata Complex and are probably 
prevalent in related associations. 
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Along the J.ower slope these character~st~cs become 
progress~veJ.y reversed with the ~ncreased probab~J.~ty of 
a protect~ve winter snow cover and shelter from 
prevtiJ.~ng winds. W~ tmn the Ledum groenJ.and~cum Complex 
the phanerophyte J.~fe form assumes phys~ognom~c dom~nance 
and the ngorous growth of KaJ.m~a a.ngust~foJ.~a, Ledum 
groenJ.and~cum, Chamaedaphne caJ.ycuJ.ata and Myr~ca ~ 
st~muJ.ates the development of a deep humus hor~zon. 
Damman (1971) performed product~n ty stud~es on a KaJ.m~a 
heath ~n western Newfoundland wh~ch was s~m~J.ar ~n spec~es 
compos~t~on to heath commun~t~es of the Ledum groenJ.and~cum 
Complex. Results showed an accumuJ.at~on of approx~mateJ.y 
293 tons/ha of raw humus hor~zon over a per~od of 65 years, 
approx~mateJ.y four t~mes the humus accumuJ.at~on recorded 
for spruce and f~r forests cons~dered ~n the same study. 
· The effect of th~s deep humus on the overall. development 
of commun~t~es on the slope can be summar~zed as follows: 
J.. The deep organ~c hor~zon, comb~ned with extens~ve 
snow cover, ~nsuJ.ates the underlying subso~J. and 
~mpedes thaw for two to three weeks J.ater than 
the slope summ~t. Therefore species with~n the 
Ledum groenJ.and~cum Complex do not commence 
growth unt~J. the macrocJ.~mate ~s stab~J.~zed. 
Th~s reduces the necess~ty for phys~oJ.ogicaJ. 
adaptat~on to extreme temperature var~at~on. 
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2. The presence of a thick humus horizon is believed 
to be closely associated with iron-pan formation 
in the mineral soil (Muir 1934, Crampton 1956, 
Damman 196~). On well drained slope positions 
moderately moist conditions associated with the 
Myrica ga2e Community are maintained, favoring 
the occurrence of mesophytic species. However, 
in depressions paludification occurs, resulting 
in invasion by hydrophytic species typical of 
the Sphagnum nemoreum Community and the Scirpus 
cespitosus Community. 
The presence of a peat horizon beneath the humus of 
the Myrica ga!e Community and the Kalmia angustifolia 
Community indicates a dynamic relationship between the 
communities on the lower slope. The Sphagnum nemoreum 
Community probably occupied the area now covered by the 
Kalmia angustifolia Community and the Myrica gale 
Community. Succession to the dry substrate now present 
in these communities conceivably occurred through peat 
accumulation beyond the water table, stimulating the 
accumulation of ericaceous litter at a faster rate than 
the growth of S'Phagnum,. 
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Analysis of substrate acidity showed only slight 
variation (pH 3.5-4.J.O) between heath communities on 
the upper and lower slope. This variation is probably 
related to drainage patterns on the slope. 
In general., floristic variation due to nutrient 
gradients is rarely encountered on the Avalon Peninsula 
because the soil. parent material. is lacking in base 
rich rocks. Consequently many of the species cited by 
Damman (J.965a) and Po~tt (J.972b) as species of nutrient 
rich sites in Newfoundland are not prominent in the 
Avalon heath vegetation. 
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CHAPTER V. ECOREGIONS OF THE AVALON PENINSULA 
The Avalon Peninsula is included in Section B30 of 
the Boreal. Forest Region described by Rowe (1972) as 
follows: 
"Throughout this cool. and windy area the 
forests have been destroyed or badly decimated 
by fires and cultural. practices, and the 
prevailing character of the vegetation today 
is that of a patchy but dense growing young 
coniferous forest interrupted by extensive 
barrens." 
The distribut~on patterns of the heath associations 
described in Chapter III in combination with an 
understanding of the floristic, ecological. ~d 
morphological. characteristics of the study area now make 
it possible to subdivide the Avalon into four distinct 
ecoregions: 
1. THE ALPINE HEATH 
2. THE SUBARCTIC HEATH 
3. THE BOREAL HEATH 
4. THE BOREAL FOREST 
The range of each ecoregion is shown in Figure 5-l.. 
1. THE ALPINE HEATH ECOREGION 
This ecoregion includes the interior plateau of 
the Avalon Peninsula extending from the Hawke Hill Range 
southward to the headwaters of the Chance Cove and Biscay ·•·. 
. . . . . ~ ' . " 
·- -. ·····; ·::- -:· ·.-·.:·· . 
· · -- - - ·· 
-
The Alpine Heath Ecoregion 
1111111111 ·The Sub-Arctic Heath Ecoregion ~~ The Boreal Heath Ecoregion 
~~ The Anth.ropoge nic Heath District 
-
The Boreal Forest Ecoregion 
Figure 5-l: Ecoregions of the Avalon Peninsula. 
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Bay Rivers. This ecoregion also includes the highest 
summits throughout the Isthmus of the Avalon. 
The altitude of the ecoregion is atypical for alpine 
vegetation varying from 150-300 M. However, according to 
Wilton (1956) this altitude is above the l~t of 
productive forests on the Ava~on. 
Where coniferous trees occur they are in a depressed 
growth form. Fir, Abies balsa.mea, only occurs in the form 
hudsonia and spruce, Picea mariana, in the form empetroides. 
The fir is restricted to tuck formation whereas spruce 
grows in cushions rarely exceeding 10 em. in height. 
Larch, Larix laricina, and alder, Alnus crispa, are also 
common in this ecoregion. Ahti (1959) refers to these 
species as being indicati ve of tree lines in Newfoundland. 
Phytosociologically this ecoregion is characterized 
by the l?_i~.!:,n.:!,i,2_ - ~rct,2_sta;e,hzl_.!:,t~ al;e,i~a.!:. association; 
however, as illustrated in Figure 5-2, other associations 
are prominent in the landscape. 
l76 -
MAY 71 
Figure 5-2: Typical landscape in the Alpine Heath 
Ecoregion. The Diapen~io - Ar~t~staEhyl~t~ 
alP.i~ae occupies the immediate foreground 
whereas the continuous vegetation in the 
center of the picture is dominated by the 
EmEetr~ - Potentillet~ trid~ntata~ and the 
Em£etr~- Rhac~mitEi~t~ la~u~i~osa~. The 
background has the Abietet~ bals~~a~ 
huds~nia~ in sheltered depressions and the 
Kalmio - Myri~e!~ ~ale and Kalmio -
Spha~et~ ~e~oEi occupy seepage areas on 
the lee slope. 
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Another unique feature of this vegetation is the 
occurrence of nutrient enriched aapa fens. These fens 
have a shallow peat often interspersed with mineral soil 
and rocks. Both floristically and morphologically this 
peatland is unique in this ecoregion on the Avalon 
Peninsula. The only comparable peatland type in 
Newfoundland occurs on the Buchans Plateau and on the 
Long Range Mountains (Pollett 1973, pers. comm.). 
Floristically the Alpine Heath Ecoregion is 
characterized by species with subarctic affinities such as: 
Loiseleuria procumbens 
Juncus trifidus 
Arctostaphylos alpina 
Cetraria nivalis 
Diapensia lapponica 
Lycopodium selago 
Empetrum eamsii 
Cetraria cucullata 
Damman (l965a) describes the distribution of these 
species in Newfoundland as follows: 
"On e:h.'"JlOSed headlands along the coast, exposed 
parts of the barrens of eastern Newfoundland, 
and at higher elevations elsewhere, becoming 
progressively more common toward the northern 
part of the Long Range Mountains." 
The following species are unique to the aapa fens of 
this area (Pollett and Meades, 1972): 
Sphagnum strictum 
Epilobium palustre 
Habena.ria psycodes 
Carex folliculata 
Lycopodium inundatum 
Carex stylosa 
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Most of this ecoregion is relatively inaccessib~e 
and meteorological data is not availab~e. The vegetation 
unique to this ecoregion has its closest relationship with 
that described as Alpine Lichen Tundra by Ahti (1959) on 
the Long Range Mountains. Concerning the climate of these 
mountains Hare (1952) states, 
"In &!.any cases this treeless mossy and sedgy 
vegetation occurs on highlands where the 
climate is truly Arctic, and in such cases 
the barrens form true Alpine lichen tundra." 
Rock barrens are unique to this ecoregion characterized 
by a discontinuous vegetation carpet interrupted by 
patterned ground. The pattern is mainly in the form of 
nonsorted nets, however miniature sorted polygons also 
occur. The phanerophyte life form is conspicuous in 
sheltered microhabitats. 
From an eco~ogical viewpoint it is unlikely that this 
ecoregion was forested. Freeze-thaw cycles, the absence of 
a deep winter snow cover except in depressions, and the 
widespread occurrence of bare soil are conductive to severe 
soi~-frost disturbance. These factors, in combination with 
high winds (gusting to ~6~ k.p.h.), deter the establishment 
of forest and sustain the present vegetation. 
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2. THE SUBARCTIC HEATH ECOREGION 
This ecoregion incJ.udes the southern portion of 
the AvaJ.on and aJ.so parts of the Isthmus and the 
northernmost tip of the peninsula. The altitude varies 
from sea J.eveJ. up to 200 M. with cJ.osed forests J.imited 
to the most sheJ.tered vaJ.J.eys and coastal inlets. 
PhytosocioJ.ogicaJ.J.y the EmEetr~ PotentiJ.J.etum 
-------
tr~den~ata~ dominates the heath east of Trepassey and the 
~Eetr~ - Rhac~mi t£iet~ J.~u~i!!o~a~ west of this point. 
However, both associations occur in juxtaposition 
throughout this ecoregion. This vegetation has also been 
described as the ~aJ.mia - Rhac~it£i~ - QJ.~don~a 
association (Aht~J.959) and is described by Ahti as a 
maritime heath formation. 
On moist sJ.opes the Ka~io - M~i£et~ ~J.e and 
the KaJ.mio - §yh~et~ !!e~O£i associations occupy habitats 
where deep snow accumulates in winter. The Abietetum 
-----
ba~s~~a~ aJ.so has its maximum cover in this ecoregion and 
is generalJ.y J.ocated on the protected side of knoJ.ls and 
in river vaJ.J.eys. 
Another major component of the J.andscape in this 
area is J.arge bJ.anket peatJ.ands which rareJ.y exceed a depth 
of 2 M. These bJ.anket bogs and fens occupy vaJ.J.eys and 
poorJ.y drained sJ.opes and may extend, unbroken, for 
distances of 8 km. The J.andscape is almost totalJ.y 
devoid of forest cover (Figure 5-3). 
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Figure 5-3: A landscape typical of the Subarctic Heath 
Ecoregion with the Empetro - Pote~tilletum 
tr~dentata~ and Em£e!r£ - Rhac£mitEi~t~ 
la~u~i~o~a~ dominating the foreground and 
an extensive blanket bog occupying the 
valley in the background. 
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Floristically this ecoregion is characterized by the 
frequent occurrence of the following species which are 
common in the Alpine Heath Ecoregion but are not found in 
combination with the characteristic species of the Alpine 
Heath: 
Potentilla tridentata 
Vaccinium uliginosum 
Leucobryum g±aucum 
Cladonia terrae-novae 
Cladonia amaurocraea 
Solidago uliginosa 
Rhacomitrium lanuginosum 
Prenanthes trifoliolata 
Hypnum imponens 
Sphaeophorus globosus 
Ochrolechia frigida 
Certain species, typical of wet heath or peatland 
vegetation, occur on dry heath soils only in this ecoregion; 
Aster nemoralis Kalmia polifolia 
Sanguisorba canadensis 
Aster radula 
Myrica gale 
Andromeda glaucophylla 
Juniperus horizontalis 
Chamaedaphne calyculata 
Comparison of climatic factors between the Subarctic 
and Boreal Ecoregions indicates that the Subarctic 
Ecoregion experiences slightly colder summers. The 
Subarctic Heath Ecoregion is also characterized by a 
shorter vegetation season accompanied by less snowfall and 
more winter rainfall with significantly higher windspeeds 
(Table 5-1). 
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Table 5-l: A eompar:ison of el:imat:ie data w:i th:in 
the Subaret:ie and Boreal Heath Eeoreg:ions 
Durat:ion of the 
Vegetat:ion Season 
(Hare, 1952) 
Mean A:ir Temperature 
January (Hare, 1952) 
Mean A:ir Temperature 
July (Hare,l952) 
Mean Annual Snowfall 
(Hare, 1952) 
Mean W:inter Ra:infall 
(Thomas,1953) 
Mean W:inter Season 
W:ind Speed 
(Thomas,1953) 
Subaret:ie Heath 
Eeoreg:ion 
<. 150 days 
> 
-3.89°C 
< 12.78°C 
< 190.5 em 
> 25.4 em 
> 32.2 kph 
Boreal Heath 
Eeoreg:ion 
150-160 days 
-6.67°C -3.89°C 
l2.78°C - 15.56°C 
190-254 em 
19.05 - 25.4 em 
24.1 kph-32.2 kph 
l 
---·-- · . . ... ··- .. ·-··- .. ·-· ·- -_, ·-··  ····- . 
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Morphologically,this ecoregion is dominated by hard 
ground heath; soft ground heath is restricted to sheltered 
microhabitats as wet heath or tuck vegetation. These 
heathlands are also unique in that they are characterized 
by areas of patterned ground in the form of earth hummocks. 
The successional status of this heath is not evident. 
No investigations have yet been undertaken to -determine if 
this ecoregion was previously forested. Many observers 
feel this was the case prior to settlement and that 
subsequent fires destroyed the forest and resulted in 
development of the heath vegetation. The landscape, at 
the time of early settlement, has been partially described 
by the British geologist, J.B. Jukes, who travelled 
extensively in Newfoundland during the years 1839 to 1840 
(Jukes,l842). The following description by Jukes relates 
to the Abietetum balsameae hudsoniae association: 
---------------
"These consist of a kind of dwarf juniper or 
other fir tree with very thick short stumps 
and strong flat i nterlacing branches. They 
grow breast high and are so close, firm, and 
level at the top, that in some places a man 
can walk on them." 
Describing the extensiveness of the barrens in this 
area he tells of meeting a man travelling on horseback 
from Peter's River to Trepassey; 
"••• this was the only space of ground of that 
extent that I saw anywhere in Newfoundland 
where such a thing was possible without a 
regularly constructed road." 
. ~ ··· ··~ ... -··~ -- · ~- .. ·-... 
·' 
' 
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These observations indicate that the landscape of 
this area has not changed appreciably in the last 150 years. 
,Also specimens of Vaccinium. ulig:!-nosum and Juniperus 
horizontalis collected near Peter's Riv~r were found to be 
more .than 50 years old. The closeness of growth rings 
beyond this age made accurate age determination impossible. 
However, the following observations on the existing 
vegetation indicate that the-difference in climate, 
illust.rated :i:n Table 5-l, may be equally :important as 
fire in preventing succession from heath to coniferous 
forest at the present: 
1. The floristic element used to characterize this 
ecoregion has an obvious affinity to subarctic 
and montane vegetation (Damman l965a,Ahti 1959). 
2. The ~.E_e.:!i_r.2. - Bhac.2,mi t.E_i~~ .!a:!u~~o!!_a~ 
association is both morpholcgically and floristically 
related ·to subarctic oceanic heath in Iceland 
(McVean,l955), Jan Mayen Island (Warren Wilson,l952), 
Faroes Island (B~cher,l940) and northern Scotland 
(McVean,l964). In Newfoundland vegetation 
comparable to this association only occurs on the 
Burin Peninsula. Also , patterned ground in the 
form of earth hummocks associated with this 
ecoregion is a phenomenon of subarctic and alpine 
en~ronments (Washburn,l956). 
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3. In the Boreal Heath Ecoregions regeneration to 
coniferous forest is inhibited by the development 
of a deep organic mantle under ericaceous 
vegetation. This is not the case in this 
ecoregion where hard ground heath, characterized 
by a humus less than 10 em, dominates. 
4. Where forest and tuck occur in this region it is 
restricted to the most sheltered depressions and 
river valleys. Furthermore, Pinus sylvestris, 
planted on these barrens in afforestation trials 
during 1951 now occurs in a layered growth form, 
rarely exceeding a height of one meter. 
5. Soil pits excavated for the purpose of classifying 
soils on these barrens did not reveal any evidence 
in the form of large roots or fallen trunks that 
would indicate a forest cover in recent history 
(Peter Heringa, pers. comm.). 
3. THE BOREAL HEATH ECOREGION 
The Boreal Heath Ecoregion includes the central, 
northern and a large part of the isthmus of the Avalon 
Peninsula and is characterized by an undulating topography, 
usually below the 120 M. contour. Above the 120 M. contour 
elements indicative of the Subarctic Heath Ecoregion have a 
sporadic occurrence. 
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The vegetation of this ecoregion is characterized by 
the KalmietU!!! ~_g:ustif£lia~, !falmio - Myri_£etUE! ~ale and 
!falmio - §phagnet~ ~e~oEi associations. Collectively 
these associations are equivalent to the Kalmia - Va_£cinium 
Cl~donia association described by Ahti (1959) as maritime 
heath. The undulating topography and scattered stands of 
forests of this ecoregion provide the shelter required for 
the development of these associations over large areas in 
valleys and on the side of slopes. The Em£etr£ -
Rhac£mitEi~tum l~u~i~o~a~ and Em£etr£ - Pote~tillet~ 
tridentat~e associations are restricted to windswept 
knolls and coastal headlands. The small forest stands 
that occur in this ecoregion are of poor quality, 
especially with respect to height growth and are frequently 
interspersed with heath. Picea glauca commonly occurs in 
these stands near the coast (Figure 5-4). 
Figure 5-4: A typical landscape in the Boreal Heath 
Ecoregion with sheltered heath in 
juxtaposition to a small stand of poor 
growth forest. 
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In this ecore~on species characteristic of the 
Subarctic Heath Ecore~on are infrequently encountered 
in the most exposed microhabitats. Also, Rhododendron 
canadense, Nemopanthus mucronata, Amelanchi.er bartra.m:i..ana, 
and Alnus crispa display their maximum distribution in 
this area (Figure 5-5). 
Climatically, the ecore~on has a longer vegetation 
season with warmer summers and colder winters; however,lo~ 
winter wind speeds, combined with less precipitation in 
the form of rain, favor deeper snow accumulations than in 
the Subarctic Heath Ecore~on (Table 5-l). 
Morphologically, the ecoregion, with the exception of 
the Anthropogenic Heath District, is dominated by soft 
ground heath. Hard ground heath is also encountered on 
the summit of exposed knolls. Patterned ground occurs in 
the form of frost scars where intense burning or other 
disturbance has removed patches of humus. 
Most of this ecoregion probably had a more widespread 
forest cover than is evident at the present (Terasmae,l963). 
However, a combination of repeated burning and a cold humid 
climate with high wind velocities appears to have favored 
the establishment of semi-permanent heath. Damman (1971) 
states, "Although these sites once supported forest, no 
natural regeneration to forest is now taking place, and 
the Kalmia heath appears to maintain itself indefinitely" • 
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Alnus Nemoponthus 
Rhododendron c_anadense Amelonchier .~art_rarr-iana 
F~gure 5-5: These spec~es are pr~mar~ly restricted to the 
Boreal Heath and Boreal Forest ecoreg~ons on 
the Avalon. 
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The pr~mary reason for poor regenerat~on on these 
s~tes, where exposure ~s not a l~m~ting factor, may be 
related to the ~nvas~on of er~caceous heath plants. The 
rap~d root proliferation of these shrubs results in the 
accumulation of a deep humus. This deep organic mantle 
is an unfavorable seedbed for coniferous species. 
The Anthropogen~c Heath District (Figure 5-l) 
represents a subdivision of the Boreal Heath Ecoregion 
located along the more populated coastline of Conception 
Bay. Cultural practices on heathlands are responsible for 
the development of anthropogenic heath vegetation. 
Continuous prescribed burning to increase the commercial 
blueberry crop, combined with increased human intrusion 
to harvest the crop, are the primary factors responsible 
for the occurrence of a number of species of European 
origin. L~vestock grazing, especially by sheep, is also 
a lesser contributing factor. Within this d~strict many 
sites close to settlement have reverted from heath to 
grassland pasture through cultivation or excessive grazing. 
The vegetation of this district is represented by the 
~zul.2_ - 1:olytric_het~ .£O!!!,IIl~~ and ~uzU!_o - Em,E.etret~ 
n~~r~e. Other associations more typical of the Boreal 
Heath Ecoregion and poor growth forest occur on the 
periphery of these sites (Figure 5-6) • 
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Figure 5-6: A typical landscape of the Anthropo~enic 
Heath District. Natural heath and 
depauperate forest surround the 
anthropogenic heath. 
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Floristically, this district is characterized by the 
distribution of Luzula campestris, Fragaria virgi.nian.a, 
.An.aphal.is margari tacea and Achillea mill.efol.ium (Figure 5-7) • 
Other introduced species unique to the heath of this district 
include: 
Taraxacum officinale Hieracium murorum 
Po1ytrichum commune .An.thoxan.thum odoratum 
4. THE BOREAL FOREST ECOREGION 
The Boreal. Forest Ecoregion occupies the Northeast 
River, Rocky River and Sal.monier River watersheds in the 
Central Avalon (Figure 5-l.). The dominant tree species are 
the same as in scattered forest stands occurring in other 
ecoregions; however, · the topographical. diversity of this 
ecoregion results in a greater variety of vegetation types. 
Unlike the Boreal. Heath Ecoregion, the forest vegetation in 
this area is continuous and rarely interrupted by heath 
vegetation. 
The dominant tree species is Abies balsamea (Balsam 
Fir) having good diameter growth but rarel.y exceeds l5 M. 
in height. It forms mixed stands with lesser quantities 
of Picea mariana (Black Spruce) and Betul.a papyrifera 
(White Birch). On poor upl.and soil.s and poorl.y drained 
lowland soils Picea mariana is sometimes dominant. This 
is the case near Whitbourne where the Pi£e~t~ ~a~i~~e 
~e~i~r~s~r~t~e association occurs on gently rolling land 
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in juxtaposition to large bogs. Tree species unique to 
these forests on the Avalon include Betula alleghaniensis 
(Yellow Birch) and ~ spicatum (Mountain Maple). Pinus 
strobus (White Pine) may have been widespread in this area 
at one time but cutting and disease have reduced the 
numbers of this species which is now rare on the 
Peninsula (Wilton,l956). The forests are also 
characterized by the abundance of pendulous lichens 
attached to the trunks and branches of coniferous tree 
species. Alectoria sar.mentosa, Alectoria jubata and 
Usnea longissima are the most common lichen. species and 
their abundance in the Avalon forests may be a result of 
frequent fog and ground mist. 
The blanket bogs of this ecoregion have a more domed 
appearance than elsewhere on the Avalon and Rhacomitrium 
lanuginosum is conspicuous on the bog hummocks. 
Hydroseral succession is common in this ecoregion and 
consequently marsh vegetation is common (Figure 5-8). 
_ ... · ·· ···-·· ........ ·-~ •' - · .... .. ,,, ........ ...... .. ... . 
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Figure 5-8: This picture illustrates marsh vegetation 
around a pond border surrounded by 
coniferous forest typical of this 
ecoregion. 
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Swamp vegetation as defined by Damman (1964) is 
rarely encountered on the Avalon but has a l~ited 
occurrence in this ecoregion located on alluvial deposits 
near the mouth of rivers. This swamp vegetation is 
dominated by Alnus crispa, Myrica gale and Spiraea 
latifolia. 
These forests have been burnt and cut over in the 
past but it appears that succession to semi-permanent 
heath typical of the Boreal Heath Ecoregion has failed 
to take place for the following reasons: 
1. The soils of this ecoregion are generally of 
a better quality and well drained. These 
conditions favor natural regeneration of forest. 
2. The numerous river valleys in this ecoregion 
make it the most sheltered portion of the Avalon 
which promotes the development of good quality 
forest. 
3. This ecoregion has had, and maintains at present, 
the lowest density of population on the Avalon 
Peninsula. Consequently the frequency and 
intensity of cutting and burning has been less 
significant than in the Boreal Heath Ecoregion. 
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CHAPTER VI. PHYTOGEOGRAPHICAL RELATIONSHIPS AND 
HIERARCHICAL CLASSIFICATION OF THE 
AVALON HEATH 
The phytosociological. classification of European heath 
has been nearly completed (Lohmeyer et al..,1962), whereas 
in North America classification studies are onl.y beginning 
(Pollett 1972a, Damman 1964, 1967). To unders~and the 
relationship of the associations described in this study 
to the existing European hierarchical. classification, a 
knowledge of their phytogeographical. position is essential.. 
Heathl.and classifications using various methods have 
been established throughout Northern Europe by the 
following researchers: 
Smith (1905, 1911) 
Du Rietz (1925) 
Braun-Blanquet (1932) 
Tuxen (1937) 
Tansley (1949) 
Nordhagen (1943) 
Bocher (1943) 
Damman (1957) 
Gimingham (1964) 
McVean (1.964) 
Scotland 
Sweden 
France 
Netherlands 
England 
Norway 
Denmark 
Sweden 
Scotland 
Scotland 
-- --~ ..... .., .... ~ ..... ·-·--·--... --~- --- ·· ------------- --····- ---·----...... -~-------·---------------·----------- -- -----·- -----·-------------- --- -----------.... 
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Malmer (1965) 
De Smidt (1.966) 
Sweden 
Netherlands 
Westhoff and Den Held (1969) 
Bridgewater (1970) 
Netherlands 
England 
However, floristic comparisons of European and North 
American heath are difficul.t because of the large number of 
endemic shrubs which dominate heath vegetation on either 
continent. Schofield (1969) states, "••• thus all tree 
species and most shrubby species are endemic to North 
America (exception Al.nus crispa)." 
The following species, common in European heath, are 
absent or at least limited to sites displaying anthropogenic 
disturbance in North America: 
Call.una vulgaris 
Erica tetral.ix 
Pedicul.aris sylvatica 
Nardus stricta 
S~ingia decu.mbens 
Vacciniu.m myrtillus 
Potentilla erecta 
Festuca ovina 
Molinia caerula 
Luzul.a campestris 
Similarl~ in North America the following shrubs are a 
conspicuous component of heath vegetation but are not found 
in European heath: 
Kalmia angustifolia 
Ledum groenlandicu.m 
Rhododendron canadense 
Pyrus flori bunda 
Viburnum cassinoides 
Vaccinium angustifolium 
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Chamaedapbne calyculata 
Nemopanthus mucronata 
Amelanch~er bartram~ana 
Potent~lla tr~dentata 
De S~dt (1967) d~vided the North European heath ~nto f~ve 
phytogeographic regions (F~gure 6-1); 
1. South-Atlant~c 
2. Boreal-Atlant~c 
3. Boreal-Subatlant~c 
4. Boreal-Subcont~nental 
5. Sub-Atl.ant~c 
The following character~st~c spec~es comb~nat~on of the 
Boreal-Atl.ant~c Region forms a connect~ng element between 
that re~on and the assoc~at~ons descr~bed from the Avalon 
Pemnsula; 
Empetrum n~grum 
Deschamps~~ fl.exuosa 
Hylocom~um splendens 
Rhacom~tr~um lanuginosum 
Cladon~a arbuscula 
Vacc~mum vit~s-~daea 
J~perus commu.n~s 
Pt~l~um cr~sta-castrens~s 
Leucobryum glaucum 
Cl.adon~a rang~fer~na 
Lycopod~um clavatum Lycopod~um selago 
Ah't.~ (1.959) states, "If compared w:ith the mar~t~me 
heath vegetat~on occurr~ng ~n the Atlant~c parts of western 
Europe, the Newfoundland heaths probably most nearly resemble 
those formed on the coasts of central Norway." Th~s area ~s 
~ncluded ~n the Boreal-Atlant~c Re~on. Flor~st~c 
. ·----- -· · ·----------- -··--- ---- -······-·---· -----·- -------···-----····------- ·- ----·--·--- . _ ; .. , -
F3.gure 6-1: 
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FRANCE 
I~"§Wl The South-Atlantic Re9ion ( 1,2.3.) !!!!! The Boreal-Atlantic Region (4,5) 
VZIZZA Tbe Sub-Atlantic Re~ion (6,7} 
tsSS9 The Boreai-Subatlantlc Re91on .(8,9) 
11111111 The Boreal-Subcontinental (10) 
Phytogeograph3.c regj_ons of the North West 
European Heath. The numbers 3.n brackets 
refer to the regj_ons surveyed by De Smidt (1967): 
1) 
j~ 
~~ 
6) 
~~ 
10) 
Brittany 
Southern England · 
Ireland 
Scotland and Wales 
Western Norway 
Southern Netherlands and 
Northern Netherlands, N. 
Northern Jutland 
Southwest Sweden 
Southeast Sweden 
Belgium 
Germany 
. · .... 
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relationships of the Avalon heath to other European heath 
regions are quite tenous or lacking. 
Within the European hierarchical classification of 
veg~tation the wet heath is included in the class O~c~C£0 
.§;pha.etn:et_!!a (Braun-Blanquet and R. Tween, 1943) and the dry 
heath is included in the class Na.E,do - Qall~_!!i_!!a (Preising 
1949) according to Westhoff and Den Held (1969). If the 
associations described for the Avalon heath are to be 
placed within this hierarchy two prerequisites must be 
satisfied; 
·1. They must possess the same kentaxa (identifying 
species) used to define these classes. 
2. These kentaxa must have as broad a geographical 
range and as wide an ecological amplitude in 
the North American heath as they do i.n the 
European heath. 
One association described for the Avalon, the Kalmio 
§.p.!!_a~et~ !!e!!!O!:_i, has the following species in common with 
the O~c~C£0 - §.i>ha.fill:et_!!a and can be termed wet heath :in 
the European context: 
Drosera rotundifolia 
Aulacomnium palustre 
Mylia anomala 
Sphagnum nemoreum 
~~!-,!. ,f;t , r .. t·t~ .. · .:._.-.. . J Ate . 
. · - " . $ • -~ • • ~ . .. • • • . • - . 
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These species have wide geographic and ecological 
ranges within both the wet heath and peatland vegetation 
of Newfoundland (Pollett, 1972). It is probable, therefore, 
that the ~a±m~o - §y~a~e~ ~e~o~i may eventually be 
grouped with the North American bog associations as part 
of the Oxzc2.C£O - §.ph~et~a. 
The kentaxa of the Nardo 
---
Sieglingia decumbens, Calluna vulgaris, Potentilla erecta, 
Cuscuta epithmum, and Carex pilulifera. These species are 
either absent in North America or present as an 
anthropogenic element (Fernald, 1950). Also the kentaxa 
of orders and alliances within the Nardo - Callunetea have 
--- -----
a similar relation. Consequently, the dry heath 
associations on the Avalon Peninsula, unlike wet heath or 
peatland vegetation, cannot be grouped within the 
systematic framework of the European hierarchical 
classification. A separate hierarchy will have to be 
established to incorporate this vegetation. 
Unfortunately, phytosociological research on the 
Atlantic North American heath vegetation is lacking and 
only a schematic outline derived from cursory surveys, 
checklists and floras can be attempted at this time. 
In Table 6-l the Northeastern North American heath, 
with the exception of tuck vegetation, is grouped within 
a single class ~a±m~o Va£_c~n~t~a identified by species 
:, 
-~ 
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Tab~e 6-~. A tentative hierarchica1 c~assification of 
the northeastern North American heath vegetation. 
CLASS: Kal.:ll.io-Vacc:inetea 
Kentaxa: Kal.m:ia angusti.f'olla, Elnpetrum nigrum, Vaccinium angusti.f'ollwn, 
D!cranun scoparium, Comus canadensis 
A. ORDER: Empet.ro-Potentil.l.etalla 
Kentaxa: Prenanthes t.ri.f'ollol.ata, Vaccinium ul.iginosum, Rhacomitrium 
iinugi.nosum, Potentil.l.a tri.dentat.a, Cl.adon:ia bory:i, Vacciniu.'ll vi. t:is-idaca, 
Core1!11l conradi.i 
ALLIANCE: Arctostaphyllon 
Kent.axa: Arctostaphyl.os al.pina, Arctostaphyl.os uva-ursi, 
LOiseieur:ia procwnbens, Diapensia l.apponica, Lycopodium sel.ago 
ASSOCIATIONS: Diapensio-Arctost.apb,ylet.um al.pinae 
Vaccinio-Empetretum nigri (Po~ctt l.972a) 
ALLIANCE: Potent:il.llon 
Kent.axa: This a11:1.ance may be di.f'£erentiated by the presence or 
Ken~ or t.be order and absence or Kentaxa or tbe Arctostaphyl.ion. 
ASSOCIATIONS: Elnpetro-Potenti~etum tridentat.ae 
Empetro-Rhacomitrietum lanuginosae 
Betul.o-Vaccinietum ullginosi (Po~ett l.972a) 
Vaccinio-Cl.adonietum bor.y:i (Pol.l.ett 1972a) 
B. ORDER: Kal.mio-Ledetalla 
Kentaxa: This order may be dir£erentiated by the . presence or the class 
Kentaxa and absence o£ the Empetro-Potentil.l.etalla Kentaxa 
ALLIANCE: Kal.mion 
Kentaxa: Ledum groenlandicu111, Viburnum cassinoides, Rhododendron canadense, 
Nemopanthus 11111cronata, Comus canadensis, Hyl.ocomium spl.endens, Pl.eurozium 
schreberi, Gaylussacia baccata, Gaul.theria procumbens 
ASSOCIATIONS: Kal.mietum angusti.f'ol.iae 
Ka:Lnlio-Alnetum crispae 
Kal.mio-~cetum gal.e 
ALLIANCE: Luzullon 
Kentaxa: Luzula campestris, Comptonia peregrina, Polytrichum commune, 
lnaph&iis margaritacea, Vaccinium angust.i.f'olium 
ASSOCIATIONS: Luzul.o-Empet.retum nigrae 
Luzul.o-Polytrichetum commune 
Comptonio-Vacciniet.um (Lavoie 1968) 
._..,...,..,..,.....~~~. ~-~---~-·--·------------ ·--···-----j 
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hav:ing a vtide ecol.ogical. ampl.i tude throughout the 
northeastern United States and adjacent Canada (Fernal.d, 
1.950). This cl.ass is div:ided into two orders: ~E,e~r.2_ -
~o~e~t~l.~e~a!i~ and ~~~o - ~e~e~a!i~. 
A. !,mE,e~r.2_ - Po~e~til.le~al.i~ 
The order Em£etr.2_ - Pote~til.l.etal.i~ represents 
heath devel.oped under severe cl.imatic exposure and is 
characterized by species hav:ing a more northerly 
distribution (Damman,l965a). The heath of this order 
incl.udes the natural. heath associations which occur on the 
sites general.l.y unfavorabl.e to forest growth. The al.l.iance 
Arctostaphyl.ion incl.udes al.pine heath vegetation related to 
Al.pine Lichen Tundra (Aht~l.959). This vegetation, 
represented by the ~i~en!!_i.2_ - ~r_£t.2_s~a.:ehzl.etum al.E,i_!!a~ on 
the Aval.on Peninsul.a and by the y:a_£cin~o - !,m..:ee~ret~ ~i~i 
(Pol.l.ett,l.972a) on the Northern Peninsul.a of Newfoundl.and, 
al.so occurs at l.ower el.evations. Vegetation simil.ar to 
these .associations is encountered on coastl.ines in Cape 
Breton Island and Nova Scotia (Rol.an~l.942). 
The al.l.iance Potentil.l.ion represents coastal. heath 
characterized by the absence of arctic-al.pine species. 
The associations !,m.E,e~r.2_ - gh~c.2_m~t~i~t~ ~~u~i_!!o!!_a~ and 
~m.:ee~r£ - ~o_!e_!!t~l.~e~l.l!!! _!r~d~n_ia_ia..=_ make up this al.l.iance 
on the Aval.on whereas the y:a_£c~n~o 
~ . 
_;: · 
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(Po11ett,1972a) has been described for coastal stations in 
southwestern and northern Newfoundland. The £o!:e_!!!a .£O,!!I"ad.!_i 
Qo~tz described by Strang (1972) represents a more 
southern distribution of this vegetation in Nova Scotia. 
B. Kalm,io - Ledet~i~ 
The order ~alm.!_o - ~edet~i~ represents heath 
vegetation characterized by the absence of species having 
obvious northern affinities in this range. This vegetation 
· occupies heath1ands developed through the burning of forests. 
Due to a combination of climate and site degradation, 
regeneration is inhibited and the heath is maintained as 
semi-permanent vegetation. On the Avalon Peninsula the 
Kalm,io~ alliance is represented by the associations 
~almie,!~ ~~st.!_f£_1.!_a~, K8:!_m,io !J.!!et"u:!! _£r.!_s.E_a~ and Kalm.!_o -
MY!:i..£e.!~ £i2-1.e. In Ahti' s (1959) description of Newfoundland 
heath the ~~mia - ya..s.c.!_n.!_~ - £1~d£_nia association and the 
Subalpine Lichen Barrens are together comparable with the 
~almio_!! alliance. Also, descriptions of vegetation and 
other floristic data presented by Hustich (1939, 1951, 1965, 
1970), Linteau (1955), Rouleau (1956) and Wilton (1965) 
confirm that the heaths of southern Labrador closely 
resemble the !£~m.:!:_o~. The Q_az1~s~a_£i~ _£a_£cat~ £o!!!JD.~.!.tz, 
Rhod£_d~n_!!r£_n ..s.~ade~s~ Qo~,!_tz and !'!!i~e_!! Sh.!:U.£ Co~.!_tz 
--- - -------- - ------ - -·- ---------) 
. 
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described by Strang (1972) are also representative of this 
al1iance in the Nova Scotian heath. 
The L~U!,i2,n al1iance inc1udes anthropogenic heath 
resulting from repeated prescribed burning to increase the 
abundance and frui.t productivity of b1ueberry (Vaccinium 
angustifo1ium). The associations k~ulo- Em£e~r~t~ ~~ae 
and ~u~~o - Po1~ric~e~ £0~~ characterize anthropogenic 
heath on the Ava1on. The on1y other association having a 
s:im.:i.1ar origin in northeastern North America is the 
Co~to~2. - ya£ci~et~. This association is derived from 
repeated burning of Jack Pine (Pinus divaricata) forests 
(Lavoie 1968, Payette and Lavoie 1971). 
On the basis of f1oristic criteria the tuck vegetation 
of the Ava1on, represented by the associations ~b~e~e~~ 
_Eals!::M~a~ huds2,nia~ and the Pi.s:,e~t~ ~a.E,i~!!!;e ~e~i;e,r2,s~,r!!!;t!!!;e 
be1ong to the schematic forest c1ass Abie~o - ~i_£e~t~a 
(Damman 1967). In this study they were c1assified as heath 
vegetation because of their dwarf structural physiognomy 
and spatial re1ationship with the heath matrix. Simi1ar1y, 
the pine barrens of the northeastern United States, 
described by Bue11 and Cant1on (1950), Reiners (1967), 
must be p1aced in the schematic order ya.s:,c~n~o 
(Damman,1967) • 
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The c~assification presented in this chapter and the 
forest c~assification of Damman (~967) are suggested as 
a working basis only for the deve~opment of a more comp~ete 
phytosocio~ogic~ c~assification. The estab~ishment and 
naming of circumbore~ forest and heath vegetation units 
within a workab~e hierarchic~ c~assification requires the 
co~~ection of more detai~ed information f rom other part s of 
the bore~ forest zone. 
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CHAPTER VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The heathJ.ands of the Aval.on PeninsuJ..a can be divided 
into three morpho~og:i.cal. types; 
~- Rock Barrens 
2. Hard Ground Heath 
3. Soft Ground Heath 
Rock Barrens occur above the tree ~ine and on the more 
exposed coastal hea~ands where soil-frost disturbance, 
combined wi.th wi.nd and water erosion, remove ~arge portions 
of the humus substrate leaving bare mineral soi~. The 
Di~en~i~ - ~rct~s~a~hzl~t~ ~~i~~ association character-
izes cushions of heath throughout the morainic debris. 
Hard Ground Heath (humus less than lO em) is 
characterized by either a natural climatic heath or, in 
areas of settlement, by anthropogenic heath. 
Natural Hard Ground Heath is wi.despreaQ. throughout 
the southern portion of the Avalon, being localized 
elsewhere to knolls and coastal headlands. High winds 
reduce the winter snow cover and the growth of ericaceous 
shrubs is retarded. The ~;e,e~r~ - ~o~e~t.!_l!_etU!!! 
tr.!_d~n~a~a~ is located in more sheltered habitats whereas 
the !!m~e~r£_ - Rh~c£_m.!_t!:i~t:!!:M la.!!_u£ii.~o!:!_a~ occupies the 
more exposed microhabitats at the crown of hummocks and 
near the summit of slopes. Physiognomically, these 
I 
~~. ~-~~~-----------------------~~~~-------------------------- -------------...-· 
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assoc~at~ons have three or less vegetat~on strata with 
Empetrum nigrum and/or Rhacom~tr~um lanu~nosum do~nant 
as carpet-form~ng spec~es. 
Anthropogen~c Hard Ground Heath occurs on the 
northern port~on of the Avalon, ~n close prox~m~ty to 
densely populated settlements. The humus on these s~tes 
has been part~ally destroyed through acc~dental and 
prescr~bed burn~ng. The frequency of human ~ntrus~on 
~s ~ncreased because of the blueberry harvest. Th~s 
appears to promote the ~ntroduct~on of anthropogenic 
spec~es character~st~c of the ~u~ulo 
and ~u~ulo - ~o1_y_!r~che~U£! .£0~~~· 
Soft Ground Heath occurs throughout the ~sthmus, 
northern and central Avalon, but onJ.y occurs ~n the more 
sheltered m~crohab~tats on the south coast. Th~s 
heathland type occup~es s~tes where h~gh winds are not 
frequent and snow accumulat~on ~s deep. The v~gorous 
growth of er~caceous shrubs leads to the development of 
a th~ck surface humus wh~ch may atta~n a depth up to 50 em. 
On well dra~ned s~tes the ~a!miet~ ~~stif£l~a~ ~s the 
dom~nant heath vegetat~on be~ng part~ally replaced near 
tree l~ne by the Ka!m~o - !:J.!!e.!~ .£ris.E.a~. The :!b~e~e,!~ 
baJ:.s!:ID~a~ hu~s£n~a~ also a soft ground heath type, occurs 
~n sheltered depress~ons w~th~n the Hard Ground Heath 
matr~x. The !£a1m_!.o - !Y.E~.£e.!~ _s:a!e and !£a.J:_m1:_o 
~- -~- !!!!- .• ~- -"'~'~-"!1!- ~-""- .,...,.,._...,..,.._,. _______ .......,.....,.._,........,...,_,......,,.,_.......,~---~----------·-- ----- ---·---
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§yha~et~ ~e~o~i associations are located on sites with 
poor drainage such as the base of slopes, depressions 
and around the shores of ponds. The Pi,£eetum !!!a..!:i~~e 
~e~Er£strat~e association occurs on Soft Ground Heath 
in juxtaposition to peat deposits in the central portion 
of the Avalon. 
Ecological investigations on a representative heath 
slope confirmed the existence of a soil-vegetation catena 
pattern displaying floristic variation from freely 
drained soils, to those of slightly impeded drainage, to 
those seasonally or permanently waterlogged. Similar 
patterns exist in the heathlands of Scotland (Gimingham, 
1964) and of Nova Scotia (Stran~1972). Wind and 
topography are closely related edaphic factors controlling 
the development of the catena. Topography influences the 
pattern of drainage and in combination with wind 
determines the extent and distribution of winter snow 
cover. On the s l ope summit wind veloci ty is high and 
snow cover is shallow or absent, whereas on the middle 
and lower slope, shelter ed conditions result in the 
accumulation of snow. Consequentl y the slope summit is 
characterized by Hard Ground Heath and associated 
vegetati on, whe reas on the mi ddle and l ower s l ope s 
Soft Ground Heath and related vegeta~ion dominates. 
.•. . . ---... ---.. --
------------~~· -· --- · 
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It was determined that the Avalon Peninsula is 
divided into the following four ecoregions using 
floristic, ecological and morphological criteria: 
1. ALPINE HEATH 
2. SUBARCTIC HEATH 
3. BOREAL HEATH 
4. BOREAL FOREST 
The Alpine Heath Ecoregion occurs above the tree 
line on the Avalon and is characterized by a montane 
species element. Morphologically, most of this area 
can be classified as Rock Barrens which never supported 
productive forests. 
The Subarctic Heath Ecoregion is concentrated on 
the south coast of the Avalon and occurs sporadically 
near Bay de Verde and on ridges throughout the Isthmus. 
This ecoregion is characterized by the dominance of hard 
ground heath possessing a northern species element. It 
is impossible to conclude from existing evidence if this 
region ever supported productive forest. Historical 
references imply that this landscape has been barren 
for at least one hundred years and afforestation trials 
indicate that succession to productive forest will not 
take place under existing climatic conditions. 
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The Boreal. Heath Ecoregion is climatically more 
favorable than the Subarctic Heath Ecoregion and the 
northern species element only occurs on extremely 
exposed knolls. The dominant morphological. type is 
Soft Ground Heath; however, in close proximity to 
settlements frequent burning has created Anthropogenic 
Hard Ground Heath. Much of the Boreal. Heath has been 
derived from previously forested land by cutting and 
burning since the time of early settlement (Terasmae, 
1963). Since this disturbance, a thick organic surface 
horizon has developed on these sites and regeneration 
to forest is not evident. 
The Boreal. Forest Ecoregion includes climax Balsam 
Fir forest occurring in the sheltered river valleys of 
the central. Avalon. 
In comparison with the North West European heath, 
the Avalon heath has its closest floristic affinity with 
the Boreal. Atlantic Region (De Smidt,l.967). However, 
because of the large number of endemic shrubs in the 
heath veget:o-.. tion of Europe and eastern North America, 
floristic agreement between these widely separated areas 
is limited. Consequently the ~al.m~o - ~ha~~t~ ~e~o~i 
appears to be the only association described in this study 
which could be incorporated into the existing hierarchical. 
classification. To provide a working basis for future 
l 
I 
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heathl.and classification in eastern North America, the 
following tentative taxa have been described: 
Class: Kalmio - Vaccinetea 
Order: Empetr~ - Potentil!_e_!a!ia 
Alliance: !r.£t2_s_!a:£hzlJ:.oE: 
Al.l:i.anc&: ~oteE;tJ:,l~i£n 
Order: Kal.mio - Ledetal.ia 
Alliance: Kal.mion 
Alliance: Luzulion 
From the results of this investigation it can be 
concluded that the Z-M method offers satisfactory techniques 
for the classification and ecological interpretation of 
heathl.and vegetation. The results obtained, although 
preliminary in the development of increased understanding 
of landform patterns on the Avalon, do provide a framework 
for future qualitative and quantitative research on other 
physical. and biological parameters. 
Based on this study the following recommendations are 
made with respect to forestry, agriculture, wildlife and 
recreation. 
FORESTRY 
Future attempts at afforestation in the Alpine or 
Subarctic Heath ecoregions should be restricted to the 
development of shelter belts. It is questionable whether 
-------------------
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any portion of this area could support commercial forests. 
In the Boreal Heath and Boreal Forest ecoregions 
afforestation may be feasible for re-establishment of 
productive forest sites degraded by ericaceous shrubs 
following fire or cutting. Similar recommendations have 
been made by Strang (l97l) for the barrens of Nova Scotia. 
Preference in site selection for afforestation trials 
should be given lower heath slopes where exposure is less 
and snow accumulation is deeper. However 7 basic research 
on the role of Kalmia angustifolia an~ other ericaceous 
shrubs in mineral cycling and iron pan formation should 
be undertaken concurrently with afforestation trials. 
AGRICULTURE 
Blueberry Production 
Prescribed burning undertaken to increase blueberry 
production should be encouraged throughout the Avalon. By 
expanding the industry blueberry harvesting could be 
practiced on a rotation basis. Studies should be initiated 
to determine the environmental impact of repeated burning 
on these sitesover long periods. Emphasis should be placed 
on areas characterized by the Kalmia Heath to assess the 
degree of burning required to convert such areas to 
productive blueberry barrens. 
!· 
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Pas-ture Land 
Hard Ground Hea-th appears 'to be 'the more sui-table 
for 'the developmen-t of pas-ture land because na-tural grasses 
such as Calamagrosi"is pickeringil and Deschampsia flexuosa 
have 'their greai"esi" abundance on 'these si-tes. 
Comparisons wii"h pas-ture land developmen-t in 
European hea-th (i.e. Sco-tland) should be made wii"h cau-tion. 
In Europe 'the dominan-t hea-th shrub is Calluna vulgaris 
which is a pala-table food source for sheep. In Newfoundland 
Kalmia angusi"ifolia is dominan-t and is poisonous "to lives-tock. 
Ai"i"empi"s 'to in-troduce Cal luna vulgaris 'to pas-ture land could 
prove successful. This species ai" presen-t is found only in 
3-5 loca-tions on 'the Avalon. 
WILDLIFE 
The caribou herds on 'the Avalon are loca-ted in 'the Alpine 
Hea-th ecoregion. Care mus-t be exercised in managemen-t of 'these 
areas s i nee overgraz l ng. -tramp I i ng and 'the use of all "terral n 
vehicles may resul-t in 'the desi"ruci"lon of large por-tions of 
-the soil humus. This would be par-ticularly devasi"ai"ing in 
i"h l s ecoreg ion because of sha I I ow snow cover which induces·· 
severe soil fros-t dis-turbance. 
RECREATION 
The Avalon Peninsula l .s 'the mos-t densely populai"ed 
pari" of Newfoundland and wii"h increasing popula-tion li" Is 
·~ .. - --··-·.·.-· ·-·· 
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urgent that recreational lands be set aside. The lower 
portion of the Salmonier Valley is one of the most scenic 
areas on the Avalon and displays probably the greatest 
diversity of vegetation and wildlife habitats. It is 
therefore recommended that this area should have a high 
priority in future development of recreational land. 
Also the Hawke Hill Range, because of its unique flora 
on the Avalon, and because of its suitability for hiking, 
should be afforded a high degree of protection, particularly 
from any motorized traffic. 
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THE SCALES USED IN DESCRIBING THE VEGETATION 
.&bundance/Cover 
+ - one occurrence 
~ - pl.ent:ii"ul. bu.t cover.ing l.ess than. 5% 
2 - abundant bu.t coveri.ng ~ess than 25% 
3 - coveri.ng 25-50% 
4- coveri.ng 5Q-75% 
5 - coverage greater than 75% 
r - present in cl.ose prox:imi. ty ~ but not in the sampl.e s:i. te 
Soc:i.abiJ.j. ty 
1 - grow::Lng si.ngly {k = seedl.:ing) 
2 - growing :in tui'ts or trall:ing {:i.e. Vacci.n.i.um o:x;:rcoccus) 
3 - l.arge groups or patches 
4- extensi.ve patches covering greater than. 50% o£ the sampl.e area 
5 - forming extensive carpets over 75% o£ the sampl.e area 
Presence Cl.ass 
--.:~---- -.- - ·-
T.hi.s val.ue :is cal.cul.ated as the percent occurrence o£ a species 
'Wi.thin a parti.cul.ar assoc:i.ati.on. 
+ - a si.ngl.e occurrence :in the assoc:i.at:i.on 
I 0-20% o£ the total. number o£ reJ.eves 
II - ZL-40% o£ the total. number o£ reJ.eves 
III - 4J.-60% o£ the total. number o£ reJ.eves 
IV - 6J.-80% o£ the total. number o£ rel.eves 
V - 81-l.OO% o£ the total. number o£ rel.eves 
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Dlft'C'Cltial. Spea1.u 
~ 'the Variallta 
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~- tz-UoU.ol.ata + + + + + + + + . . . + + IV 
Elllpetrla D1.cr'UIIL )o) . 1.1. . 2.2 .) . .) 1.2 1.2 2.2 .) . .) .).2 .).2 2.2 + .).3 2.2 v 
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stlftllii3IS UBI.& ,._ ~~~-I.!'!£.C.!&~ 
AJ.Utuo!e l50 80 80 50 50 l50 80 80 l50 l50 l50 80 l50 l50 50 
Sl.opo 40 10 1D 25 L L 1D 1D r. r. 20 10 30 30 25 
Aapoct s s s s s s s 3 s • s 
"Phaneropa '10 '10 '10 '10 75 60 '10 '10 80 '10 '10 80 '10 '10 '10 
"CI7J'to- 1.0 1D 1D 1D 20 loO 1D 1D 50 1D 60 20 60 5 
11e1ew-r 37 38 38 38 38 37 38 38 37 37 37 38 37 . 37 38 Preaence 
A 0 D B c 0 B 1: B J r r 1: l: A V&1lw 
DU£eftllt1.al. Spocua 
or tho van.am.. 
Acbil.1ea ..uJ.aroU- + + + 1.1 1.1 + + = Prapria~ + r ~'I + 
.;. 1:1 n 
-111.- + . 1.1 n 
Di.rt'•r.at.ial. •s-ci.e• 
or tbe AaeociaU.aa. 
r...suJ.a -tria 1.2 1.2 2.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 ."1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 v 
Po~ri.c-c- 1.1 1.1 1.1 2.2 2.1 1.1 1.1 2.1 2.1 1.1 2.2 + 1.1 v 
Scl.ida&o ...._.. 1.1 + + 1.1 1.1 1.1 + 
.;. 2.1 1.1 1.1 + 1.1 1.1 v ~~--- .;. 1.1 .;. 1.1 + 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 l:V 'raru:acna oU1.c1Dal.e 1.1 + + n 
~Spociaa 
Vaccil:d.wa an.su.at.S.toU\& 3 . 1 2 . 1. 2.1. 3.1. 3.1. 3.1 3.1. 3.1. 4.1. 3.1. 3.1 3-l. 1..1 3.1. 1..1 v 
Deac~ian-& 2.2 2.2 1.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 1.2 1..2 2.2 1.2 2.2 2.2 l:V 
Co.,. - ... 18 1..1 + 1.1. 
.;. 1..1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 2 . 1 . l:V l'otaDU.11a t.ri.dant&ta 3.1 2.1 1.1. 1.1 2.1 2.1 L1 1..1 1..1 = 
---
1.: 1 
1..1 1.1. l..l. l..l. l..l. l..l. l..l. 1.1. . J..l. l..l. l..l. l.~l. v
.....-.. triroUAl&ta l..l. 
.;. 1.1 1.1. + + · + . 2:1. = HS.erwaS.,_ ..u"'Z"\a l..l. 2.1 
1:1. 
+ 
1.:1 
+ n 
~Ua pl.clooJ'1..a&U, 1..1 
.;. .; l: 1'r:1.aata11.a bo....U. + + 
1:2 3:3 
n 
DS.c~ acopari.,_ 3-3 
.; l: 
:r..::.nc. .... ~· 1..1 
.; 1..1 l: ADaJ'I>oll- _...ntac&& l..l. 
.; l: Spir&e& l.atUoU& 1.1. 2.1. 
.;. 3.1. l: V&eoim.- 'dtie-i.cl&a& 2.2 2.2 l: 
l'7rwl noril>um& l..l. 2.1. l: 
Dic~"U~aa tul...,. 2 . 2 1~ 1.2 l: Copt.ia P"'M"'N'!d'oa 
.; 1.1. .; l: Cl&dad.& oriatatel.l.a l: 
o.-mr!& os.-& 3-l. 1.1 l: 
.later ftdula 
.;. .;. l.. l. l.. l. l: A8elaacb1.ar ~ 
.; .; l: V'1.ola ad.unca 'WU"' maar 1~ l: -...!& &plv'l.l.a 1.1. l: 
'1'ot.&l. -r o£ Spooiaa 16 l.S 1/o 13 u 13 17 13 • 13 1/o l.S 7 u 13 
A&U.u-1. Spociaa 
38A• - ll"alJda -tUoU& (2.l.h ~,To~~- ol.a __ . (2.2h 
Cl.adm>ia &Zt>ucnalA (+iJ -r.n= - (1..1.). (2.1). 37A I - Po~- 3md.po:imll't (l..l. I --
38Pt - Sol.ida&o ~ (+ ). 
37%• - Cl.adoai& el.orlp~ (+). 
38lh - V11Nnlsa ou•1J>oS.d•• (r h Al.muo ori.apo (+)J 
Jlubwo pu.beaoena (+). 
37J• - Cl.adom& - (+). 
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SYNTIII!:SI.S T.UitB ~I ~~-~!;[!!' 
.Ut1t.ude l.SO 4S 1S l.SO 150 7~ 7~ 7~ l.SO 90 90 l.SO 90 1S 90 
Slope 40 L 30 L 20 .30 l.O L L L L L 20 30 L 
Aapect. B B s B w B B 
"Pbaneropm 90 70 90 ao 70 60 70 70 70 70 70 70 80 90 80 
"Cr,yptopm 60 70 60 30 20 .30 60 50 90 70 60 30 20 70 20 
Rele...f!lll:lber 36 27 39 36 36 3~ 3S 34 36 29 29 37 24 39 21. Presence 
B B A c A A B B D c A H A B D Va1\18 
DU'!erent1a1 SpeGiea 
or u... Subwar1ant. 
D1cranum tuaceacena ... · . 2.2 2.2 :I 
CJ.adcmi& elo~ta 1.2 + :t 
Pt1li.41\lll c4l.e&l'll 1.2 1.2 :t 
lli!'torent.iel. Sped.ca 
or U... Variant.a 
Lod\1111~ 2.1 + 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 + m 
Kali01a .,_t.uoua 3.1 + 1.1· 1.1 1.1 + n 
Junipenaac~ 2.2 2.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1~ 1.2 n Linnua bo1'W&118 1.2 3.2 1.2 2.2 2~ 1.1 n CJ.adoni.a nnsl1'•r1na 
2:2 
2.2 1.2 2.2 2.2 3.2 + 1.2 1.2 m 
CJ.adoni.a &rt>u8cul.a 2.2 1.2 1.2 2.2 1.2 2.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 :IV 
CJ.adoni.a aitie 1.2 1.2 + 2.2 1.2 2.2 2.2 + 1.2 m 
I,yeopod1- cla_t.,_ 1.1 2.2 1.2 1.2 ).3 1.2 3.3 m 
Hi.erac1,......,.... + 2.1 2.1 :I 
D1ttcrent.iel. Species 
ot t.he AaaociaUon 
Lwoula c_.t.ria 1.2 1.2 1 . 2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 + v 
Empet.r.. n1Sl"a 2.2 
3:3 
4.4 4.4 2.2 2.2 1.2 + 2.2 ).3 1.1 :r:v 
D1cramm acopari,_ 3.2 3.3 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 )o3 :IV 
Vacci.n1aal Y:it.1e-1daea 
2:2 
2.2 
2:2 
2.2 2.2 2.2 1.2 2.2 1.2 m 
Plauros1\lll ac"-beri. 
1:2 
3.3 2.2 1.2 + + m 
Pol;rt.ri.c- juniperima 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 + n 
Taraxac1llo ott1cinal.a 
.;. + + :I Soll.daso ...._ + :I 
~Speciee 
Vacci.n1aal anauat.Uo11,_ 3.1 2.1 1.1 2.1 2.1 1.1 1.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 3.1 2.1 3.1 1.1 2.1 v 
Dnchaapeia~ 2.2 2.2 1.2 1.2 2.2 2.2 3.2 2.2 1.2 1.2 2.2 2.2 3.2 v 
Pot.ent1l.la t.ri.dent.et.e 1.1 1.1 2.1 1.1 1.1 ).1 3.1 1.1 1.1 :IV 
Comue caaadenaie + 1.1 + 1.1 1.1 
.;. 1.1 1.1 1.1 2.1 1.1 :IV llaiant.--·- 1.1 1.1 2.1 1.1 1.1 n 
~-t.ia plclcBI'ingU. 2.1 1.1 1~ 1.2 1.2 n a...J.UMtl"ia hiapldllla 1.2 1.2 + 
1:1 
n 
s~ lat.U'olla 1.1 
.;. 1.1 :t Tl"1cmt.e11& boreal.ie + + :t 
Soll.daso uJ.1c1noea 
.;. + + .;. 1.1 :I Cllnmmda c~a 
.;. :t I,yeopodi- obeCUl"\111 1.1 2.1 :t 
"-lanchior b&rt.r::oiana + + :t 
VilttJ~.'!"'!" ee...~!!i..~~ :l.1 1.1 :t 
CJ.adoni.a bo¢ 1.2 2.2 :t 
Oohrolechia tri.gida + + :t 
I,yeopodi,.. annot.1m= 2.2 
.;. 2.2 :t IIJpmml 1mponena 1.2 1.2 :I 
Ant.hoxant.- adorat.\011 1.2 1.2 :t 
Pt111um cl"iat.e-cut.ntnaia 1.2 
.;. 1.2 :t Cladonia· coccitera 1.1 :t 
Vacciniuaa o:x;raoacua 1.2 
.;. 1.2 :t ConW>lllal"i& acul.eat.e 2.2 :t 
Pntnant.h.,. t.ri.to11o1at.a + 1.1 + :t 
Tot.a1 Nuaber ot Speo1ea l4 1S 16 16 19 20 20 16 18 19 21 14 21 1~ 18 
Add1~1cma1 Species 
2781 - Bat.llla papyritcra (+); Picaa mariana (Jt)J Rea& n1t1da (1.1); 
Rhododendron canadonao (1.1) 
(3.3); 36AI - Diorama tul......, (1.2)1 Alnwo cl"iapa (1.1)J Rhac<llli~ri.um 1anuginoaum 
Sph&oophorwo globoowo (+) 
34EI - Lonicera Y:!.Uooa (+)J P,yr\18 tlori.bunda (+) 
36DI - Anaphal.io marpri.t.ocoa (+)J Vaccinium ul.1pnooum (+ ) 
37HI - Copt.ia -nl.andica (+) 
24A: - CJ.adcmi& cl"iat.e~11a (+)I Ol.adonia eq......,.a (+h 
CJ.adonia ~t.e (+)J Cladonia ve~ic111at.e (1.1) 
39A: - Aat.or radul.a (1.1) 
24DI - l,yeopod1,.. caopl.anat.- (1.1)J LariJt 1ario1na (r) 
29CI - 1tY1ocoad.11111 aplendona (+) 
35AI - ltalm1a po11to11a (+) 
35E:: - Rl¢1dado1phwo t.riquc~rwo (2.2)J D1oran.... apurl,um (1.2) 
29A 1 - Cot.ral"ia 1eland1ca (1.2h P,yrola rot.un<U.rolia (+ h 
Oooccaul.on l.ivid\011 (r) 
3981 - Jtyrica p1e (+h Viola ..Sunca var minor (+)I 
lln111111 horn\011 (2.2) 
l 
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Dl•--·part.-C...a Lrlopr.-5o,..._ ........ 
2.1 1.1 l..l. 1.1. 
. .. . . 
• 1...2 1..2: • 
• 1.1 2.1 1.1 
1..2 1..2 2..2 
z:Z 1:Z 
1.1 1.1 1.1 
. . .. . 
2.2 1..2 1..1 2..2 
1.1 • • 
1.1 • 
l:Z ~ .. 
1.11.1. 
.:. 
1.2 
td : : 
• Z.l • 
1:1 
.:. 
; 
1.1 
1.1 ... 1.11.1 
: l:Z • 
1.1 
+ 
. . . 
1..2 1..2 1..2: 
u & 25 a. 20 14 Zl 11 17 Ul u. 22 19 20 15 18 :n 111 19 
.WdiU~ DpMl-
X.at - Z..,.opodl..- -w.-f'ou- (].1) 
)611 - .... nl\Ua ( • ) 
SOI-t • 0.1-N.r"la nJ.wal.J• (1.2)1 Alea\.orla ftl.,..SMM (•) 
;:: : =1=..-:i'.!::.: ~!;1) 
net - ... Mnta l.rUobac.a (1.2) 
J~t - llil*&a ...--- C•) 
loC.t • Orchid opo ( .. )1 llf'o"\.lda-lo1fil"a u-s.t-c.- (2. 2) 
U.Ct .. DNMN rot•'IIUtoUa (+) 
~~: : g::,.r:u:!::.:: ~;!2) . 
27A t .. C::b4onla .,...,u. -r. •loft&*C-a C• h a-loe- nu.a (• ) 
)71)1 .. P'0\11-rlc"'-- •-- (•)I nola adW!ea (•) ]9Ct .. CIMen..la _ _._,_. (2. 2) 
,_,.. , .. NeJitlrc- a"uc ... (• ) 
.:. 
1.1 
.. 
a:.Z ,:.z : • 
2.-1 1..1 
,; 
1.2 
1:. 
+ 
1..1 
,; 
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AU.i.t.udc (H.) 230 180 l.BO 200 200 l.SO l.BO 1.80 l.BO l.E!O 75 7 5 
S1ope JO 40 40 40 40 JO .'30 .'30 .'30 .'30 .'30 30 
Aspect. w E E E E w w w w w N'tT NW 
% Phanerogam 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 70 90 
% Cryptogam .'30 .'30 20 JO 
Rcl.eve Number 65 69 69 70 70 7J 7J 7J 7J 7J 1 1 P renc!'lCC 
B c A B c A B c D E B c Val.uc 
Di rCcrent.ial. Species 
or the Variant s 
Pyrus f'1oribunda 1..1 2.1. l..l. II 
Clint.onia borealis 1..1 l..l. I 
Smil.ac:ina trif'ol.:ia l..l. + I 
Myrica gal.e 2.2 2.2 I 
Calamagrosti.s pickeringij. 1.1 2.1 I 
Dicranum scopari.um 2.2 1..2 r 
Prunus pennsyl.van:i.ca l..l. 1..1 l..l. 1.1. 2.2 + III 
Amel.anch:ier bartramiAna 1.1 l..l. 1.1. + 2.1 III 
Dif'f'erent.ial. Species 
of' the Association 
Al.nus crispa. J • .'3 ;3.2 ;3.2 ;3.2 ,'3.2 ,'3.2 J.2 ,'3.2 ;3.2 ,'3.2 ,'3.2 2.2 v 
Pt.eridium aquil.inum J .J l..l. 2.1. 2.1. 1.. 1 + 1..1 l..l. 1 . 1. IV 
Rhododendran canader.tSe 1..1 1..1 l.. l. ,'3.1 2.1 2.1. 2.1 1..1 l..l. 2.1. + v 
Viburnum cassinoides 2.2 1.1. 2.2 1..1 l..l. 2.1. 1..1 1.1 1 .1 l..l. l..l. v 
Nemopa.nthus mucronata l..l. + + l..l. + 1.1. l..l. 1.1 1..1 1..1 1..1 l..l. v 
Companion Species 
Vaccinium angust:Li"ol.ium l..l. 1..1 1.1. 1..1 1..1 1.1 2 . 1 l..l. 1..1 1.1. 1 . 1. v 
Kalmia angustif'ol.:ia 1.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1. 2.1 ;3 . 1 2.1 2.1 ,'3.1 v 
Comus canadensi.s + 1.1 + + + 1..1 + + 2.1. l..l. v 
Maianl:.hemum canadense 1.1 1..1 + II 
Tr:i.ental.is boreal.is + + l..l. II 
Sorbus decora l. . l. 2.2 1.1. l.. l. II 
Osmunda eimlQIJIOIIIea 1.. 1 1 . 2 I 
Vaeeinium viti.s-idaea + + I 
Cladonia arbuscul.a 2.2 + I 
Total. Number of' Species 1.6 l.J 16 l.O l.2 9 l.O l.O 9 8 ll J.7 
Additional. Species 
l.C: - Bet.u1.e. ~pyrl.f'era (2.2) S Picea mariana (K); Linnaea boreal.i.s (1..1) ; 
<lladonia eri.stat.el.la (+ ; Dicr anum undul.atum (2.2) 
l.B: - Cladonia coccilera (+); Cladonia maeropb;ylla (1.2); 
Dicranum spurium (2.2) 
(2.2); 65B: - Sol.idago macropb;yl.la (2.1.); Pol.;yt.richum commune 
Dicranum fUBeescens (2.2) 
Cladonia mitis (1..2); 69A: - Cladonia rangii"er:ina (2.2 ); 
P1eurozi um sehreberi (1.2) 
69C: - Ledum groenlandieum (2.1.) 
- 234-
.Al.Ut.ude J..4D 90 90 ~70 ~70 75 1l.O l.70 :uo l.20 l.20 l.20 l.20 l.20 
Sl.ope L L L 30 :20 L . L 20 30 20 20 :20 :20 20 
.6llpect s s s w N N ;o N N 
" l'haDeroPIIL 80 80 90 70 so so so so so so so 80 80 80 
" Czn>toPIIL 70 70 70 6o 70 6o 70 6o 70 30 30 30 .30 30 
Bal.eri' Number ~ 29 29 21 21 ~7 l.6 21 22 42 42 42 42 42 Presence 
B. I' E . c A A .&. B B II: L M H 0 Val.ue 
D!.JXe:rent.1.al. Speci.ea 
or the Vari.ant.a 
L1=aae. boreslla l..2 l..2 2.2 2.2 2.2 J..2 II 
~ c•D•denae J..l. l..l. l..l. I 
.Pt.1.ll.dj,""' c&Le.re 2.2 ~.2 . I 
P.icea :mariaDa. 2.2 + I 
•me' eneb' e:r bartram:1aDa + l..~ I 
l'ti.ll.UIIl~ 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 II 
Cl.iDtom.a 'bore..Ua + l..l. l..l. l..l. l..l. l..l. II 
11b;rt11U.adal.p!ma t.riquetrus 2.2 3·3 2 . 2 I 
Di=am= Ulldul&'t11m l..2 2.2 2.2 I 
Elllpe'tz'UIIl D1grua l..2 2.2 2.2 2.2 II 
V&eC'"'Jm rtt1.a-1dee8 l..2 J..2 + + II 
Ledum. ~a= l..l. + l..l. - + + II 
IIU.t"er=Ual. Spec1ea 
or 1:ha ..t.ssoci.at.i.an 
~- be1 •naee r. bndecm1 e 4·4 3·3 4·4 4-4 4-4 4·4 4·4 4·4 4·4 4·4 4·4 3-3 4·4 4·4 v 
CGmpiU!I' ou Species 
l'l.euroz1.UIIl schreberi. l..2 3-3 J..2 2.2 3·3 2.2 3·3 3.3 3-3 2.2 3.3 2.2 + 2.2 v 
JlTl.DCOIId.UIIl spl.tllll<lena 2.2 2.2 l..2 2.2 2.2 l..2 l..2 l..2 + l..2 IV 
ni=-s~""' 2.2 2.2 J..2 2.2 2.2 l..2 l..2 l..2 + l..2 IV 
Cor.aus ceaedeas1s J..l. + l..l. 2.l. l..l. l..l. l..l. + III 
Vaccizdlllll IIZICWI't.1.tol..1lllll l..l. l..l. l..l. + l..l. l..l. l..l. 2.l. l..l. III 
JtaJm.a aaguat.Uol.i.a l..l. J..l. + + + l..l. + l..l. III 
Ba::IISD' 8 trl.J.o'bata + + I OIIIIIUDda a1mw a J..2 + I 
Tr1al%tal.1.ll boreslla J..l. l..l. + I 
CJ edon1e el.ODpta + l..l. + l..l. II 
COLUl:therl.a lWsp1dul.a J..2 J..2 l..2 I 
Total. Number ol: Speci.es l.O l.O l.O l.O l.4 l.4 l.l. l.l. 8 l.O 9 8 l.l. 6 
.oAd<U. UoDal. Speci.es 
~7.1.: - Po~ch\llll COIIIIIUDe (l..2) 
\ 2L\: - *Orchi.a rotundi.£ol.i.a (+); *:U.stera cordata (+) 2l.B: - Coptia ~ca (+); Sorbus decora (+) 2l.C: - *lJ170p'ter.t.s api.Jml.osa (l..2); W.bes gl.aadul.osa (+) 
29E: - D1=am= ruacesoSDS (l..2) 
) J,2N: - Vacoim.\llll uUciDoS'IIIIl (+) 
* These apeci.es ~o 11erv111 as associ.ati.OD d11'1:e:rszrtial.s 
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B.BJ.m- 13 42 42 42 42 42 60 47 25 24 :50 SS -46 1S -46 53 S2 50 6) 48 l'reD8DC8 
.. C • P Q ···:a· S 1' C B B C B C C C A A A C .1. . A V<ll.ue 
DI.U.....ual. Spea1aa 
or tZoe .........au-
+ 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 2.2 
2.2 1.2 1.2 + 2.2 3.3 
2•2 3.2 3.3 4o4 2.2 
1.1 + 2.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 
+ + + 1.1 
1.1 
1.1 1.1 + 
+ 
1.1 + 
+ 
1.1 1..1 
1.1 
+ 
1.1 
+ + 
+ 1.1 
1.1 
1.1 + 
1.2 2.2 
1.1 
1.1 1.1 
1.1 1.2 
.. 
+ 
1.1 1.1 
1.1 1.1 2.1 1..1 1.1 
~ pl.• .~~~~~~~.2.2~~~~~.~~~. 
Cl.&cSoD1& <ll.peatria 1.2 + 1..2 1.2 1.2 3.2 4o4 3-2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 3-2 ).2 2.2 1.2 
~·"'on Spea1ea 
ltal.ll1a ~oU.a 
v.....wwa ~aa.. 
CI.adoaS.& ftiii!U-n-
CI.adoaS.& ~ 
Cl.adoaS.& ad.U. 
VaocWWa -.:1t1 .. 4dna 
IAdaa £l"''*'i' _,, C!!!P 
~- llpl.cldeu CGn:l:l:aa n•rodns1· 
ll1cr-~ 
l'laarD:dla aabzoe'bcS. 
3.1 2.2 2.2 
2.1 1.1 1.1 
2.2 2.2 1.2 
2.2 2.2 1.2 
2.2 1.2 + 
2.2 2.2 1.2 
+ + 1.1 
1.2 3.2 2.2 
+ 1.1 
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snmiESIS TABI& 11.. !%~~~¥-~P.%!91 
.Ut.S.tuda (K.) 4S 4S 4S loS 140 4S 4S 4S 140 140 4S 4S 45 140 140 
Sl.o)>ll L L L L 30 L L t. :30 30 t. t. L 30 30 ..  _ 
B B B B E 
"Pllanero- 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 70 
" CI'7J't.O- 70 70 '10 '10 '10 '10 '10 '10 70 '10 70 70 70 70 70 
Belllft - .. 66 66 66 66 '71 66 66 66 '71 '71 66 66 66 '71 '71 Pre'enco 15 l: .r II r c A B H A 1!: c E 0 B II Vo.l.ua 
Dl..t.torenU.al. Speci .. 
ot t.he Va..r1.ant.a 
Spbas:ma llieiM)re:'\a 4.4 4.4 :t 
Coul.U.ri& hap14\IJ.a 1 . 2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1 . 2 u s...._ .............. 4.4 4.4 3.3 3.3 4.4 3.3 2.2 3.3 
1:2 2:2 1:2 
m 
C1.adcn1a ..-c\IJ.a 1.2 + 1.2 2.2 + 2.2 2.2 :tV 
C1adan1& ld.t.S.e 1.2 + 1.2 1.2 + 2.2 1.2 2.2 1.2 1.2 :rv 
.Juzd..Jieru. c~ 1.2 1.2 X 
DU'1'tlrezrt.ial. apeciaa 
or the A.uoc1&Ucm 
Pic.._ a.arS.ana t. ...S.p:rcet.rat.a 2.2 2 . 2 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 . 3.3 2.2 3.3 
'·' 
3.3 3.3 
'·' 
3.3 2.2 v 
Bo.sani& t.rilobat& 1.2 2.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 + 1.2 2.2 + XV 
~en SpecS.. 
IC&lm& aft&\Wt.S.1'oll& 2.1. 2.1 2.1 1.1 1.1 2.2 2 . 1 2.1 2.1 1.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 1.1 2.1 v 
v-- aft&Ut.S.1'ol.1 ... 1.1 1.1 1.1 2.1 + 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 + 1.1 1.1 1.1 2.1 1.1 v 
Cladoa1& l'UIClt.ri.- + 2.2 1.2 2 . 2 2.2 3.2 2.2 3.2 
'·' 
2.2 2.2 3.2 XV 
t..d1a ~oen1 •nd1cla 1.1 1.1 1.1 
.;. 1.1 1.1 + .;. 1.1 + 1.1 + + :tV V'1.bunna caaa!.no!.dea + 
.;. 1.1 + 1.1 .;. + 2:1 1.1 2:Z m Dlpot.--=- 2.1 2.1 1.1 
.;. 1.1 1.1 1.1 .;. 1.1 .; XV eo ...... -s. + + + + + + + + ,:, 3:, ,:, + :rv Pl.euroU- ochroberl. 1.2 1.2 1.2 2.2 2.2 1.2 3.2 
'·' 
2.2 4.4 2.2 v . 
Jlrl.ocad-·~ + 
'·' 
2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 
'·' 
2.2 2.2 
2:Z 1:2 
:rv 
Dicruna acopa..rl\a 1.2 1.2 1.2 + 1.2 1.2 1.2 2.2 1.2 :rv ~-o:el.iuw 1.2 1.2 
1:2 
1.2 + + + 1.2 
2:2 
1.2 + = CllldoniAI o:l.aapt& 2.2 
.;. .;. .;. 2.2 1.2 1.2 2.2 1.2 + = Uanaa .l.cac1a•1Jia + + + + = Alectol"i& ~nt.oe& + i + + + i i + .; u Ab.iea~a 
1:2 
It 2.2 u 
Vacc1rl11a o:Q'aOCC\18 1.2 
1:2 
+ 1.2 
1:2 .;. .; u 
"""'a-1& ~· + 1.2 u r.1U.ra~ + 
2:2 1:2 
+ l: 
Pt.1.11-wa c1'iatAo-caat.rena1a 
.;. .;. 1.2 1:1 .; X -pant~No auoronat& 1.1 1.1 1.1 + = Cllldoma o1pootri& + 2.2 3.2 2.2 u 
-lllnc!Wir bart~Wdaz~a . + + X 
Rhodod.end.ron canad•na• + 1.1 X 
Total. N'lalber or Spoci.ea 11. 14 15 13 15 1.6 21 22 22 17 15 21 13 18 18 
.lddj.t.icm&l. Specaa 
7Ur - Cllldcna crapo.ta (+). 
71Br - ~-ta pl.cko~ (+)J 
'7111. - IC&lm& poU.f"oll& (+). 
Diarama unci\IJ.atua (1.2). 
:i •· Ji • •• •· 4.,40- CIX - >.P 6, . II - Y: Wi. . ... !".'.·· .. .. • .. -. ~ -= ··- -''""' ···· --' ·~ ~ .,,, .. _ .. · ::-.. ;.- 1." , --·-··· , ... ·~ • ~~--·....----:--T- ·, 
.. 
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APPENDJX m 
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Si.te No. 
~ 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
~0 
ll 
~2 
~3 
u 
~5 
~6 
~7 
~8 
~9 
20 
2J. 
22 
23 
24 
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LOCATION OF SITES INVESTIGAXED ON THE AVALON PENINSULA 
Nearest P~ace Nama 
Aquaf'orte 
Fermeuse 
Cappahayden 
Portugal. Cove South 
Portugal. Cove South 
Portugal. Cove South 
Portugal. Cove South 
Portugal. Cove South 
PcrtugaJ. Cove South 
Portugal. Cove South 
Trepassey 
Trepassey 
Trepassey 
Trepassey 
Trepassey 
st. Shotts 
st. Shotts 
St. Shotts 
Peter's River 
Peter's River 
Peter' s Ri. ver 
Peter's River 
Riverhead 
O~d Man's Pond 
Latitude 
47 00 ~5 
46 58 30 
46~30 
464430 
46 44 ~5 
46 43 45 
464330 
46 43 ~5 
46 43 00 
46 42 45 
53 20 00 
46 44 ~5 
46 43 45 
46 43 ~5 
46.· 43.·Js .. ·• 
46 38 45 
46 38 30 
46 37 30 
46 42 45 
46 44 00 
46 45 ~5 
46 45 45 
47 02 ~5 
47 25 30 
Long:i.tude 
53 00 45 
53 02 ~5 
53 0~ 45 
53 ~5 45 
53 ~5 00 
53 ~5 00 
53 ~4 45 
53 ~5 00 
53 ~5 00 
53 ~5 ~5 
464430 
53 20 ~5 
53 25 ~5 
53 27 00 
53 Z7 30 
53 33 ~5 
53 34 ~5 
53 35 30 
53 30 00 
53 32 30 
53 34 45 
53 35 45 
53 28 45 
53 20 00 
J 
':":!!;_.: ...... .. . .J .. . . ) . . 
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Si.te No. Nearest P1ace Name 
25 Hodgewa.ter Pond 
26 Roaches Line Int. T.C.H. 
Zl Sprout Cove 
28 Job1 s Cove 
29 Lower ISland Cove 
.30 Grates Cove 
.31 Grates Cove 
.32 01d Perllcan 
.3.3 HS:U:way House 
.34 Hodgewa.ter Li.ne 
.35 Hodgewater Li.ne 
.36 New Harbour Road 
Yl New Harbour Road 
.38 New Harbour Road 
.39 ISlington 
/1) Hearts Desi.re 
.u Hearts Content 
42 Lance Cove 
4.3 Gooseber.r;y- Cove 
44 Argenti.a Access Road 
45 Long Cove 
46 Chape1 Arm 
47 Spread Eagl.e Peak 
48 Col.J.i.ers Bay 
49 Chape1 .Arm 
50 BJ.ack Brook 
Latitude 
47 26 30 
47 25 00 
47 49 00 
47 58 15 
47 49 l.5 
480930 
48 OS 45 
48 0.3 15 
47 48 .30 
47 29 15 
47 .30 .30 
47 .35 00 
47 .34 15 
47 .35 15 
47 46 15 
47 50 00 
47 5.3 .30 
46 5.3 15 
47 04 .30 
47 2.3 00 
47 .32 00 
47 .31 45 
47 28 00 
47 42 45 
47 .30 .30 
47 59 .30 
Lonrltu.de 
5.3 2.3 .30 
5.3 19 .30 
5.3 OS .30 
53 02 00 
52 59 45 
52 55 30 
52 56 15 
5.3 01 30 
5.3 17 l.5 
5.3 19 00 
5.3 18 45 
5.3 2.3 .30 
5.3 26 l.5 
5.3 .31 15 
5.3 28 45 
5.3 25 00 
5.3 22 00 
54 0115 
54 05 00 
5.3 .36 .30 
5.3 44 00 
5.3 4.3 45 
5.3 .36 00 
5.3 44 45 
5.3 44 00 
5.3 57 .30 
---------~--'··-·· -····-
--. , . . 
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Site No. Nearest P1ace Na~e Latitude Lonrltude 
5l. Goobi.es 47 56 30 53 57 15 
52 Goobies 47 54 30 53 56 30 
53 Bunn;yside 47 5l. 15 53 56 45 
54 Bunn;yside 47 48 45 53 57 00 
55 A.rno1d1 s Cove 47 47 15 53 58 00 
56 La Mancha . 47..'. 43: 30' . 53 55 15 
57 Rantem Station 47 40 00 . 53 53 00 
58 Chance Cove 47 38 30 53 52 00 
59 Cape Spear 47 31 15 52 37 45 
60 Hawke ~s 47 20 00 53 07 00 
61 Wit1ess Bay Line 47 20 30 52 58 00 
62 Wit1ess Bay Line 47 20 15 53 02 30 
63 Wi. t1ess Bay Line 47 20 15 53 03 30 
64 Wit1ess Bay Line 47 2J. 15 53 02 45 
65 Wit1ess Bay Line 47 22 00 53 02 45 
l 66 Co1inet 67 Cochrane Pond 47 15 30 53 32 15 47 27 1 5 52 53 30 
f 
68 Thomas Pond 
69 So1diers Pond I 70 So1diers Pond 71 Sal.moni.e r Line i 
47 27 30 52 55 30 
47 25 15 53 00 15 
47 24 00 53 01 30 
47 19 45 53 14 00 
f 72 Hawke Hi11s 
... 
I. 
73 Butterpot Park 
47 19 15 53 as 15 
47 23 45 53 01 30 
I' 74 Hawke Hi11 ! ,_ 
47 19 45 53 07 00 
r 
t 
i 
l 
..... ---··-·-·--"-·-- ·----·-·-.. -·-.. - ·--·----
. ... ~ 
~ · ··-··· }' . •• .: ... :.e . . x .. 
---·-···! :· ---·--- --- ·----
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RELEVES CONTRIBUTED BY E.D. WELLS 1 
~te No. Nearest P1ace Name Latitude Longi.tude 
137 Cape St. Mary's 46 49 20 53 ll .30 
13S Cape St. Mary's 46 49 25 53 ll 20 
141 Chance Cove 47 39 10 53 51 .30 ; 
151 Cape Race 46 39 4D 53 13 .30 
1 Graduate Student (B:io1ogy) Memorial. University o£ Newt:oundJ.and. 
:~ 
....... .... -.. - --·--- - - · - - -·-----,--- -
-------·----- .. - - - ·- _____ -:;_. 
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SPECIES CHECKLIST ACCORDING TO HEA'Im.AND HABITAT 
l. Species displaying a distinct pre£erence £or extr~ exposed rock 
barrens. 
(i.) VASCULAR PLANTS 
Diapensia lapponica 
Loisel.euria procumbens 
Arctostaphylos ~-~ 
Empetrum eamsii 
Sal.ix E!!:-~ 
Ca'!!!I?anuJ.a rotundi.:fo1ia 
Picea :ma.riana. £. empetroides 
(ii) MlSSES 
Arctostaphylos al.pina. 
Lycopodium se1ae;o 
Juncus trilidus 
PoJ;ygonum. v:i.v:i.pm 
Euphrasia randi.i 
Carex def'l.exa 
Rhacomi trium. lanugi.nosum. is extremel.y abundant in this habitat but 
al.so £requents moderately exposed hard ground heath. 
(iii) LICHENS 
Cetraria nival.is 
Al.ectoria ochro1euca 
A1ectoria nigricans 
P1atismatia g1auca 
Cetraria cucul.lata 
StereocauJ.on paschal.e 
2. Species displaying a distinct pre£erence £or hard ground heath. 
(a) Moderately Exposed Hard Ground Heath 
(i) VASCULAR PLANTS 
Potentilla tridentata 
Deschampsia £1exuosa 
Prenanthes tri£olio1ata 
Carex bigelowii 
Vaccinium uJ.iginosum. var. alpinum. 
Cal.amagrostis pickeringii 
Solidago ul.iginosa 
Betul.a p'UIII.i.J.a 
J 
··--- . 
---- - - - ----------- --- -~ . ... ~ol'f' • .:-~ . .. ~ ........ . . 1•· • • ~ lo' 
..,. .>-~.!A Y.'!5.h .t_ . X ·--· ·-~ :;; . -·· >.- ... 
.. 
. , ":·~'·· Y" . P~ ,. • z:::; . J\<<.1_: .· .. !.· . 
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(i) VASCULAR PLANTS (Cont1d) 
Lycopodium sabi.naei'o~ium 
~ bal.samea £. hudson:i.a 
(:i.:i.) MOSSES 
Rhacomi. trium ~a.nugi.nosum 
(:i.:i.:i.) LICHENS 
C~adolli.a ~ 
Cetraria i&and:i.ca 
~on:i.a unc:i.al.:i.s 
Cl.adon:i.a amaurocraea 
LYcopodium comp~anatum. 
Leucobrzum glaucum 
Sphaeophorus g+obosus 
Cl.adon:i.a terrae-~ 
Co:rn:icul.aria acuJ.eata 
Nephroma arcticum 
(b) Species commonly encountered on peat~ands;d:i.sp~ay:i.ng a sporadic 
occurrence on dry heath soils in the southern regi.on o£ the 
A.val.on Pelli.nsu1a. 
(i) VASCULAR PLANTS 
Aster nemoral.is 
Sangqisorba canadensis 
.Aster radul.a 
Juniperus horizontal.:i.s 
Andromeda g+aucophylla 
Kalmia po~:i.£o~ia 
Note: Lichens and mosses do not disp~ay this habitat pre£erence. 
(c) Introduced species disp~ay:i.ng a pre£erence £or anthropogenic 
hard ground heath. 
(i) VASCULAR PLANTS 
Luzu1a campestris Taraxacum o££ic~e 
Hi.eracium murorum Spiraea ~at:i.£o~ia 
Anaphal.is margaritacea Achi.J.J.ea m:i.l.~ei'olium. 
---· ~·--··---------·---··---
·. ·.. ~:-:s.•_ .... . 
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(i) VAS~ PLMJTS (Cont1 d) 
Fragaria. virgin; ana ~ nitida. 
Anthoxanthum. odoratum Leontodon a.utmnnal i s 
Note: Solidago rugosa and I.,ycopodi.um. obscurum are not introduced 
species but do displ.q a. pre:ference £or anthropogenic heath. 
Pinus s:ylvestris is an introduced species used :in a.££oresta.tion 
triaJ.s. 
(ii) IDSSES 
Note: PoJ;rtrichum. commune aJ.though not an introduced species 
) 
displays a notable increase :in abundance on anthropogenic heath-
lands. The circumboreaJ. distribution o£ :ma:o;y mosses and lichens 
makes their assessment under t.hi.s category d.i££icuJ.t. 
(iii) LIC:HEUS 
The £requency o£ £ire :in anthrogenic heath generall.y i.nhibi ts 
the development o£ lichens :in this habitat. The £ollowing ~ 
be considered pioneer species £ollowing burning; 
Cladonia. verticillata. 
Clad.onia. cr:ispata 
Cl.adonia squamosa 
Clad.onia cocci£era. 
Cl.adonia. crista.tella 
Cl.adonia. de£ormis 
Clad.onia macroph.ylla 
Cl.adonia. pW.da.ta 
.3. Species d.isplay:i.ng a pre£erence £or vet heath. 
Note: Ma.Dy o£ these species are coDDDOn on peatlands and are onl.y 
rarely (r) encountered on vet heath. 
-····· _ ....... . --··--·'·-· .... ·-····· .. ---.-:- ... ........ .:.~ ·--···--· ........ ·--· .... ·-~· ·----- "'"'" '""-· .. ···-----.. 
(i) VASCULAR PLANTS 
Myrica gal.e 
Sarraceni.a purpurea 
Chamaedaphne ca],ycu:La.ta 
~ mariana. £. semi.prostrata 
Sm:il.acina tri.£ol.ia 
Lycopodium annoti.num 
Rubus chamaemorus (r) 
~ pauci.:fl.ora (r) 
Coptis groen1and.i.cum 
(ii) M::>SSES 
Spha grrum nemoreum 
Pti1ium crista-castrensi.s 
Sphagnum recurvum. 
Sphagnum £uscum (r) 
-~----.... -.. ~- .. 
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Vacc:i.n.i.um ogcoccus 
Drosera rotundi.:roJ..i.a. 
Carex trisperma (r) 
Scirpus cespitosus (r) 
Cli.ntoni.a boreal.is 
Qmnnnda cinnomamea 
Egu;isetum sy1vaticum (r) 
Eriophorum. spissum (r) 
.Alll.acomnium. pal.ustre 
Sphagmlm papi11osum (r) 
Mni.um hornum (r) 
Note: My1ia anomal.a, Bazzani.a tri.1obata and Pti1idi.um c:il.:iare are 
1ea£.y 1iverworts commo~ encountered on wet heath or moist micro-
habitats i.n dry heath. 
(iii.) LICfiENS 
C1adoni.a a1pestris is the o~ 1iehen disp1aYing a pre£erence £or wet 
heath. Usnea 1ongissima and AJ.ectoria sarmentosa are epi.peytes in 
b1ack spruce tuck occurring on poorl.y drain~d soi1s. As a general. 
rul.e 1i.chens disp1ay a greater abundance and coverage on dry" heath1and 
so:il.s. 
;~ 
.r ' j . 
· ..• 
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4· Common species disp1~ no obvious habitat preference with respect 
to presence or absence but same having a greater abundance and coverage 
on exposed heath {e) or she1tered heath (s). 
{i) VASCULAR PLANTS 
Ka1mja anff""ti£o1ia {s) 
Pteridium agulli.num (s) 
Nemopanthus mucronata (s) 
Abies bal.samea (s) 
..lmel.anchier bartramiana (s) 
Viburnum cassinoides (s) 
Vacci.nium ~-~ (e) 
I.ycopodium c1avatum (e) 
Maianthemum. canadense 
Trienta1is boreaLis 
Li.nnaea boreal.is 
Ledum groenJ andi cum (s) 
Rhodod~n canadense {s) 
Gaul.theria hispiduJ.a (s) 
Serbus decora (s) 
"IDnmetrum nigrum (e) 
Juniperus commun:i.s (e) 
Comus canadensis 
~ 1arici.na 
~noribunda 
Betul.a papzri£era 
C;yr:i.pedium acaul.e 
Note: Vaccinium. angu.sti£o1ium is distributed throughout al.1 heathJ.and 
types but has a much greater coverage on recentl.y burnt heathJ.and (1-.3 yr.). 
JIJnus crispa is most £requentl.y encountered on tree 1ine sites. 
(ii) M>SSES 
Di.cranum scoparium. {s) 
HY1ocom:i.um sp1endens (s) 
Dicranum £uscescens (e) 
Buxbaumi.a apbYlla 
P1eurozium schreberi {s) 
Rbytidiade1phus triguetrus (s) 
Po+lftrichum juniperinum 
l 
_;. __ 
5-
(:i.ti) LICHENS 
Cladon:ia arbuscula (s) 
Cl.adon:ia ra.ng:i.:rerina. (s) 
C~adon:ia cornuta (e) 
Hypogymn:ia pby'sodes 
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madon:ia. mi.ti.s (s) 
madon:ia el.ongata (e) 
Ocbro~echi.a £ri.gida (e) 
Speci.es whose occurrence i.s too sporadi.c to comment on thei.r habi.tat 
pre:rerence. 
(i.) VASCULAR PLANTS 
Geocaulon livi.dum. *Li.stera cordata 
*Orcbi.s rotun.di£o~ *nryopteri.s spinulosa 
Vi.o~ cucullata Ri.bes gl.andulosum. 
Rubus pubescens 
* These speci.es were onl.y recorded :in Bal.sam Fi.r tuck. 
(i.i.) MJSSES 
Di.cranum £ulvum. H:ypnum i.mponens 
Di.cranum spuri.um. Di.cranum. e~ongatum. 
PobJ.:ia nutans Rh;yti.di.um rugosum 
Di.cranum. majus 
(:i.ti) LICHENS 
C~adoni.a grac~s var. e~ongata Pe~ti.gera can:i.na 
TotaJ. F~ora L47 speci.es 
~ 
I 
l 
' ~ 
I 
~ 
I 
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I 
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